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Abstract

The current type system of Java lacks the possibility to efficiently combine multiple immutable primitive types, which directly contain the value, to form a new value based type. This is only possible by creating a class and using a reference type to access created objects from it on the heap. Those, however, suffer from a performance penalty by a pointer traversal to the heap and an additional space consumption to maintain their identity, their state, and the possibility to mutate the objects. This also entails work of garbage collection as limiting factor.

The Valhalla research project proposes value types, a third type in the type system, to exploit the advantages of the existing primitive and reference types. They can combine multiple concrete types together to form a new type, like classes, while treating an instance as being completely immutable and identityless. Therefore, value types can be seen as primitive user-defined types which "code like a class but work like an int".

Over the past three years, a first simplified prototype, called minimal value type, emerged for the HotSpot™ JVM which currently supports value types in the interpreter and the server just-in-time compiler (also called C2 compiler). Value type support for the client just-in-time compiler (also called C1 compiler) does not exist yet. This thesis addresses this issue and provides a first working implementation for value types in the C1 compiler. The approach treats value types as immutable objects and exploits their nature to avoid expensive heap allocations with a buffer concept.

The main advantage of this work’s design is not only to improve the performance by avoiding heap allocations but also to reduce the directly correlated time spent for garbage collection. Moreover, field accesses of value types from the heap can directly be replaced by statically known buffered values.

A detailed evaluation shows the advantages of the present work compared to the use of normal Java objects. The performance gain becomes even more significant with loops in which allocations can be omitted completely. Even in a method with a single allocation with 16 fields for objects, the value types are up to 35.4 times faster by removing the allocation. In the worst case, value types work like objects but still have a performance advantage of exploiting static field information and thus avoiding field loads from the heap. In addition, the implementation of this thesis opens possibilities for future optimizations and extensions for value types in the C1 compiler.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Many Java programs use small immutable data structures, such as complex numbers with a real and an imaginary part or two-dimensional integer points in the plain, that do not require an identity. The type system of Java provides two kinds of types for this task: hardwired basic types, known as primitive types without identity (boolean, char, byte, short, int, long, float, and double) and reference types with identity [20]. Variables of a primitive type directly contain the value. They do not have an identity and therefore do not need to store any additional information. For example, an int needs exactly four bytes containing a 32-bit integer value [51]. No identity also means that two primitive type variables containing the same value cannot be distinguished. However, combining multiple primitive types to form a new type can only be achieved by writing an appropriate class and creating objects from it. These objects are mostly stored on the heap and not directly as value in a variable, as it is done for primitive types. Instead, Java provides reference type variables which contain an address to the actual content of an object on the heap [1]. Therefore, reference accesses need an additional level of indirection (compared to accessing primitive types). An important advantage of objects is the ability to distinguish them from each other due to their inherent identity, even if they contain the same values.

The straightforward way to create an immutable and conceptually identityless type is to write a class. For example, the two-dimensional integer points from the previous paragraph could only be implemented as a new type by writing a final class that contains two final int fields for the x- and y-component, respectively. However, the created immutable objects at runtime still get an inherent identity due to their nature, even if it is not intended. At first sight, this approach looks simple and efficient. But these small immutable objects have a significant additional cost in Java compared to their actual payload of two 32-bit integer numbers represented by two primitive typed int variables without an identity. Each object requires up to 24 extra bytes to store the header (essential information about the object and its state) and a reference [19]. Furthermore, new objects occupy heap space which results in more work for garbage collection. A later access to the heap requires an additional performance limiting pointer traversal [60].

Thus, small immutable data structures with no identity cannot be implemented in a satisfying way in the current Java version. What they actually need is a combination of the advantages of
performance and memory of identityless primitive types and of creating new types by coding a class. Value types try to fill this gap in Java by providing a third type in the type system. They can define immutable types without identity that can be directly stored in memory, like primitive types (which could also be in registers or on the stack). Value types can therefore be seen as user-defined primitive types which follow the motto “codes like a class, works like an int” [18].

Since the first proposal three years ago, a minimized but viable subset of value types emerged from various discussions and prototyping attempts in the HotSpot™ Java Virtual Machine. This has been explored in the scope of the Valhalla project of the OpenJDK [58] (also see Section 3.2). The goals were set to create a first prototype for value types, called minimal value types, without constraining future developments of the Java language and the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [18]. Its focus lies on exploration and is not fixed to be released in a specific Java release (especially not in the newest Java SE 9) [3].

The current version of minimal value types has some limitations. The HotSpot™ JVM, consisting of an interpreter and two just-in-time compilers (client and server compiler, also known as C1 and C2 compiler) for producing optimized assembly code for frequently executed code (see Section 2.5.3), only implements value types in the interpreter and the C2 compiler. The purpose of this thesis is to set the foundation for the missing value type support in the C1, to explore optimization possibilities and to provide a first implementation.

This thesis treats value types as immutable objects without an identity by reusing parts of the normal object implementation. Hence, the possibility to remove expensive allocations completely is enabled. Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to apply optimizations which exploit the immutable and identityless nature of value types (including only final fields) and the fact that they do not rely on escape analysis¹ (compared to normal objects) [37] to avoid heap allocations. An allocation is a slow operation inside the JVM. An object has to be stored on the heap by possibly invoking another expensive runtime call. Moreover, it entails the work of garbage collection which has to manage all objects and needs to keep track of the new active references to them. Removing such allocations completely not only benefits from a direct performance improvement but also avoids expensive heap accesses later by buffering the immutable field values in registers or on the stack. This buffering process is the key aspect of the entire allocation and field load removal approach performed in this thesis. The following list presents all achieved goals of the thesis in chronological order:

- **Bytecodes:** Supporting the new value type related byte codes vdefault, vwithfield, vload, vstore, vreturn and getfield² in the C1 compiler

---

¹If a value type escapes a method scope, its field values cannot be changed anymore under any circumstances and thus the JVM does not need to analyze potential modification scenarios.

²Originally a separate vgetfield bytecode was used instead but was substituted by getfield during the progress of this thesis.
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- **Performance Optimizations (Main Goal):** Eliminating allocations and field accesses on the heap for value types in the C1 compiler
- **On-Stack Replacement (OSR):** Supporting OSR-compilations for value types in the C1 compiler
- **Deoptimization:** Exploring C1 compiler support for deoptimization with live value types

Further details about these goals and how they were achieved are explained in the following chapters. For an improved readability throughout the thesis the term *value types* is used instead of *minimal value types* in the context of Java. This thesis not only contributes the design and a (first) implementation of value types in the C1 compiler but also serves as a documentation. Furthermore, it provides an evaluation of the implementation. The entire code of this thesis was written and tested in the context of the Intel x86-64 Linux architecture. The changes to the original starting point changeset 13528:f017570123b2 of project Valhalla from 21. August 2017\(^3\) (the entire code was merged at that point due to a bug in the interpreter) is available as patch in [http://cr.openjdk.java.net/~thartmann/thesis_hagedorn/webrev/hotspot.patch](http://cr.openjdk.java.net/~thartmann/thesis_hagedorn/webrev/hotspot.patch).

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

- Chapter 2 provides more technical information about value types, the Java language in general and the structure of a Java Virtual Machine and specific details of the HotSpot™ Java Virtual Machine, such as just-in-time compilation with two compilers or tiered-compilation.
- Chapter 3 presents related work done in other languages to support value types and compares it to Java. It also gives more information about project Valhalla and its other feature projects next to value types.
- Chapter 4 presents the design of value types in the C1 compiler on a high level. It differs between a simple, unoptimized version (relevant for the evaluation in Chapter 6) and the core version with optimizations, such as the main allocation and field load removal approach. The design decisions are illustrated with various examples.
- Chapter 5 maps the design decisions introduced in Chapter 4 to the the code implementation in the C1 compiler. An additional introductory section gives an overview of how the C1 compiler compiles a method and where the value type implementation starts to take action.
- Chapter 6 evaluates the optimized value type implementation and compares it to the baseline with normal objects and additionally to the unoptimized value type implementation.
- Chapter 7 gives a summary of the work and the results of this thesis and highlights opportunities for future work which can also be seen as limitations of the current implementation.
- The appendix provides a description of the timeline of the work done in this thesis in Section A.1, next to additional information, such as listings or a list of used tools.

\(^3\)Changeset link: [http://hg.openjdk.java.net/valhalla/valhalla10-old/hotspot/rev/f017570123b2](http://hg.openjdk.java.net/valhalla/valhalla10-old/hotspot/rev/f017570123b2)
2 Background Information

This chapter presents more background information about the scope of the thesis in order to follow the work done. The first section gives an overview of the Java language and how it is distributed. Afterwards, Section 2.2 presents a short introduction of bytecodes. A more detailed discussion about why value types are important and how they are implemented in project Valhalla follows in Section 2.3. The general structure of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is presented in Section 2.4, while Section 2.5 describes in more detail the specific structure of the HotSpot™ JVM that is used for this thesis. The chapter ends with a brief overview of the SSA-Form in Section 2.6 that is used by the compilers of the HotSpot™ JVM.

2.1 The Java Language

Java is a general purpose, high-level, object-oriented, and platform-independent programming language. It was originally developed by Sun Microsystems and is nowadays owned by Oracle. Java pursued a new "Write Once, Run Anywhere" philosophy, unlike other conventional natively compiled (e.g. C/C++, Fortran or COBOL) or interpreted from source (e.g. SmallTalk, BASIC or Perl) languages at the time of its initial release. Java program files are first compiled to a platform-independent and easily sharable bytecode class-file which is then run by a Java Virtual Machine that interprets and compiles it to native code on a specific platform (see Section 2.4). [2]

Java was initially designed for interactive television but failed to materialize [12]. Only after that, it targeted the World Wide Web. Along with the first release of Java, Sun Microsystems provided HotJava, an own web browser which could run Java Applets [23]. Through the quick spread of the Internet, Java gained popularity and became one of the most popular languages. Nowadays, it is still the most used programming language (12.7%), followed by C (7.4%) and C++ (5.6%) according to the TIOBE index of September 2017 [72].
The core strength of Java is its object-oriented concept with a simple object model and the possibility to run programs anywhere. It has a design that is easy to learn and understand. The built-in garbage collection automatically takes care of the memory management. There is no need to manually free memory (like in conventional C/C++ programs) which is error-prone and can lead to severe bugs. As a statically typed language, Java already catches a lot of errors at compile time compared to programs written in a dynamically typed language which only fail at runtime.

Java programs do not run directly as native code on a computer’s processor (as for example C or C++ programs do). They run on a JVM as an additional layer between the program and the hardware. This means that Java, especially in the earlier versions, lagged behind other natively compiled languages in terms of performance. However, JVMs have been continuously improved and nowadays just-in-time compiled code (see Section 2.5.3) and optimized native code are close in terms of speed. Java is significantly faster than dynamically typed scripting languages, like Perl, Python or JavaScript, by more than a factor of ten. [65]

The Java platform, known as Java Standard Edition (Java SE), implements all features described in the Java Language Specification\(^1\) [56]. It provides three different packages: (i) the Java Runtime Environment, (ii) the Server Java Runtime Environment (Server JRE), and (iii) the Java SE Development Kit (JDK). The JRE is designed for end users that only need to run Java on a desktop. It provides everything needed to run a Java application on the system. The Server JRE is used for deploying Java applications on servers and does not include browser integration. Finally, the JDK includes a complete JRE and supports the development, debugging, and monitoring of Java applications [44]. The platform specific Java Virtual Machine is part of the JRE and has its own (abstract) Java Virtual Machine Specification\(^2\) [57] from which different implementations are available. This thesis works on the HotSpot\(^\text{TM}\) JVM from Oracle which can be seen as the primary reference implementation (more details in Section 2.5). [45]

### 2.2 Bytecode

Java source code is first compiled to bytecode before its execution by the JVM. This is usually done by the integrated javac\(^3\) compiler in the JDK (see Section 2.4). There are over 200 different bytecode instruction codes, each stored in a single byte. Some instructions require multiple bytes if they provide additional parameters. The bytecode execution involves an operand stack and a local variables array. The operand stack is used for the input and output of each bytecode operation. An example is shown in Listing 2.1. The bytecodes \texttt{iconst\_1} and \texttt{iconst\_2} push the integer value 1 and 2, respectively, onto the stack as an output. The \texttt{iadd} instruction pops two integer values from the stack as an input and adds them together. The output of the addition is pushed again.

---

\(^1\)Current version Java SE 8, State: 20. September 2017  
\(^2\)Current version Java SE 8, State: 20. September 2017  
\(^3\)javac is a Java-to-bytecode compiler which reads programs written in Java and compiles them into bytecode class files. It can also process annotations [46].
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Listing 2.1: Example of using the operand stack for bytecode execution

1. `iconst_1` # Push the int value 1 onto the stack
2. `iconst_2` # Push the int value 2 onto the stack
3. `iadd` # Pop two values from the stack, add them, push the result

Listing 2.2: Example of using the local variable array for bytecode execution

1. `iconst_1` # Push the int value 1 onto the stack
2. `istore_1` # Pop value from stack, store it into local variable 1
3. `iload_2` # Push the int value from local variable 2 onto the stack

onto the stack. The local variable array is used to hold all local variables of a method including its parameters. Static methods parameters start at location zero, whereas instance methods have the zero slot reserved for the "this" reference. Thus, they have its parameters starting at location one. Bytecodes can load and store from the local variable array as shown in Listing 2.2. The `istore_1` bytecode pops an integer value from the stack and stores it in the local variable array at location 1 (called local variable 1). Finally, the `iload_2` bytecode loads the integer value stored at location 2 (called local variable 2) and pushes it onto the stack.

Bytecode instructions can be divided into categories such as arithmetic and logical instructions, object accesses, conditionals, type conversions, local variable accesses, or method calls. Additional bytecodes were introduced for value types, which are described in the next section. More information and a complete description of the bytecodes available in Java SE 8 can be found in [57].

2.3 Value Types

2.3.1 Why Value Types?

Back in the mid-nineties, when Java was born, the magnitude between the cost of an arithmetic operation and a memory fetch was comparable. However, nowadays the memory cost is clearly dominating by a factor of several hundreds compared to arithmetic costs [24]. Therefore, Java lacks the possibility to represent efficient small immutable aggregate types without identity as described in Section 1.1. The type system of the current Java release\(^4\) only offers the two aggregate types: \textit{classes} (heterogeneous) and \textit{arrays} (homogeneous) [20] coupled with an inherent identity. All Java objects are heap-allocated. Therefore, each newly allocated object gets a new, unique address assigned in the heap memory and a well-defined identity. These objects are allowed to be compared independently of their actual contents. For example, two \texttt{String} objects could contain the same value "HelloWorld" but still have different identities. They can be compared using the \texttt{==} operator. On the contrary, two \texttt{int} variables which both contain the same value cannot be

\(^4\)Java SE 8 in September 2017
distinguished. Comparing them with \texttt{==} always gives the result \texttt{true}. Therefore, identities enable the important concept of mutability of object states while remaining the same intrinsic object. They can be accessed and possibly altered through one or more pointers (unless dead) pointing to them through references in Java. \cite{20}

This often unneeded identity for objects in many programming idioms has a significant cost compared to their actually used payload. In terms of performance, a field of an object requires a pointer traversal to the corresponding memory location. Moreover, objects additionally entail the work of garbage collection limiting the performance. Many optimizations are conservative with objects, as they could escape a method body and be modified, even if they are immutable. In terms of memory footprint, each object consists of two extra words\footnote{On a 32-bit architecture the word size is four bytes and on 64-bit architectures eight bytes.}, a mark word and a klass pointer, representing the object header. The mark word encodes essential information like states for biased locking (used for synchronization) \cite{4} or for garbage collection \cite{16}. The klass pointer points to metadata about the object, such as information about the object layout and its behavior \cite{60}. Array object headers contain an additional word to store its length. For example, each object of a class \texttt{Point} that contains two \texttt{int} fields for the \texttt{x} and \texttt{y}-component requires at least twice as much space as the actual payload of eight bytes would need: For a 32-bit architecture, the object header adds an extra eight bytes of heap space plus a reference of four bytes to access it resulting in 12 bytes of additional space (for a 64-bit architecture it is up to 24 bytes). Storing the \texttt{Point} objects in an array makes things even worse. Besides having an additional four or eight bytes for the array length, the inherent advantage of locality in the array is lost. An iteration needs a pointer dereference for each \texttt{Point} object which could possibly be scattered all over the heap \cite{19}. Without value types, programmers have tried to bypass object creation and its associated cost by using primitive types. For example, an array of \texttt{Point} objects could be replaced by creating two separate \texttt{int} arrays for the \texttt{x}- and \texttt{y}-component, where a point \(P_i\) is defined as \((x_{\text{arr}[i]}/y_{\text{arr}[i]})\) for a suitable \(i\). However, this suffers from a bad maintainability and a lost of encapsulation \cite{20}.

Therefore, the need for value types as a third type in the type system becomes evident, especially for performance critical programs. This opens possibilities for many optimizations due to their immutable nature. Compared to the normal object concept, value types become more restrictive:

- Immutability
- No identity
- No object header
- No object semantics like locking or synchronization
- No inheritance and thus no dynamic dispatch

The resulting value types can be described as user-definable primitive types or lightweight classes with value semantics \cite{67}.
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2.3.2 Value Types in Java

The project Valhalla is an experimental project for the exploration of advanced language features for Java\(^6\) such as value types [3] in the HotSpot\(^\text{TM}\) JVM. More information about Valhalla can be found in Section 3.2. To use the described value types in the following paragraphs, the Valhalla repository has to be cloned, built and enabled by setting certain flags. More information can be found in [21].

There are currently two possibilities to work with value types in Valhalla: (i) using value-capable classes and method handles or (ii) generating value type bytecodes with the experimental javac version of Valhalla\(^7\). The first approach can mark classes with a special annotation @DeriveValueType. From this marked class the JVM generates a normal class (value-capable class) and a value type class as a source for a value type (called derived value type). The method handle API\(^8\) can be used to manipulate value types, perform load and stores to fields or invoke methods. However, this limits the possibilities for optimizations due to type erasure of method handles [34]. Therefore, the second approach was chosen with the help of the experimental version of javac (compared to the normal javac version in (i)) which supports an own experimental syntax for creating value type classes and value types from it. This syntax and the value type related bytecodes do not commit to the language syntax and bytecode design. Those temporary decisions can change any time during the development process. For example, the bytecode vgetfield was present at start of the thesis but was removed and replaced by the field code in the meantime. [17]

The experimental javac compiler defines a special \_ByValue modifier for generating a value type class which has to fulfill certain requirements\(^9\): All associated fields must be immutable by declaring them final. The class itself is not allowed to be extended and hence is also declared final. Value types have no identity and currently cannot be compared with the == or != operator\(^10\). There is also no special null value for value types. The default value at the creation of a value type represents an instance whose fields are set to their respective default values. This also forbids a recursive (cyclic) definition. For example, a field cannot reference the declaring value type class since the initialization process of this field would involve an infinite loop. In terms of value type allocations, the JVM just needs to preserve the value semantics. The decision of how to store them (on the heap, on the stack or in registers) is specific to the JVM implementation and is not restricted. The JVM might try to avoid value type allocations completely whenever possible (main part of this thesis for the C1 compiler) or to keep the fields of value types in registers (not part of this thesis and left as future work for the C1 compiler) to get good performance. A new value type instance can be created by replacing the new keyword by the special \_MakeDefault modifier inside a method declared with the special \_ValueFactory modifier in a value type class. A dummy constructor has

---

\(^6\)Those are not available in the Java product release.
\(^7\)A third option would be to write bytecode manually by hand.
\(^8\)An API to get a method reference (i.e. a method handle) that can directly be executed. More information can be found in [33].
\(^9\)The value-capable classes from the first approach in the last paragraph must also fulfill these requirements.
to be added which assigns every field a value. It is completely ignored and is only there to avoid an error from `javac`. The need for this constructor will certainly be removed at a later stage for a possible release. A field can be assigned in any method with a prefixed `ValueFactory` modifier inside the value type class. However, a single assignment also creates a new value type instance since they are conceptually immutable. An example of a valid value type class `VTPoint` illustrating its constraints together with a corresponding creation of a value type instance can be found in Appendix A.5 in Listing A.1. In class-files value types are described by an own "Q-type" descriptor. For example, the method `set` in Listing A.1 has the signature `(QVTPoint;II)QVTPoint;`.

This thesis supports the following value type bytecodes generated by `javac` for the C1 compiler:

- **vdefault**: Creates a value type instance with all fields initialized to their default values
- **vwithfield**: Creates a new value type instance by copying the existing value type instance and reassigning one of the fields specified in the bytecode input parameter with the value provided in the second input parameter
- **vload**: Loads a value type instance from a local variable
- **vstore**: Stores a value type instance into a local variable
- **vreturn**: Returns a value type instance from a method
- **getfield**: Adapts the existing `getfield` bytecode to fetch a field from a value type instance

A description of all value type related bytecodes and more information about the changes in the JVM specification for value types can be found in [53]. Value type arrays and boxing operations are not supported by this thesis and are left as future work (see Section 7.1). [17, 67, 68]

### 2.4 The Java Virtual Machine

This section first gives an overview of the general structure of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) as specified in the Java Virtual Machine Specification [57]. The actual implementation of a JVM, like the HotSpot™ JVM (see Section 2.5), is not part of the specification. Furthermore, it is also not defined how the objects are internally represented. Moreover, the specification does not state how the bytecodes are executed. They could be interpreted (see Section 2.5.2), compiled to native code before execution (see Section 2.5.3), or be executed in a mixture of both (see Section 2.5.4). This implementation freedom enables sophisticated optimizations. The specification defines just sufficiently enough details to guarantee compatibility and portability while it is abstract enough to leave implementation details to a vendor of a JVM.

Figure 2.1 first shows how the JVM acts as a black-box in the process of executing a Java program. The source code of every Java program is contained inside one or multiple `.java` files. Those are compiled by the `javac` compiler, available as part of the JDK, into platform-independent bytecode
instructions. From each .java file a corresponding .class file with bytecode instructions is generated in a well-defined format [31]. For this thesis, the experimental version of javac from the project Valhalla is used which additionally processes the value type syntax explained in Section 2.3 to generate all value type related bytecodes described in [53] and in Chapter 4 and 5 for those specific in this thesis. Finally, the HotSpot™ JVM gets a .class or .jar file (created by the Java Archive Tool [36] to bundle multiple .class files together) input which is then interpreted or compiled to platform-specific native code and run.

Figure 2.1: The process of executing a Java program

The bytecode input to the JVM is completely independent of the source language. Thus, the JVM is also capable to run other languages which provide a compiler to produce bytecode in form of class-files. For example, Oracle ships Nashorn\(^{11}\), an engine which can interpret JavaScript code. Its compiler produces bytecode which can be executed by the JVM. For more information see [54, 43].

Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the internal structure of a JVM as specified in the Java Virtual Machine Specification [57]. The path of the program to be run (in a .class file) is first passed to the class loader subsystem. In the next step, the class loader loads all required classes used in the program in three stages: (i) In the loading stage, it tries to load the bytecode of the classes into memory. This is done by two different types of class loaders: the bootstrap class loader and the user-defined class loaders. The bootstrap class loader is responsible to load the required basic classes from the Java library like String or Date. In the JDK those class-files reside in the rt.jar file [30]. In addition, there are many user-defined class loaders. One of them is the application class loader which loads the class-file of the program as specified in the class path or CLASSPATH variable. (ii) In the linking stage, the loaded bytecode gets verified (and checked if it meets the required format). This verification is an important preventative process to ensure that the JVM does not get corrupted. All necessary data structures, like the method tables, are allocated together with the static storage. Static fields are allocated and initialized with their appropriate default values (see [51]). (iii) In the initialization stage, all static initializers are executed which can set the class variables to their specified initial values.

\(^{11}\)A new engine in Java SE 8 which replaced the old Rhino engine of Java SE 7.
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The JVM uses five different run time data areas during program execution: heap, method area, program counter (PC) registers, JVM stacks, and native method stack. The first two are only created once and are shared among all threads, while the others are created per-thread.

- The heap memory area stores the object data of all created class instances and arrays. The stack can only hold references to the heap and not the objects itself. The heap storage is automatically managed by the garbage collector and is never explicitly deallocated by the programmer as it is done in languages such as C/C++. This avoids memory leakage bugs.

- The method area stores meta data for each class. It contains the runtime constant pool to cache field and method references, field data and method data, such as names, type information, and the bytecode code for each method.

- A PC register contains a pointer to the next instruction to be executed. There are possibly many active JVM threads at once. Therefore, each thread has its own PC register.

Figure 2.2: The internal structure of a JVM as specified in the Java Virtual Machine Specification
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- Each JVM thread has a JVM stack which is only visible to the thread itself. It contains frames which correspond to the current execution of a JVM thread. For each (non-inlined) method invocation, a new stack frame is pushed and popped again on return. Each frame contains information including the parameters, local variables and the operand stack for the execution of bytecodes.

- A JVM can load and invoke native methods (methods written in a different language from Java, such as C/C++). Each thread has its own native method stack (also called "C stack" in connection with the Java Native Interface (JNI) which enables Java to use native methods written in C/C++ or assembly code) for native method invocations. However, the specification does not require the support of native method loads and the corresponding need for native method stacks in a JVM.

The execution engine executes the next instruction to be ready once the runtime data areas are loaded. Depending on the implementation of the JVM, the execution engine can either interpret, directly compile and then run the instructions or first interpret and then compile the bytecodes dynamically (just-in-time). For just-in-time compilation, it is essential to gather profiling information to decide which methods to compile and to guide optimizations. Garbage collection is also an important part of the execution engine. The algorithms for garbage collectors are left to the implementor of a JVM and are not defined by the specification.

2.5 HotSpot™ Java Virtual Machine

The HotSpot™ Java Virtual Machine (JVM) can be seen as the reference implementation of the Java Virtual Machine Specification [57]. It implements the abstract model described in Section 2.4. This section gives an overview of the HotSpot™ JVM and explains the execution engine which is very specific to HotSpot™ and possibly implemented differently in other JVMs. The relevant parts for this thesis are presented in more detail in order to follow the discussion about the design and implementation later in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively.

2.5.1 Overview

The HotSpot™ JVM is the core part of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), which also provides base libraries, such as lang or util, and is responsible for executing Java programs. It is mainly written in C/C++ and contains around 250'000 lines of code distributed in over 1500 header and source files [55]. There are many command line options available to enable or disable additional functionality, print runtime information or set environment variables. This thesis adds some custom flags and modifies existing flags as described in Appendix A.3. A full list of all flags can be found in [38]. The HotSpot™ JVM is available on various platforms and operating systems including Linux and Windows on Intel x86 and x86-64, Linux on ARM, Sparc, and PPC.
The architecture of the HotSpot™ JVM follows the one described in Figure 2.2 in Section 2.4. In a first step, the initial class gets loaded, initialized, and verified by the class loader. Afterwards, the main method of the initial class is invoked. The class loader dynamically loads and verifies additionally required classes in the bytecode and their class-files the first time they are referenced at runtime. Value type related bytecodes in the project Valhalla are currently not verified\(^{12}\). Before the program execution starts, the code of a method is loaded from the method area. Up to Java SE 7 the HotSpot™ JVM used a memory area called permanent generation. In Java SE 8 it is replaced by a native memory area called metaspace [22]. The main difference is that its size is not fixed anymore and automatically increases compared to the fixed-sized permanent generation [61].

The execution of a method always starts in the interpreter. The HotSpot™ JVM gathers profiling information about how often each method and each loop in a method is executed at runtime. If a certain threshold is crossed, the method is considered as hot spot (hence the name HotSpot for the JVM) and scheduled for compilation. The JVM uses one of the two dynamic just-in-time compilers (depending on the used settings and the currently tracked profile of a method) which transforms the bytecode of the method to optimized machine code (see Section 2.5.3). In the upcoming Java SE 9 release, there is also a possibility to compile Java code before launching the virtual machine. This feature is called ahead-of-time compilation. More information can be found in [62].

The following sections gives an overview of the HotSpot™ JVM specific components of the execution engine shown in the abstract structure of a JVM in Figure 2.2 in Section 2.4.

### 2.5.2 Interpreter

A method in a program is always interpreted first in the HotSpot™ JVM (including the main method)\(^{13}\). The current interpreter of the HotSpot™ JVM is template-based. It uses a template table for each architecture which contains a template (i.e. a description) for each available bytecode. Those templates provide the platform specific assembly code for the corresponding bytecode. The interpreter uses a bytecode pointer to point to the current bytecode in the bytecode stream to be executed. This bytecode can then be looked up in the template table to apply the corresponding template code. The interpreter can call into the runtime to get C/C++ support for more complex operations that cannot or should not be directly dealt with in assembly code. For example, in some cases, object creation needs to call into the runtime of the JVM to setup everything which would be too complex with an assembly template only. The interpreter can be compared to a simple processor: It loads each bytecode, looks the corresponding template up, and then executes the assembly code together with the required runtime calls.

---

\(^{12}\) State: September 2017

\(^{13}\) All methods need to be executed at least once in the interpreter before switching to (just-in-time) compilation.
There is also a C++ interpreter available which is purely written in C++ (without emitting assembly code directly). However, it is slower than the template-based approach according to [35]. Among other reasons, it has to compare the current bytecode instruction with all bytecodes but one in the worst case. Therefore, the template interpreter is set to be used as a default.

The interpreter analyzes the running code and performs some basic profiling, such as keeping track of the types of local variables. This runtime information, which would not be available if the code was compiled statically, is essential for later applying sophisticated optimizations in the compilers. The interpreter also detects the critical and hot code spots by using counters for method invocations (method entries) and loop repetitions (back-branches in loops). Once a certain threshold is reached, the method is scheduled for just-in-time compilation, which is explained in the next section in more detail.

### 2.5.3 Just-in-Time Compilation

Running a method with the interpreter only is slow. Each bytecode requires a template lookup which invokes a template consisting of a fixed set of machine instructions. Frequently called methods are directly compiled and optimized to machine code to replace interpretation on each invocation. This compilation is performed dynamically during execution. This process is called just-in-time compilation or dynamic compilation.

Almost all programs spend most of their execution time in a small part of the code [35], for example, in one or more long-running methods or loops. Therefore, compilation thresholds attached to each method are important since the compilation of every method has a negative impact on the overall program performance. The gained execution time for compiled methods that are only executed once or a few times and do not contain long-running loops often cannot compensate the additional time spent for the compilation itself compared to using the interpreter only. Thus, just-in-time compilation can spend more time on optimizing the few hot spots in the code instead of compiling everything directly.

Figure 2.3 shows the different method state transitions for just-in-time compilation in the HotSpot™ JVM. Each method is first executed in the interpreter. Besides gathering profiling information, the interpreter already loads the encountered classes used by the method. Moreover, additionally called methods are also known before switching to compilation. Depending on the configuration, the method gets either scheduled for the client compiler (C1) (see Section 2.5.3.1) or for the server compiler (C2) (see Section 2.5.3.2). Prior to Java SE 7, a user of a program had to decide to run a program either with the client compiler (client VM), suitable for interactive client applications, or with the server compiler (server VM), suitable for long-running server applications with a good peak performance. Using a mix of both compilers was not possible. This changed with the introduction of tiered-compilation with Java SE 7 (see Section 2.5.4). This approach first compiles and instruments a method with the C1 compiler. It continues to gather profiling infor-
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Information, counting loop back-branches and method entries. If the method turns out to be used even more extensively, it is finally compiled with the heavily optimizing C2 compiler. The created code is stored in the code cache to avoid recompilation of already compiled methods [49].

![Diagram of the cycle of compilation in the HotSpot™ JVM](image)

Figure 2.3: The cycle of compilation in the HotSpot™ JVM

The dynamic compilers, especially C2, use optimistic assumptions about the code. For example, a branch that was never taken, is not compiled or a compiled method is optimistically inlined based on the available information (which might be incomplete). If one of those assumptions later turns out to be wrong, for example, if a new subclass is loaded or the branch condition suddenly evaluates to a different result than expected, the compiled method becomes invalid and is discarded. The control is transferred back to the interpreter. This process is called deoptimization. The compiler must provide enough information about certain points in the compiled code for restoring the state in the interpreter later. Therefore, the compiler stores meta data for compiled code such as local variables, the operand stack or the current bytecode index (see Section 5.8). The semantics of the code must not change. Even though this reconstruction process from compiled to interpreted code is complex, it enables many performance improving optimistic optimizations.

Methods are normally compiled once the counter for a method entry overflows. However, there are also situations where a method is only called a few times but contains a long-running loop and possibly never even exits. The loop back-branch counters identify these cases. Once such a threshold is crossed, the running method is replaced by a compiled version. This process is called On-Stack-Replacement (OSR). The interpreter calls into the runtime which stores the necessary information about the interpreter frames such as local variables. After the runtime is finished, it jumps to a special entry, called OSR-entry, just before the loop condition. The compiled frame is created and the execution resumes in the loop.

The next two sections describe the two just-in-time compilers in more detail with special focus on the C1 compiler which is relevant for this thesis.
2.5.3.1 Client Compiler (C1)

The value type approach of this thesis is implemented in the context of the C1 compiler. More concrete details about the actual implementation are explained in the Chapter 5. This section only intends to give an overview of the compiler.

The C1 compiler aims for fast compilation which matters to the entire program performance while producing compiled code with a good execution time. This allows the C1 compiler to be used for interactive applications, where slow compilation affects their responsiveness. It also helps to increase the performance at the start of an application. This is especially useful in combination with tiered-compilation. During the entire compilation process, the memory footprint is kept low.

Methods are compiled as a whole in multiple phases as shown in Figure 2.4. In a first step, the bytecodes of a method are analyzed by the machine-independent front-end to build a high-level intermediate representation (HIR) by using abstract interpretation. There are already some (local) optimizations performed while generating the HIR in the parsing stage, such as constant folding or method inlining. The core parts of the value type optimizations in this thesis are also done during this generation phase. The HIR consists of an explicit control flow graph (CFG). Its nodes are represented by basic blocks (i.e. a sequence of instructions with no branches or jump targets). A basic block can have multiple predecessors or successors and is connected by a link from the last instruction in the block to the first instruction of a successor block. The resulting HIR is in static single-assignment (SSA) form (see [66] and Section 2.6). This simplifies some global optimizations, such as null-check elimination [29], conditional expression elimination, or global value numbering [63]. Those are applied once the HIR is generated by continuously iterating over it. The largest part of the implementation in this thesis is done in the HIR since it is easier to apply the optimizations.

![Figure 2.4: Structure of the client compiler (C1) of the HotSpot™ JVM](image)

In the second phase, the platform-dependent back-end generates a low-level intermediate representation (LIR) from the HIR. The information of the CFG data structure from the HIR can be directly used. The LIR looks similar to three-operand assembly code. However, it also contains some higher level instructions, for example, for object allocation. The LIR uses virtual registers

14Some cleanup steps need to be done just at the end of the generation phase when everything is parsed (see Section 5.6) and some additional adaptations need to be done for the LIR generation (see Section 4.1 and 5.2).
(containing the local and temporary values) which are mapped to physical registers by the linear scan register allocator [73]. Some low-level optimizations work better on the LIR than on the HIR. For example, all operands that need a register in the LIR are visible, which can be exploited by the register allocator. In the last phase, the machine-dependent assembly code is generated. The code generator traverses the LIR and emits corresponding assembly instructions.

The C1 compiler also supports profiling to eventually switch to C2 compilation. This is similar to the profiling steps done in the interpreter. Additional profiling instructions can be added to the LIR depending on the setup of tiered-compilation (see Section 2.5.4). More information about the C1 compiler can be found in [71].

2.5.3.2 Server Compiler (C2)

The server compiler (C2) aims for peak performance and is suitable for long-running server applications. The resulting code is highly optimized. The C2 compiler does not focus on keeping the actual compilation and the startup time low. This allows the compiler to perform many additional and more extensive optimizations on top of those applied in the C1 compiler, such as loop optimizations or optimistic inlining, which can be very time-consuming.

The C2 compilation process of a method includes the following steps: parsing bytecodes, optimizations, instruction selection, global code motion, register allocation, peephole optimizations, and code generation. The C2 compiler parses the bytecode into an intermediate representation (IR) in SSA-form which is used through all steps of the compilation (compared to the C1 compiler which uses two intermediate representations). The data structure for the IR [5] is more complex, as it contains control dependence and data dependence in contrast to the C1 compiler that uses a CFG with basic blocks which contain a sequence of instructions. In the IR of the C2 compiler, edges point from the usage of a value to its definition like in a program dependence graph [13]. This simplifies the application of global optimizations.

As for the C1 compiler, some local optimizations, such as constant folding, are performed during the parsing phase. Others, such as loop unrolling, have to be performed after parsing since they might not have all the required information otherwise. After the parsing stage, machine-independent optimizations, like dead code elimination or global value numbering, are applied on the IR graph by continuously iterating over it until a fixed-point is reached (i.e. no changes after an application of the optimizations) and no optimization can be further applied. This can be very time-consuming and thus is not suitable for interactive or startup dependent applications. The C2 compiler applies a slower graph coloring algorithm for register allocation than used in the C1 compiler. However, it produces better results with less spills in practice. The IR graph is eventually converted into non-SSA-form and iterated over to emit machine-dependent assembly code. The C2 compiler has been completely disabled during this thesis, as it focuses on the C1 compiler only. More information about the C2 compiler can be found in [27].
2.5.4 Tiered-Compilation

In the earlier days of the HotSpot TM JVM, only one compiler could be chosen to be used during the execution of a program. This changed with the introduction of tiered-compilation in Java SE 7. The advantages of the C1 and C2 compiler can be used together in a mixed execution. The C1 compiler guarantees a fast startup while the C2 compiler overtakes later to guarantee peak performance (see Section 2.5.3). However, tiered-compilation generates more compiled code (from both compilers) that can take up more space in the code cache. Tiered-compilation can be enabled by the -XX:+TieredCompilation and disabled by the -XX:-TieredCompilation flag. In Java SE 7 it is disabled and since Java SE 8 enabled by default.

The HotSpot TM JVM does not only use three tiers (interpreter, C1, and C2 compiler) but five. Those are also called execution levels and are shown in Table 2.1. The C1 compiler offers three different levels of execution depending on the amount of profiling. A method always has to be executed in the interpreter at level 0 first. If a method becomes hot, it usually gets scheduled for compilation in the C1 compiler at level 2 or 3 depending on the policy [52]. A key factor in this decision is the current queue length of compilation tasks for the C2 compiler. Level 3 uses more extensive profiling and is therefore about 30 % slower than level 2 [11]. If the C2 compiler queue has a heavy load, the method is rather compiled with level 2 to avoid unnecessary time spent at level 3. Once a method reaches its threshold again, it is finally scheduled for C2 compilation at level 4 which does not collect any profiling information anymore. If a method turns out to be small and trivial, it is compiled at level 1 without any profiling information. In this scenario, the C2 compiler would not be able to produce a more optimized version of the method and thus is not invoked. The most common transition is from level 0 to the C1 compiler at level 3 and then to the C2 compiler at level 4. In case of a deoptimization at any level, the execution jumps back to the interpreter at level 0. In this thesis, the flag -XX:TieredStopAtLevel=1 is used to switch only from the interpreter to compilation at level 1 in the C1 compiler since the C2 compiler is disabled completely and no profiling is required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Profiling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 0</td>
<td>Interpreter</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>yes (limited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>yes (full)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.5 Garbage Collection

To free up heap space, the HotSpot TM JVM can halt the current program execution to perform garbage collection. Together with compilation, the garbage collection determines peak performance. There are three different kinds of garbage collectors available: (i) a serial collector [39], (ii) a parallel
collector [40], and (iii) two mostly concurrent collectors [41]. The serial collector halts the current execution of a program. It uses only a single thread for garbage collection and thus works best on a single processor machine. The parallel collector, also called throughput collector, is similar to the serial collector but works with multiple threads for a better performance. The two mostly concurrent collectors, the Concurrent Mark Sweep Collector (CMS) and the Garbage-First Garbage Collector (G1), aim to shorten the pause times. The CMS collector is suited for applications that require short pauses. It shares the processor resources with the application while it is still running. The G1 collector, on the other hand, is suited for large memory usage. It aims for high throughput and low pause times. More information about garbage collection can be found in [42].

2.6 SSA-Form and Phi Nodes

This section provides a brief overview of how SSA-based code is constructed and highlights the key feature of phi functions. These concepts are important to later follow the discussions in Chapter 4 and 5 about the design and the implementation, respectively.

An SSA-based intermediate representation enforces that each variable has exactly one assignment. Consequently, each use has exactly one point of definition. This simplifies and improves many compiler optimizations, such as constant propagation or dead code elimination. A simple example of translating code into SSA-form is shown in Listing 2.3. Listing (a) shows a code snipped with two variables \( x \) and \( y \). The variable \( x \) is assigned twice and thus is not in SSA-form. In Listing (b), the variables are replaced with unique version numbers for each assignment. Each variable has now only one unique definition and therefore is in SSA-form.

Listing 2.3: Simple example of SSA-form translation in pseudo-code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Original</th>
<th>(b) SSA-form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x = 1; )</td>
<td>( x_1 = 1; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x = x + 2; )</td>
<td>( x_2 = x_1 + 2; )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y = x; )</td>
<td>( y_1 = x_2; )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SSA construction gets more complicated when branches are included and merged again. Listing 2.4 shows an example where the variable \( a \) is set to a different value in one branch on line 4 if the condition is true but remains unchanged otherwise. Translating the (non-SSA-form) code snipped in Listing (a) in a straightforward way to a SSA-form as shown in the previous example fails on line 6 in Listing (b). There is no way to statically know if \( a_1 \) or \( a_2 \) should be used. Therefore, a special phi function (also denoted as \( \phi \) function), as shown on line 6 in Listing (c), is introduced to merge \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) and assign it to a new variable \( a_3 \) satisfying the constraint of SSA-form. Such a phi function can be seen as a "magic" function which guarantees to choose the correct version depending on the taken path at runtime. In the example in Listing 2.4 (c) \( a_3 \) is set to \( a_1 \) if \( b_1 \) equals 0 and to \( a_2 \) otherwise. The code snippet is now presented in valid SSA-form.
Listing 2.4: Example of SSA-form translation with branches in pseudo-code

(a) Original
1 a = 1;
2 b = read();
3 if (b == 0) {
4   a = 2;
5 }
6 x = a;

(b) SSA-form failing
1 a₁ = 1;
2 b₁ = read();
3 if (b₁ == 0) {
4   a₂ = 2;
5 }
6 x = a??; // Cannot use a₁ nor a₂

(c) SSA-form with ϕ functions
1 a₁ = 1;
2 b₁ = read();
3 if (b₁ == 0) {
4   a₂ = 2;
5 }
6 a₃ = ϕ(a₁, a₂); // ϕ function
7 x₁ = a₃; // Merge resolved

A basic block entry of a control flow graph can contain multiple phi nodes. They are not only used for branches with if/else but also for loops. An example is shown in Listing 2.5. The code in Listing (a) is translated into SSA-form shown in Figure (b). The condition is located in an own basic block $B₂$ since it is used as jump target from the basic block $B₃$ containing the loop-body. The phi functions for $a$ and $b$ are inserted at the entry of basic block $B₂$ as it merges the basic blocks $B₁$ and $B₃$. This example also shows that the phi function for $a$ is not necessary. The operands of $a₂$ are the same and thus the entire phi function could be removed and $a₂$ be replaced by $a₁$ in basic block $B₃$ and $B₄$.

After an intermediate representation in SSA-form has applied all its SSA-based optimizations, it is destructed before code generation. The destruction process replaces all phi functions since they are not real methods which could be invoked from code and thus cannot be executed. Therefore, each phi function is replaced by additional instructions at the end of the predecessor blocks to properly assign the variable to which the phi function was assigned to. A simple example is shown in Listing 2.6. Listing (a) presents a code snippet in SSA-form while the destruction process is shown in a control flow graph view in Figure (b). The phi function for $a₃$ in basic block $B₄$ is replaced by pushing an assignment $a₃ = a₂$ into basic block $B₂$ and an assignment $a₃ = a₁$ into basic block $B₃$, respectively. This assignment process is straightforward for all Java variables but requires additional instructions for value types (see Chapter 4). More information about the SSA-form in general can be found in [7, 14, 66].
Listing 2.5: Example of SSA-form translation containing a loop

(a) Original

1  b = 0;
2   a = 1;
3  while (b < 3) {
4     b = b + a;
5  }
6  x = a + b;

(b) SSA-form in control flow graph view
Listing 2.6: Example of replacing phi functions in SSA-form

(a) SSA-from with \( \varphi \) functions

1. \( b_1 = \text{read}(); \)
2. \( \text{if} \ (b_1 == 0) \{
3. \quad a_1 = 1;
4. \} \ \text{else} \{
5. \quad a_2 = 2;
6. \}
7. \ a_3 = \varphi_3(a_1, a_2);
8. \ x_1 = a_3;

(b) SSA-form destruction in control flow graph view

\[ b_1 = \text{read}(); \]
\[ \text{if} \ (b_1 == 0) \]
\[ \quad a_1 = 1; \]
\[ \quad a_3 = a_1; \]
\[ \quad a_2 = 2; \]
\[ \quad a_3 = a_2; \]
\[ \quad a_3 = \varphi(a_1, a_2); \]
\[ \quad x_1 = a_3; \]
3 Related Work

This chapter shows related work done in other languages to support value types or value type-like implementations compared to the approach in Java. It follows a description of the experimental project Valhalla and its related work.

3.1 Value Types in Other Languages

Scala: Scala proposed value types in SIP-15 [26]. The value types are still in an early stage of the process and are not yet implemented. The goal is to avoid the allocation of runtime objects and to provide new numeric classes, such as unsigned ints, without the need of boxing. This is done with user-defined value classes. However, the proposal has some restrictions for writing such a class:

- A value class extends from AnyVal and only allows to define a single val parameter but no additional fields such as fixed values (with val) or variables (with var).
- A value class can only extend universal traits which explicitly extend from Any. It cannot extend traits which extend from AnyRef.

Compared to value types in Java, they are very restricted in Scala. Moreover, SIP-15 also states that it is not sure if the suggested implementation will work since it is too complicated.

C#: C# also provides a type called value types (next to reference types). These contain the values directly like primitive types in Java. The C# value types are used in association with structs and enumerations. However, they only define that they are no reference types and thus can also be put directly on the stack (instead of the heap). An implicit immutability is no requirement compared to value types in Java. Therefore, C# cannot apply the same sophisticated optimizations as in Java, even if it could enforce immutability manually. The compiler stays conservative. [6]

C++: Programmers in C++ can directly use pointers to the heap. Therefore, they have the choice to store a variable directly on the heap or on the stack. It does not matter if it is an object or just a value like an integer. Immutability can be reached by using const fields and const methods. However, this is just a simulation of value types. It is not provided as standard type for C++ and thus the compiler cannot apply the same value type optimizations as in Java. Moreover, due to the nature of the language, the customary assigned value type property can also be bypassed by casting away the constness for example. [28]
Go: The programming language Go (also called golang) offers structs (and interfaces) which are value types. These are stored in memory and directly contain the value without an additional object header, as needed for Java objects. Everything is passed by value which also means that, for example, structs are copied to a function. Go additionally offers the possibility to apply a method to a pointer to a struct. However, this allows a modification which is not allowed for value types in Java. There is no concept of immutability in Go and thus its value types are not real value types in the sense of Java. [9]

3.2 Project Valhalla

The purpose of project Valhalla is to explore advanced language features for Java and is sponsored by the HotSpot Group [55]. The goal of Valhalla is not only to gain performance but also to address safety, abstraction, encapsulation, expressiveness, maintainability, and compatible library evolution [25]. Apart from value types, there are other important features like generic specialization or enhanced volatiles which are about to be explored or already completely delivered.

Generic Specialization: This is an enhancement feature to support generic types and interfaces over primitive types. The usage of a generic type requires an extension of the type Object. Thus, it is not compatible with primitive types which can only be used with boxing. For example, using a list of integers needs to be defined as List<Integer> and cannot be directly written as List<int>. The additional performance and memory cost by the boxing operations becomes even more problematic with value types. Thus, this feature tries to directly support generics over primitive types. A specific release version is not yet targeted. More information can be found in [48].

Enhanced Volatiles: This is an enhancement feature that defines a standard means for various atomic operations from the java.util.concurrent.atomic package [50] and operations from the sun.misc.Unsafe API on array elements and object fields. Main goals are safety, not to corrupt the JVM, and integrity, to use the same access rules as for the getfield and putfield bytecode and prohibiting an update of a final field. Others are performance, to match the same characteristics as for the sun.misc.Unsafe operations, and usability, to provide a better usage as with the sun.misc.Unsafe API. This feature was released with the newest Java SE 9 version. More information can be found in [47].
4 Design

This chapter describes the design of value types in the context of the C1 compiler (see Section 2.5.3.1) and the reasons behind the design decisions. The entire idea of this first design of value types is to treat value types as immutable objects with no identity. This not only allows the reusability of the functionality of objects but also opens the possibility to remove a heap allocation and field loads completely. This allocation and field load removal approach represents the main goal of this thesis. While this chapter presents only the high-level design choices, the proceeding Chapter 5 discusses the concrete implementation details with references to the actual code.

One of the general design challenges was to find and reuse existing components and features without introducing fundamental and extensive changes. Section 4.1 describes the design adaptations and extensions made to the two intermediate representations HIR and LIR (see Section 2.5.3.1) for value types in the C1 compiler. A straightforward unoptimized approach (Section 4.2) is used to support the new bytecodes by treating the value types as normal objects without any optimizations. This is especially useful in comparison to the evaluation of the benefits of the optimized value type implementation as presented in Chapter 6. Afterwards, a description of the allocation and field load removal approach with a buffer concept follows in Section 4.3, which is the core part of the design. Section 4.4 presents an approach to buffer results of field loads from value type instances on the heap. Finally, Section 4.5 briefly explains the considerations for OSR-compilation in association with value types. The exploration of deoptimization support for value types in the C1 compiler is explained later in Section 5.8 as it needs direct reference to code details which are part of Chapter 5.

4.1 Changes to the Intermediate Representations

The idea is to reuse as many parts of the two intermediate representations, HIR and LIR, as possible. A value type is in some sense very similar to an actual object. Instances of value types are created, stored, and loaded from local variables. The fields of a value type instance can be read and written to (at the creation of a new value type). The store and load mechanism for a local variable is independent of its actual type. Thus, value type local variables can simply be mapped to the already existing concept (and implementation) of loading and storing local variables without the need to change anything. A required field store (associated with the creation of a new value type instance with \texttt{withfield}) or field load to and from an allocated value type instance on the heap are also similar to the ones to and from an object instance on the heap. The HIR and LIR
are not affected for those value type features. However, creating a new value type instance has to
be distinguished from an object instance. Therefore, a new node `NewValueTypeInstance` is added
to the HIR representing such an instance. To later remove the allocation completely (see Section
4.3), the node contains a flag that indicates if the value type is allocated or not. In the scope of
this thesis, the `NewValueTypeInstance` node is translated to a normal object instance in the LIR
if the allocation is not removed by an optimization. The interpreter and the C2 compiler offer
the functionality to pass and return the fields of a value type in registers and thus avoiding the
allocation. This is left as future work for the C1 compiler as it would have exceeded the scope of
this thesis (see Section 7.1).

Besides adding a new node for value type instances, the existing `phi node` (see Section 2.6)
implementation in the HIR and LIR has to be adapted and extended for value type instances
to enable their removal at some point. As for the `NewValueTypeInstance` node, the phi node is
extended with a flag to indicate if the instance needs to be allocated. Phi nodes are additionally
used for all the fields of a value type instance (i.e. field-phi nodes). More concrete details can be
found in Section 4.3 about the approach to remove allocations and field loads.

### 4.2 Unoptimized Value Types

In this section, the first simple unoptimized implementation approach for value types in the C1
compiler is described. At the start of the thesis the C1 compiler supported no value type related
features at all. However, the C1 and C2 compiler share a common `compiler interface` which already
defines some fundamental and reusable value type information for the C2 compiler implementation,
such as a description of a value type instance class or a new type class for a value type. Thus,
the first goal was to get familiar with the HotSpot™ JVM environment and to provide in a
simple way a basic support for the value type related bytecodes `vdefault`, `vwithfield`, `vload`,
`vstore`, `vreturn` and `getfield`.

In this simplified unoptimized approach, all bytecodes, except `vwithfield`, are handled very
similar to the ones used for objects. A value type is always allocated on the heap like an object.
This means that `vdefault` can simply reuse the existing implementation for the `new` bytecode as
they have the same behavior. The `vreturn` bytecode always returns an allocated value type (i.e.
an object) and therefore can reuse the implementation for the `areturn` bytecode for returning a
normal object. As described in the last section, a store and a load of a local value type variable
is similar to any other variable. Thus, the `vload` and `vstore` are simply mapped to the existing
common implementations for loading and storing such a variable (e.g. `istore`, `iload`, `astore`,
`aload` etc.). A field load of an allocated value type also works in the same way as for an object.
Only the `vwithfield` bytecode has to be treated differently. It does not only require a field store
but also an allocation of a completely new value type by copying the field values of the original in-
stance. This is achieved by iterating over all field values (except the one to update) of the old value
type instance and storing them to the new value type instance. In the last step, the attached value
in the `vwithfield` bytecode is stored to the specified field. The required phi nodes for value type instances at merge points are created and handled similarly to the ones for normal object instances.

There are no optimizations applied and thus the design is very similar to treating a value type completely as an object. There is no real benefit visible by this simplified approach except for not needing to invoke a constructor at creation. However, this unoptimized version was useful for getting familiar with the C1 compiler environment and to set a basis for further optimizations like the allocation and field load removal (see Section 4.3). Running a program with this unoptimized implementation can be done by explicitly adding the new JVM flag `-XX:-OptimizeValueTypes` (see Appendix A.3).

4.3 Allocation and Field Load Removal

An allocation of an object is expensive (see also Chapter 6) compared to the use of values in a register or from the stack. The HotSpot™ JVM provides a special `thread local allocation buffer` (TLAB) which reserves a small area in the heap just for a thread itself to allow faster allocations (also called fast-path). However, this is still slow compared to the use of registers or the stack. Moreover, the space of those TLABs are limited. If it is not possible to use them, the JVM needs to perform an even more expensive runtime call to allocate a new instance (also called slow-path). This, for example, requires the storing and restoring of all registers before and after the allocation. The additionally required heap accesses to load field values are another limiting factor for the performance together with the increased time spent for garbage collection due to managing more objects on the heap. Therefore, it would be beneficial to exploit the properties of value types to avoid those heap allocations and heap accesses for field loads whenever possible. This is set as the main task of this thesis. The design of this core optimization of removing value type allocations completely (together with field loads) is presented in the present section.

Throughout the following sub sections, the value type class shown in Listing 4.1 is used as a basis for all examples. Each method shown in a listing is implicitly part of the `VTPoint` class without repeating the entire class structure again. Hence, it simplifies the examples and improves their visibility. The C1 compiler inlines the `create()` method due to its small size. The `uninlinedCreate()` method is identical to the `create()` method and would also be inlined. But for the examples in the chapter the special compile command `-XX:CompileCommand=dontinline,VTPoint::uninlinedCreate` is used to explicitly force the compiler not to inline the method.

4.3.1 Buffering Field Values

The key idea behind the removal of allocations is based on the insight that all fields of a value type are `final` and thus immutable. They cannot be modified anymore. An assignment of a field is definite and done only once with the `vwithfield` bytecode which furthermore creates a completely new instance. Each time a new value type is created with the `vdefault` bytecode, its
fields get their default values assigned (see Section 2.3.2). New instances can be created from it with different field values with `vwithfield`. Performing those operations inside the same method offers a decisive advantage. The actual values of the fields are statically known inside the method scope and do not change anymore. Hence, it seems to be a good idea to keep track of those values. This is done in a `method-global`¹ data structure at compile time during the parsing stage. An inlined method also uses the same buffer of the unlined root caller method since the inlinees are directly parsed into the method scope of the root method. Every time a field is accessed with the `getfield` bytecode or needs to be written with `vwithfield`, the buffer can provide the field values immediately. This makes a heap allocation of completely newly created value type instances in a method redundant if the value type does not explicitly need to be allocated (see Section 4.3.2). Additionally, the associated field loads and stores can be removed. Even if an allocation is needed, the field loads from the heap can still be avoided by directly providing a buffered value.

An example to illustrate this design idea is shown in Figure 4.1. The field values of the newly created value type `vt` with `_MakeDefault VTPoint()`² (i.e. uses `vdefault`) get their default values assigned (in this case to 0 for `int`). Those are stored in a buffer. Once another new value type is created, as on line 3 with `vwithfield`, a new entry can be added to the buffer with the

---

¹This means that the buffer is available during the entire compilation of a single method.
²Syntax to create a new value type instance with `vdefault` for the experimental version of `javac` included in the project Valhalla (see Section 2.3.2 and Listing A.1).

---

Listing 4.1: The VTPoint value type class which is used as a basis for the following code listings

```java
__ByValue final class VTPoint {

    final int x;
    final int y;

    VTPoint() { this.x = 0; this.y = 0; }

    // Method inlined
    __ValueFactory static VTPoint create() {
        return __MakeDefault VTPoint();
    }

    // Method NOT inlined
    __ValueFactory static VTPoint uninlinedCreate() {
        return __MakeDefault VTPoint();
    }

    __ValueFactory static VTPoint set(VTPoint vt, int x, int y) {
        vt.x = x;
        vt.y = y;
        return vt;
    }`
new values. Whenever a field is accessed, as on line 2 and 4, the buffer can provide the required values immediately. Each newly created value type instance can be used as a key to look up the actual field values associated with the instance. These field values are managed as an array per instance inside the buffer. The field offset can be used as a unique index to read the required field value (see Section 5.4.1). As a consequence, the heap allocation of the value type creation on line 1 can be completely removed.

```
__ValueFactory static VTPoint m(VTPoint p) {
  VTPoint vt = __MakeDefault VTPoint();
  int i = vt.x;
  vt.x = 3;
  int j = vt.y;
  return p;
}
```

Figure 4.1: Example of introducing a buffer to make value type allocations and the associated field loads redundant

The buffer can store all primitive typed fields. It can additionally hold object references which, however, still require a possible pointer traversal to get to the object stored on the heap. Since this buffer concept replaces actual load and store nodes in the HIR (i.e. LoadField and StoreField instances as described in Chapter 5), the buffer stores HIR nodes directly in the field value arrays. For example, the primitive types are represented by Constant nodes.

There are certain situations where an allocation is performed for a value type instance but the buffer can still be used to avoid a field access from the heap as shown in Listing 4.2. The value type `vt` created on line 2 is assumed to be allocated afterwards before it reaches line 9 for some reasons explained in Section 4.3.2. Moreover, `vt` is assumed not to be reassigned and still represents the same value type instance throughout the method. Therefore, the field load from the heap of the allocated value type `vt` on line 9 can be omitted since the buffer has the (immutable) field values of `vt` buffered. The call `vt.x` is simply replaced by 0.

4.3.1.1 Lazy Buffering

When a new instance is created with `vdefault`, the fields get their default values assigned. This property can be exploited to use a lazy buffer design. A new instance is recorded but only creates an empty field value array in the buffer. Accessing a field later whose index is not in range of the
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Listing 4.2: Example of avoiding field loads from an allocated instance.

```java
__ValueFactory static VTPoint m() {
    VTPoint vt = __MakeDefault VTPoint();

    /*
     * Some code which triggers allocation of 'vt' (see Section 4.3.2)
     * NO reassignment of 'vt'
     */

    int i = vt.x; // Replaced by 0 from the buffer, NO field load
    // ...
}
```

Listing 4.3: Accessing an unknown field of an allocated value type requires more information

```java
// Method NOT inlined
__ValueFactory static VTPoint m(VTPoint vtArg) {
    VTPoint vt = VTPoint.unlininedCreate(); // NOT inlined
    int i = vt.x; // What is 'vt.x'? Information not available
    int j = vtArg.y; // What is 'vtArg.y'? Information not available
    // ...
}
```

array, implies that a default value can be used. Similarly, if the index of an accessed field is in range, the buffer uses NULL to indicate that a default value can be used instead. This design is more compilation-memory efficient since the field value arrays are only as big as the largest field offset that contains a non-default value. For example, a new value type instance that is created with vdefault has all its fields set to their default values and therefore just creates a new entry in the buffer with an empty field value array.

### 4.3.1.2 Instances with Statically Unknown Field Values

Buffering fields becomes impossible if a value type is used in a method without having any further statical information about its field values. For example, a value type instance could have been passed to the current (uninlined) method as a parameter or is returned from a (uninlined) method call. The problem with those instances is that they were not created in the current scope of the method. Hence, their field values are not statically known. An example of this situation is shown in Listing 4.3. Both value type instances vtArg and vt were created (and allocated) outside of the scope of m(). Thus, they do not provide any static information about its field to be used on line 4 and 5. Even though a new value type is created inside a method, its field value information can remain incomplete as shown in Listing 4.4. While the x field value is statically known, the y field value of vtArg still remains unknown. Therefore, the buffer concept needs to be adapted for those situations as shown in the following paragraph.
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Listing 4.4: A more profound example with the same information problem as in Listing 4.3

```java
   // Method NOT inlined
   __ValueFactory static VTPoint m(VTPoint vtArg) {
      vtArg.x = 3;
      int i = vtArg.x; // Buffered value 3
      int j = vtArg.y; // What is 'vtArg.y'? Information not available
      // ... 
   }
```

The simple policy introduced for the buffer states that each newly created value type instance inserts an entry into the buffer. The already existing and allocated value types with unknown field values do not get and conceptually do not need an entry in the buffer since there is no information available anyways. Each time a value type is not found in the buffer automatically means that a field load has to be performed due to missing information. However, there are situations where a new value type is created from such an allocated value type with unknown field values as shown above in Listing 4.4 on line 3. A new buffer-entry gets created with the field value array that contains the value 3 for the field `vtArg.x`. The problem faced is what value to store for the `vtArg.y` field. The NULL constant cannot be used since it already has the meaning of a default value as described in Section 4.3.1.1 above. Thus, a special, designated, and unique constant `LOAD_REQUIRED` is introduced which is treated as a `FieldLoad` instance. It is used for all field values of a value type instance inside a field array buffer-entry that require a load due to missing static field information. Whenever this constant is read from the buffer, the HIR will simply insert a `LoadField` node to perform the field load from the value type on the heap. This is similar to a normal field load from an object. Storing and reusing direct `LoadField` nodes in the buffer seems to be a straightforward optimization but is more complicated as discussed in the Section 4.4. In this first approach, the fields are loaded each time the `LOAD_REQUIRED` constant is read or the value type instance has no entry in the buffer. The implementation of the buffer has to ensure that a value type instance entry maintains a pointer to the last instance on which a `withfield` was applied to have a reference to the instance from which a possible field needs be loaded from the heap (see Section 5.4.4) since the `LOAD_REQUIRED` constant does not provide this information. An example of a buffer-entry is shown in Figure 4.2. It presents the buffer-entry (i.e. the field value array) for `vtArg` in Listing 4.4 after line 3. The entire buffer only contains this entry at that point in the method.

![Buffer Entry](image)

Figure 4.2: Buffer-entry (i.e. the field value array) of `vtArg` in Listing 4.4 after line 3

Reading the `LOAD_REQUIRED` constant or from an instance that is not present in the buffer requires a field load as stated above. An example of this is illustrated in Listing 4.5. The corresponding buffer states and the created pseudo-HIR nodes are shown in Figure 4.3. The allocated value type instance `vtArg` is not found in the buffer on line 3 (which indicates that its
Listing 4.5: Example of reading unknown fields from value type instances

```java
// Method NOT inlined
_ValueFactory static VPoint m(VPoint vtArg) {
    int i = vtArg.x; // Not found in buffer, needs load
    vtArg.x = 3; // New entry in buffer
    int j = vtArg.x; // Replaced by 3, stored in buffer
    int k = vtArg.y; // Found in buffer: LOAD_REQUIRED, needs load
}
```

Field values are statically unknown. Therefore, a field load is appended to the HIR for \( vtArg.x \). After creating a new value type instance on line 4, which adds a new buffer-entry at index 0, the access of the \( x \) field on line 5 is replaced by the stored value from the buffer (i.e. the value for \( x \) from the field value array of \( vtArg \)). The HIR appends a \textit{Constant} node accordingly. The access of \( vtArg.y \) on line 6 reads the \textit{LOAD_REQUIRED} constant from the buffer. Hence, a \textit{LoadField} is appended to the HIR to perform the field load.

![Figure 4.3: The buffer states and the created pseudo-HIR of Listing 4.5](image)

Algorithm: The final algorithm for creating a new value type instance and how to set up the buffer accordingly is summarized and shown as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.5. The algorithm for accessing a field value with the help of the buffer and the created nodes for the HIR is shown as pseudo-code in Algorithm 2 in Appendix A.5. The latter algorithm is improved later with the introduction of phi nodes in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Requirements for an Allocation

There are certain situations where a value type instance allocation is inevitable. This is the case if it escapes the scope of the current uninlined method. This happens either:

(i) if a value type is used as an argument for an uninlined method call or

(ii) if a value type is returned at the end of the method

(iii) if a field is itself a value type

Listing 4.6 illustrates (i) in method \( m() \) and (ii) in method \( m2() \). A \textit{VPoint} instance is created (but not allocated) on line 3 in method \( m() \) which then escapes over an unlined method call on
Listing 4.6: The two requirements (i) and (ii) for an allocation shown in \texttt{m()} and \texttt{m2()}, respectively
\begin{verbatim}
// Method NOT inlined
void m() {
    VTPoint vt = VTPoint.create(); // Assume inlined and NOT allocated
    uninlined(vt); // Escapes m() -> 'vt' needs to be allocated
}

// Method NOT inlined
void uninlined(VTPoint vt) {
    /* Some code */
}

VTPoint m2() {
    VTPoint vt = VTPoint.create(); // Assume inlined and NOT allocated
    return vt; // Escapes m2() -> 'vt' needs to be allocated
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 4.7: Pseudo-code of an inlined method without an allocation inside \texttt{VTPoint.create()}
\begin{verbatim}
void m() {
    // Inlined call 'VTPoint vt = VTPoint.create();' -> NOT allocated
    VTPoint vt = __MakeDefault VTPoint();

    // ...
}
\end{verbatim}

line 4. Therefore, the value type needs to be allocated before the actual method call. Similarly, the created (but not allocated) value type instance on line 13 needs to be allocated before escaping over the \texttt{return} statement on line 14. Calling an inlined method such as the \texttt{create()} method from Listing 4.1 embeds the entire method body directly inside the method body of the caller as shown in pseudo-code Listing 4.7. In this case, the value type instance returned from \texttt{create()} does not escape and does not need to be allocated. Similarly, calling an inlined method with a value type argument does not need an allocation of the value type instance.

In case (iii) the value type must be stored in a field. It is either allocated and stored as a reference or stored in a flattened representation (i.e. the fields of the value type are inlined into the holder class). However, this is not supported in this thesis and is left for future work (see Section 7.1). Thus, an allocation is only inserted for case (i) or (ii).

Each value type instance contains a flag that indicates if a value type is allocated or not. This flag is part of the HIR node \texttt{NewValueTypeInstance}. Whenever a value type instance is allocated, the flag is set to \texttt{true}\footnote{When a new value type instance is created from an allocated instance with \texttt{vwithfield}, then a new \texttt{NewValueTypeInstance} node is created which has its flag set to \texttt{false} again as it is not allocated.}. The decision if a value type instance is allocated or not gets
more complex if the control flow of a method is split and merged again. The presented approach needs to be improved and is discussed in the next section.

4.3.3 Branches with Phi Nodes

Assigning different value type instances in different branches to a local variable requires not only a merge of the value type instance but also a mechanism to merge all stored field values from one entry in the buffer with those entries from the other branches. The correct value type instance to use is decided with the help of a phi function for the value type instance variable at runtime (see Section 2.6). The \( i \)-th operand represents the value type instance that was assigned to the variable at the end of the \( i \)-th predecessor block. This idea is reused to also create a phi function for each individual field of a value type in the HIR (referred to as field-phi to distinguish from a normal value type instance phi). The \( i \)-th operand of such a field-phi function of a value type instance phi \( p_{\text{instance}} \) corresponds to the field value in the buffer-entry for the value type of the \( i \)-th operand of \( p_{\text{instance}} \) (i.e. in the value type instance at the end of the \( i \)-th predecessor block).

An example to illustrate this concept of field-phis is shown in Figure 4.4. A new value type instance is created in block \( B_2 \) (for simplicity the term block is used throughout all the examples when actually meaning the SSA term basic block) by assigning the value 3 to \( vt.x \) while another value type instance is created in block \( B_3 \) with the value 4 for \( vt.x \), respectively. To assign the correct value to \( i \) in block \( B_4 \) and remove the value type allocations for \( vt \) completely, a phi function has to be introduced for each field of the value type variable \( vt \). The resulting field-phi function for \( vt.x \) takes the stored values in the buffer entries from the instances of the predecessor blocks as operands and is finally assigned to \( i \) in block \( B_4 \). The field-phi node for \( vt.y \) is removed since the values of both branches are the same.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.4: Example of merging different branches with different value type instances for the same variable with statically known field values

---

\(^4\)Each local variable in the C1 compiler automatically gets a phi function at a merge point.
If a field has a statically unknown value from an allocated value type, the buffer provides the `LOAD_REQUIRED` constant. This indicates that a field load is required. A field-phi uses this constant as an operand value for all fields that need a load. An example is shown in Figure 4.5. The field value `vt.y` is unknown in block `B2` while the field value `vt.x` is unknown in block `B3`. Therefore, the resulting field-phi nodes in block `B4` use the `LOAD_REQUIRED` constant as operand value for those unknown field values.

![Diagram of merging different branches with different value type instances for the same variable including statically unknown field values](image)

The created field-phi nodes are not stored in a local variable as they do not refer to an actual variable in the code. They only exist as part of a value type instance in this allocation and field load removal optimization. Therefore, the field-phi nodes are directly stored as field values in the buffer. This leaves the question which key should be used to fetch those field-phi values. The answer is to use the additionally created phi functions for the value type instance variables. Those add a new buffer-entry since they represent a new instance in the HIR. The phi nodes can then be used to store and look up field values represented by own field-phi functions.

The example shown in Figure 4.6 illustrates this concept together with the state of the buffer. Both assignments in block `B2` and `B3`, respectively, create a new value type instance and add a new entry (i.e. a field value array) to the buffer with the corresponding value for `vt.x`. Block `B4` then sets up a phi function for `vt` and also stores it as a new entry in the buffer. It fills its field value array with the additionally created field-phi function for the field `vt.x` accordingly. This field-phi is afterwards fetched from the buffer and assigned as value to `i` in block `B4`. This allows the successful removal of all possible allocations of `vt` in block `B1`, `B2`, and `B3`. Both operands for the field-phi for `vt.y` would contain the value 0 and thus is not shown. Moreover, the `vt.y` values in the other two entries are removed due to the lazy extension of the

---

\(^5\) All other normal variables in the code also get automatically a phi function in the C1 compiler.
buffer shown in Section 4.3.1. In the following, the term *phi* or *phi node* generally refers to phi functions for value type instances (if not otherwise clear from the context) while the term *field-phi* or *field-phi node* is used for phi function of the fields of a value type instance to avoid confusion.

Figure 4.6: Extended example of merging different branches with different value type instances for the same variable including the buffer

The same approach is also applied for loops as shown in Figure 4.7. Analogously to the previous example, a phi node is created for *vt* and stored in a new buffer-entry containing the field-phi for *vt.x* in block *B2*. This field-phi is then read from the buffer and used to assign the variable *i* in block *B4*. However, the implementation itself is more difficult for loops. The field values from a loop back-branch (i.e. from block *B3* in Figure 4.7) are not yet known while parsing the condition block in the C1 compiler. Thus, loops need some special care in the design (see Section 4.3.5 and 4.3.6) and later in the implementation (see Chapter 5).

### 4.3.4 Value Type Phi Allocation

As described in the last section, a value type instance can be replaced by a phi node if the control flow is split and later joined again. Deciding if such a phi node represents an instance that is actually allocated (or needs to be allocated) requires a more profound analysis. Some operands could have an allocated version, while others do not. The phi node itself is not a real instruction in the source code. It only merges values from different branches. Therefore, a value type instance phi node needs to decide its allocation status on the basis of its operands. It can only be treated as completely allocated if all operands (i.e. the value types of each branch) are allocated since it
Figure 4.7: Example of merging different branches of a loop with different value type instances for the same variable

is not known from which branch the merge point is reached at runtime. If none of the operands is allocated, then the entire phi node can obviously be seen as not allocated. However, there are situations where one branch could provide an allocated value type instance while others provide an unallocated version. The phi node represents a mixture of a "partly-allocated" instance. An example of this is shown in Listing 4.8. The phi node created for \textit{vt} at the merge point just before line 9 contains an allocated operand from line 4 and an unallocated operand from line 2 from the \texttt{else}-branch which does not allocate \textit{vt}. Depending on the condition on line 3, an allocation for line 9 is only needed if it evaluates to \texttt{false}. In that case, the phi node would choose the unallocated version of \textit{vt} from the \texttt{else}-branch at runtime\footnote{This also requires that a \texttt{NewValueTypeInstance} node is copied later in the implementation upon an allocation to differentiate between allocated and unallocated versions in different branches (see Chapter 5).}.

There are two possible ways to solve the problem of setting the allocation status of a new phi node at its insertion point: (i) allocate all operands immediately (eagerly) or (ii) allocate the operands lazily upon an escape of the phi node. While the first approach is straightforward and easier, it is not efficient. For example, the code in Listing 4.8 could be modified such that the escape of \textit{vt} on line 9 is removed (see Listing A.2 in Appendix A.5 which shows the changed code for this example). Furthermore, assume that the condition on line 3 is never evaluated to \texttt{true}. If this modified method is executed many times, then the eager approach would allocate \textit{vt} on the \texttt{else}-branch in each invocation even though \textit{vt} does not escape the method scope and hence would not require an allocation. Therefore, the lazy approach (ii) is chosen for more efficiency.
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Listing 4.8: Merging branches of an allocated and unallocated instance with a required allocation

```
__ValueFactory static VTPoint m() {
    VTPoint vt = __MakeDefault VTPoint();
    if (/* some condition */) {
        uninlined(vt); // Escapes m() -> 'vt' needs to be allocated
    } else {
        /* Some code, NO allocation of 'vt' */
    }
    // Create phi node for vt, is it marked allocated?
    uninlined(vt); // Allocation?

    // ...
}

// Method NOT inlined
void uninlined(VTPoint vt) {
    /* Some code */
}
```

A possible design for the lazy approach is to insert an allocation for each operand that is not allocated if the phi node requires to be allocated. The allocation is pushed to the end of the block of the corresponding operand. Such an example is shown in Figure 4.8. The value type instance vt remains unallocated until it reaches block \( B_4 \) where it escapes over the `return` statement. At this point, an allocation is inevitable. The variable vt is represented by a phi node in block \( B_4 \) due to the merge of both blocks \( B_2 \) and \( B_3 \). Since no operand is allocated, an allocation needs to be inserted at the end of both predecessor blocks. On the other hand, if vt would have already been allocated in one of the blocks, the corresponding allocation push can be removed. If all operands are already allocated, then an allocation push can even be completely omitted.

**Improved Allocation Rules:** Even though this approach is correct, it is not very efficient in terms of code size and for the explicit desire to allocate as late as possible to keep registers free. If all operands are unallocated, it would be sufficient to allocate the instance directly in the block which lets the phi node escape since all field values are already present as field-phi nodes in the buffer. Therefore, the approach of the lazy allocation of phi nodes is slightly modified and improved:

- If all operands are allocated, then no allocation is needed.
- If at least one operand (but not all) is allocated, then an allocation is pushed up for all unallocated operands.
- If no operand is allocated, then an allocation is directly inserted in the block where it is needed and replaces the phi function as local variable inside the block.
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B1: `VTPoint vt = __MakeDefault VTPoint();
    if (/* Some condition */)
B2: vt.x = 3; #1 /* Allocate vt */
B3: vt.x = 4; #2 /* Allocate vt */
B4: vt = φ(#1, #2);
    return vt; // Needs allocation

Figure 4.8: Example of pushing up an allocation for all operands of a phi function to the cor-
responding end of a block

4.3.5 Recursive Value Type Phi Allocation

It is not evidently clear how to apply the improved allocation rules presented at the end of Section
4.3.4 if a phi node for a value type instance contains another phi node as an operand or even itself
(in case of loops). Therefore, the presented approach needs to be extended to work also recursively.
For that purpose, each value type instance phi node gets an own allocation-flag describing the state
of its operands:

af1: A phi node is marked as being allocated if all of its operands are allocated or marked as
allocated.

af2: A phi node is marked as being partly-allocated if one (but not all) of its operands is
allocated or marked as allocated or at least one operand is already marked as being partly-
allocated.

af3: A phi node is marked as being not-allocated if no operand is allocated and none is marked
as being partly-allocated or allocated.

af4: A phi node in a loop-header block is marked as being partly-allocated on parsing the loop-
header and once the last operand is available, it is completely reevaluated and marked
according to the other rules above. If the last operand refers to itself recursively, then it
is ignored in the reevaluation.

If a new phi node is inserted with all its operands, the allocation-flag needs to be set accordingly.
This is achieved by an iteration over all operands. An operand is allocated if it represents an
allocated value type or if the operand itself is a phi node that is marked as allocated. If one of
the operands is a phi node that is itself partly-allocated, then the new phi node is also marked
as partly-allocated since there is at least one allocation needed. A non-phi value type instance is
always either allocated or not allocated. The additional partly-allocated status is only needed for
phi functions.
A value type instance phi node is automatically marked as *partly-allocated* when parsing a loop-header block since it is not clear whether the last missing operand is allocated, partly-allocated, or not allocated at all. Thus, the rule is conservatively and sets it to *partly-allocated* to ensure correctness during the parsing stage of the loop-body together with the rules introduced in the following paragraph. Once all operands are known at the end of the loop-body, the phi node is completely reevaluated and set to one of the three states. If the last operand refers the field-phi itself recursively, then this operand is ignored for deciding the new status of the field-phi (due to a cycle). This information is now complete and can be used in successor blocks after the loop.

**Recursive Allocation Rules:** Once a value type instance needs to be allocated and is represented by a phi node, the improved allocation rules shown in Section 4.3.4 are adapted and extended to apply them recursively with the introduced allocation-flags and the thoughts presented in the previous paragraphs. Upon a command to allocate a value type instance, the following recursive rules are applied:

A1: A phi node marked as being *allocated* does not need to insert an allocation.

A2: A phi node marked as being *partly-allocated* pushes an allocation to each non-phi operand which is not already allocated and an allocation command to each phi operand which is marked as being *partly-allocated* or *not-allocated* recursively.

A3: A phi node marked as being *not-allocated* directly inserts an allocation in the corresponding block and replaces the phi function as local variable inside the block.

A4: During the allocation process, the *partly-known* phi nodes are marked as being *allocated* and newly inserted allocations replace the old operands of the phi function.\(^7\)

A5: If the phi node in a loop-header block is marked as *allocated* but the last operand turns out to be not at the reevaluation, then an allocation is pushed towards the block of the last operand (i.e. to the loop-body).

A phi node which is marked as *not-allocated* (all operands unallocated) is directly replaced by an allocated *NewValueTypeInstance* in the current block. Since a phi node is also stored as local variable in the block, it needs to be overridden by the new instance to use it correctly (instead of the phi node) in possible successor blocks.

Special care has to be taken for loops. They can contain phi nodes which refer to itself recursively as shown in Figure 4.9. Assume that block \(B3\) is not reassigning \(vt\). Therefore, the phi function created in block \(B2\) refers to itself over the last operand. During the parsing stage, the phi function is incomplete at the first visit of the loop-header block. The loop-body is not yet known. Thus, the phi function is never directly marked as *allocated* or *not-allocated* on the first visit. It is not clear if the last missing operand needs an allocation or not. Hence, the phi node is marked as

\(^7\)This last point is automatically done by the already existing implementation of phi functions in the C1 compiler and does not need an additional effort.
**partly-allocated** (rule af4). If such a phi node needs to be allocated inside the loop-body, it pushes an allocation to all currently known predecessor blocks before the loop-header (due to rule A2 for partly-allocated phi nodes). Once the entire loop is parsed, the remaining operand is filled in and the final decision is made if the phi node is marked as **not-allocated**, partly-allocated or allocated as described above. This approach also has a performance advantage of pushing an allocation out of the loop-body instead of allocating it directly upon a usage in a method call to escape the method scope from the loop-body.

![Figure 4.9: Example of a recursive phi function for value type instance vt in the context of a loop](image)

A loop-header phi node can escape the method scope from inside a loop-body which triggers an allocation process (rule A2) and marks the phi node as allocated (rule A4). However, a situation can occur at the reevaluation step of the allocation-flag of a loop-header phi node (after the loop-body was parsed) which has its flag already set to allocated but the last operand turns out to be not marked as allocated. This means that the allocated instance that escaped was replaced in the meantime by another value type instance in the loop-body that is not properly allocated (i.e. not allocated or not marked as allocated in case of a phi node). This instance needs an additional allocation because it might be reused again in the next iteration which assumes an instance that is marked as allocated. Otherwise, the compiler uses the wrong information of a completely allocated instance which could result in a runtime error. An allocation is therefore pushed to the block represented by the just newly setup last phi operand of the loop-header phi node (rule A5). Only now this information is complete and can be later used for successor blocks after the loop correctly.

An example of this situation is shown in Figure 4.10. The created value type instance vt is first unallocated in block B1. While parsing the block B2, the phi function is set to partly-allocated according to the allocation-flag rules from above. The last operand is not yet known at this point. When parsing the block B3 the value type instance vt, represented by a phi function, escapes through an uninline method call. Thus, an allocation is pushed to block B1 according to the rule for partly-allocated phi nodes (rule A2) and the node itself is marked as allocated (rule A4). Just after this call, vt gets a new value type instance assigned. Thus, it is set to not-allocated. Once

---

8An unallocated instance could be accessed, which does not exist on the heap. This could result in a potential null pointer exception or a similar error.
the loop-body is completely parsed (i.e. block $B3$), the phi function in block $B2$ is revisited. It is already marked as allocated but the last operand is not. Therefore, an allocation is pushed to the end of the loop-body in block $B3$. Otherwise, the next iteration uses the wrong assumption that the value type instance is already (completely) allocated.

An extended example of pushing up allocations and replacing phi functions with the recursive allocation rules from above is shown in Figure 4.11. There is a value type instance $vt$ of type VTPoint involved that is assumed to be created at the start of the method (i.e. accessible in each block) and is not modified outside of the shown blocks. Block $B9$ returns $vt$, which therefore needs to be allocated properly (see Section 4.3.2). The value type $vt$ was never allocated in a block before except in block $B2$ which contains an unlined call with $vt$ as an argument and consequently is already allocated in this block. Therefore, the created phi function $\varphi_1$ merges an unallocated instance from block $B1$ with an allocated instance from block $B2$. According to the allocation-flag rules it is marked as partly-allocated (rule af2). The phi functions $\varphi_2$ and $\varphi_3$ merge two unallocated instances and thus are marked as not-allocated (rule af3). Finally, the created phi function $\varphi_4$ in block $B9$ merges a partly-allocated instance with a not-allocated instance and hence is marked as partly-allocated (rule af2). According to the partly-allocated rule (rule A2), the phi function $\varphi_4$ requires to push up allocation commands recursively to block $B3$ and $B8$. Block $B3$ itself is partly-allocated and thus pushes an allocation up to $B1$. There is nothing to do in block $B2$ since the instance is already allocated. The phi node $\varphi_3$ in block $B8$ is not-allocated. According to the not-allocated rule (rule A1) the allocation can directly be inserted in this block. The local variable that holds $\varphi_3$ is replaced by the new instance. There is nothing else to do for any predecessor blocks. The $\varphi_3$-operand of $\varphi_4$ in block $B9$ is automatically replaced by the newly allocated instance. During this process, each partly-allocated phi function that was involved contains now allocated operands. Therefore, they are marked as allocated due to rule A4.

---

\[ vt = \varphi(#1, \?) \]

---

\[ while (/* Some condition */) \]

---

\[ useVT(vt); // Escapes, needs Allocation \]

---

\[ vt = \_\_MakeDefault VTPoint(); \]

---

\[ ALLOCATE(vt); \]

---

**Figure 4.10**: Example of the need to push an allocation to the block of the last loop-header phi operand if it escapes inside the loop-body and gets reassigned by an unallocated value type instance.
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\[ vt = \varphi(#1, \?) \]

---

\[ while (/* Some condition */) \]

---

\[ useVT(vt); // Escapes, needs Allocation \]

---

\[ vt = \_\_MakeDefault VTPoint(); \]

---

\[ ALLOCATE(vt); \]

---

**Figure 4.11**: An extended example of pushing up allocations and replacing phi functions with the recursive allocation rules from above. The value type instance $vt$ of type VTPoint involved is assumed to be created at the start of the method and is not modified outside of the shown blocks. Block $B9$ returns $vt$, which therefore needs to be allocated properly. The $vt$ was never allocated in a block before except in block $B2$, which contains an unlined call with $vt$ as an argument and consequently is already allocated in this block. Therefore, the created phi function $\varphi_1$ merges an unallocated instance from block $B1$ with an allocated instance from block $B2$. According to the allocation-flag rules it is marked as partly-allocated (rule af2). The phi functions $\varphi_2$ and $\varphi_3$ merge two unallocated instances and thus are marked as not-allocated (rule af3). Finally, the created phi function $\varphi_4$ in block $B9$ merges a partly-allocated instance with a not-allocated instance and hence is marked as partly-allocated (rule af2). According to the partly-allocated rule (rule A2), the phi function $\varphi_4$ requires to push up allocation commands recursively to block $B3$ and $B8$. Block $B3$ itself is partly-allocated and thus pushes an allocation up to $B1$. There is nothing to do in block $B2$ since the instance is already allocated. The phi node $\varphi_3$ in block $B8$ is not-allocated. According to the not-allocated rule (rule A1) the allocation can directly be inserted in this block. The local variable that holds $\varphi_3$ is replaced by the new instance. There is nothing else to do for any predecessor blocks. The $\varphi_3$-operand of $\varphi_4$ in block $B9$ is automatically replaced by the newly allocated instance. During this process, each partly-allocated phi function that was involved contains now allocated operands. Therefore, they are marked as allocated due to rule A4.
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\[ useVT(vt); // Escapes, needs Allocation \]
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\[ vt = \_\_MakeDefault VTPoint(); \]
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**Figure 4.11**: An extended example of pushing up allocations and replacing phi functions with the recursive allocation rules from above. The value type instance $vt$ of type VTPoint involved is assumed to be created at the start of the method and is not modified outside of the shown blocks. Block $B9$ returns $vt$, which therefore needs to be allocated properly. The $vt$ was never allocated in a block before except in block $B2$, which contains an unlined call with $vt$ as an argument and consequently is already allocated in this block. Therefore, the created phi function $\varphi_1$ merges an unallocated instance from block $B1$ with an allocated instance from block $B2$. According to the allocation-flag rules it is marked as partly-allocated (rule af2). The phi functions $\varphi_2$ and $\varphi_3$ merge two unallocated instances and thus are marked as not-allocated (rule af3). Finally, the created phi function $\varphi_4$ in block $B9$ merges a partly-allocated instance with a not-allocated instance and hence is marked as partly-allocated (rule af2). According to the partly-allocated rule (rule A2), the phi function $\varphi_4$ requires to push up allocation commands recursively to block $B3$ and $B8$. Block $B3$ itself is partly-allocated and thus pushes an allocation up to $B1$. There is nothing to do in block $B2$ since the instance is already allocated. The phi node $\varphi_3$ in block $B8$ is not-allocated. According to the not-allocated rule (rule A1) the allocation can directly be inserted in this block. The local variable that holds $\varphi_3$ is replaced by the new instance. There is nothing else to do for any predecessor blocks. The $\varphi_3$-operand of $\varphi_4$ in block $B9$ is automatically replaced by the newly allocated instance. During this process, each partly-allocated phi function that was involved contains now allocated operands. Therefore, they are marked as allocated due to rule A4.\[If the method would instead of the return statement use an unlined method call to let vt escape and contain\]
4.3.5.1 Avoiding Allocation Pushes to Loop-Bodies

The presented approach in Section 4.3.5 works correctly but can create a significant unnecessary performance impact for partly-allocated phi functions inside loop-header blocks. Pushing up an allocation could mean that an allocation ends up in a loop-body, even though the allocation is not needed there. An example of this problem is shown in Figure 4.12. The variable \( \text{vtArg} \) was passed to the method as an argument and is assumed to be allocated in block \( B1 \) (\( \text{m()} \) was not inlined).

In the loop-body, represented by block \( B3 \), \( \text{vtArg} \) is set to a new instance due to a field assignment through \( \text{vwithfield} \). Thus, at the end of the loop-body, \( \text{vtArg} \) is not allocated. Therefore, the created phi function in block \( B2 \) for \( \text{vtArg} \) is marked as partly-allocated at the reevaluation (rule \( \text{af2} \) and \( \text{af4} \)). This value type instance phi node is finally returned in block \( B4 \) and thus needs an allocation. The phi function for \( \text{vtArg} \) pushes an allocation to all unallocated operands (i.e. not marked as allocated) according to the rule for partly-allocated phi nodes (rule \( \text{A2} \)). Since \( \text{vtArg} \) is already allocated in block \( B1 \), the allocation is only pushed to block \( B3 \) into the loop-body. If the loop ends up being executed many times, the allocation is performed in each iteration, even though it conceptually belongs to block \( B4 \). This is a major performance impact that could be avoided.

However, simply allocating every time in the block after the loop when the loop-header phi is marked as partly-allocated, is not a good option either as shown in Figure 4.13. Block \( B3 \) and more blocks after block \( B9 \), then the information that \( \phi_4 \) is properly allocated can be reused after the unlinlled method call in block \( B9 \) and possible successor blocks. \( \phi_4 \) does not need to perform any additional allocation insertions.
Figure 4.12: The problem of pushing allocations inside a loop-body, even though it is not used there.

Block B4 creates the phi function \( \varphi_1 \) for \( \text{vtArg} \) which is marked as partly-allocated since it merges a not-allocated and an allocated instance from block B2 and B3, respectively (rule af2). The phi function \( \varphi_2 \) for \( \text{vtArg} \) in block B5 is set to partly-allocated at the parsing stage of the block (rule af4). After the last operand is available, the reevaluation of the allocation-flag sets it again to partly-allocated due to the partly-allocated operand \( \varphi_1 \) (the last operand is ignored since it refers to itself recursively). Applying the same logic as in the previous example in Figure 4.12 would add an allocation in block B7. However, this would result in an unnecessary double allocation if the path over block B3 is taken. The idea is to avoid an allocation push into the loop-body which would not have been done with the normal rule for partly-allocated phi nodes (rule A2). Thus, this additional allocation in block B7 is redundant and should be avoided in this case.

Taking into account those thoughts allows the removal approach to be extended to include this loop-optimization with three additional rules to those already stated in the recursive allocation rules for phi functions:

---

The C1 compiler additionally inserts block B4 instead of directly merging block B2, B3, and B6 into the loop-header block B5.

Rule A2 would only insert an allocation in block B3 for \( \varphi_1 \). The operand \( \varphi_2 \) refers to itself and thus is already processed by the allocation steps of \( \varphi_1 \). The implementation has to be careful to detect these cases and avoid an infinite loop by inspecting the last operand \( \varphi_2 \) in a cycle.
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Figure 4.13: The problem of always inserting allocations after the loop if the loop-header phi function is partly-allocated

A6: If a phi function in a loop-header block is marked as partly-allocated and the last operand (i.e. the one from the loop-body) refers the phi node itself recursively (i.e. no new instance created for the variable), then the normal allocation insertion rule for partly-allocated phi nodes (rule A2) is applied.

A7: If a phi function in a loop-header block is marked as partly-allocated but does not refer the phi node itself recursively (i.e. a new instance is created in the loop-body), then an allocation is directly inserted in the block after the loop where it is required if the instance in the loop-body is not properly allocated (i.e. an unallocated instance or a phi function not marked as allocated).

A8: While the last operand of a phi function in the loop-header block is not yet known, this optimization cannot be applied (i.e. not applied at parsing the corresponding loop-body).

If a value type instance phi node is partly-allocated, then the allocation would normally (without those new rules) be pushed either to the loop-body or the other predecessor blocks of the loop-header. Rule A7 improves this by directly inserting an allocation in the block after the loop instead of pushing it into the loop-body. If the instance is already properly allocated inside the loop-body, then there is no need to insert an allocation directly after the loop since one of the predecessor blocks already contains an allocation (due to being partly-allocated which could result in a double allocation). Rule A6 avoids the double allocation problem shown in Figure 4.13. Obviously this approach does not work and does not make sense while parsing a loop-body since the last operand is not yet known. Thus, this optimization is only applied for completely parsed loops (rule A8).
4.3.6 Field-Phi Load Insertion

Reading the LOAD_REQUIRED constant from the buffer results in a direct insertion of a FieldLoad node to the HIR in the specified block. When setting up field-phi operands, it is beneficial to load the corresponding field values lazily instead of eagerly for the same reasons as stated in Section 4.3.4. However, this still leaves the question how a field load is inserted if the LOAD_REQUIRED constant is found as an operand of a field-phi function that is returned from the buffer. Before the field-phi can be used correctly, all its operands must have replaced all LOAD_REQUIRED constants recursively by actual field loads in the corresponding blocks\textsuperscript{12}. The idea is to use the same approach as for the value type instance phi allocation in Section 4.3.5. A field-phi gets an operands-known-flag similar to the allocation-flag for value type instance phi nodes with the following states and rules:

of1: All non-phi operands and non-value-type phi operands are considered as being marked all-known.

of2: The LOAD_REQUIRED constant is considered as being marked no-operand-known.

of3: A field-phi node is marked as all-known if none of its operands contain (neither directly or recursively) the LOAD_REQUIRED constant (i.e. all operands are marked all-known).

of4: A field-phi node is marked as partly-known if one (but not all) of its operands contains (directly or recursively) the LOAD_REQUIRED operand (i.e. one operand but not all are marked all-known or at least one operand is already marked partly-known).

of5: A field-phi node is marked as no-operand-known if all operands contain (directly or recursively) the LOAD_REQUIRED constant (i.e. all operands are marked as no-operand-known).

of6: A field-phi node in a loop-header is marked as partly-known on parsing the loop-header and once the last operand is available, it is completely reevaluated and marked according to the other rules above. If the last operand refers to itself recursively, then it is ignored in the reevaluation.

As for the allocation-flag, the operands-known flag is set at the creation of new a field-phi node. The rules are very similar to those for the allocation-flag. A field-phi is again automatically marked as partly-known in a loop-header block since it is not clear whether the last missing operand represents a LOAD_REQUIRED constant or not. Thus, the rule is conservatively and sets it to partly-known to ensure correctness during the parsing stage of the loop-body together with the rules introduced in the next paragraph. Once all operands are known at the end of the loop-body, the field-phi is reevaluated again and set to one of the three states. If the last operand refers the field-phi itself recursively, then this operand is ignored for deciding the new status of the field-phi (due to a cycle). This information is now complete and can be used in successor blocks after the loop.

\textsuperscript{12}Otherwise, the compiler cannot use the LOAD_REQUIRED constant as a field value in the further execution since it refers to a FieldLoad instruction. Accessing it as such results in an error.
Field Load Insertion Rules: The rules for inserting the field loads correctly are also similar to the ones for inserting a value type allocation in Section 4.3.5 upon a request to load a field value:

**F1:** A field-phi node marked as *all-known* does not need to insert a field load.

**F2:** A field-phi node marked as *partly-known* pushes a field load insertion command to each field-phi operand which is marked as *partly-known* or *no-operand-known* recursively and inserts a **FieldLoad** instruction for each operand containing the **LOAD_REQUIRED** constant in the corresponding block.

**F3:** A field-phi node marked as *no-operand-known* directly inserts a **LoadField** instruction in the current block if the instance to load from is the same on all possible incoming paths (i.e. on all operands) and is otherwise treated as a *partly-known* field-phi.

**F4:** During the field load insertion process, the involved *partly-known* field-phi nodes are marked as *all-known* and all newly inserted **FieldLoad** instances replace the old operands of the corresponding field-phis.

**F5:** If the field-phi node in a loop-header block is marked as *operands-known* but the last operand turns out to be not at the reevaluation, then a field load insertion is pushed towards the block of the last operand (i.e. to the loop-body).

The key difference to the allocation rules in Section 4.3.5 is that in rule F3 a field load is only directly inserted (instead of recursively inserting field loads) if the field load is performed on the *same* instance. Otherwise, it would be incorrect to directly insert a field load since the field-phi depends on different value type instances to load from. In this case, the field-phi is treated as being marked *partly-known* and the field loads are inserted accordingly for each operand. Another difference to the allocation rules is that a directly inserted field load with rule F3 does not need to update the local variables. The field-phi nodes are only present within the buffer. The other rules are analogously to the recursive allocation rules in Section 4.3.5.

Once again the situation can occur that a field-phi is already marked as *operands-known* due to a usage of the field inside a loop-body and thus marked as *operands-known* during the field load insertion process (rule F4) but the last operand is not known yet. This is very similar to the situation for setting up the last operand of an instance phi node discussed in Section 4.3.5. If the last operand at the reevaluation step of the operands-known flag is itself not marked *operands-known* but the field-phi itself is, then a field load must be inserted in the block represented by the last operand (i.e. the last block of the loop-body) for the same reasons.

An example similar to that for the allocation process in Figure 4.10 is shown for field loads in Figure 4.14. The method m() provides an already allocated value type instance vtArg (m() is not inlined). The field-phi created in block B2 for vt.x sets its first operand to the **LOAD_REQUIRED** constant (abbreviated by "L_R") since the field value is unknown. The operand from the loop-body is not yet known at this stage of the parsing process. Therefore,
the field-phi is marked \textit{partly-known} according to the operands-known-flag rule of 4. In block \( B3 \),
the field \( vt.x \) is used and thus triggers a field load insertion towards block \( B1 \) due to rule F2 for
partly-known field-phis. The \texttt{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant operand is replaced by the FieldLoad
result and the field-phi is marked operands-known. Finally, \( vtArg \) is reassigned by a new value
type instance that is assumed to be allocated over the unlined call to \texttt{getAllocatedVTPoint()} (i.e. statically unknown field values). Once the loop-body is completely parsed, the field-phi
function in block \( B2 \) is reevaluated. It is already marked as operands-known but provides
a \texttt{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant (i.e. no-operand-known according to rule of 2) from the new
assignment in block \( B3 \). Therefore, a field load is inserted at the end of the loop-body in block \( B3 \)
to provide a valid usage of \( vt.x \) in a possible next loop iteration.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig414}
\caption{Example of the need to push a field load insertion to the block of the last loop-header
phi operand if the field is used inside the loop-body}
\end{figure}

The extended example presented in Figure 4.11 works similarly for field-phi nodes with its rules from
above and is shown in Figure 4.15. The value type pointed to by \( vt \) of type \texttt{VTPoint} is assumed to
be passed as an argument to the unlined method and the variable itself is unmodified outside of the
shown blocks. The only place where \( vt \) is modified is in block \( B2 \). A new value type is created with
the field value 2 for \( x \). Block \( B3 \) creates the field-phi function \( \varphi_1 \) for \( vt.x \). The first operand needs
to be loaded from block \( B1 \) and is represented by the \texttt{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant (abbreviated
in the figure as ”L\_R”), while the other one is just a constant from block \( B2 \) and implicitly known
(i.e. treated as all-known due to rule of 1). According to the operands-known-flag rule of 4 this
field-phi function is thus marked partly-known. Block \( B6 \) merges block \( B4 \) and \( B5 \) which both
need a load for \( vt.x \). Hence, both operands of the phi function \( \varphi_2 \) contain the \texttt{LOAD\_REQUIRED}
costant and therefore it is marked no-operand-known (rule of 5). Similarly, the phi function \( \varphi_3 \) is
marked no-operand-known. Finally, in the block \( B9 \), the field \( vt.x \) is accessed and needs to be fully
loaded. The buffer returns the field-phi \( \varphi_4 \) as a value which is marked partly-known due to rule of 4
(\( \varphi_1 \) is marked as partly-known). Thus, a field load command is pushed up recursively to block \( B3 \)
and \( B8 \). The block \( B3 \) only needs to insert a FieldLoad instruction in block \( B1 \) (rule F2) since the
first operand contains the \texttt{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant and the other operand is already a known

\begin{verbatim}
void m(VTPoint vtArg); //1
FIELDLOAD(vtArg.x);

vt.x = \varphi(L_R, ... Mark Operands Known
2. Operand not Known
3. Insert Field Load

while (/* Some condition */) // Usage, needs Load
int x = vtArg.x;
vtArg = getAllocatedVTPoint(); //2
FIELDLOAD(vtArg.x);
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
B1: #1
B2: #1
B3: #1
B4: #1
B5: #1
B6: #1
B7: #1
B8: #1
B9: #1
\end{verbatim}
constant (i.e. treated as all-known). The phi function \( \varphi_3 \) in block \( B_8 \), on the other hand, is marked as no-operand-known. According to rule F3, the FieldLoad instruction is directly inserted in block \( B_8 \) since both operands depend on the same value type instance represented by \( vt \). Finally, the \( \varphi_4 \) field-phi can be used to assign \( x \) in block \( B_9 \). In a last step, the \( \varphi_3 \)-operand of \( \varphi_4 \) is replaced by the new LoadField instruction. During this process, each partly-known field-phi function that was involved contains now known operands. Therefore, they are marked as all-known due to rule F4. If the field \( vt.x \) is used again afterwards, it can take advantage of the information that \( \varphi_4 \) is already completely loaded. \( \varphi_4 \) does not need to perform any additional field load insertions.

\[
vt.x = \varphi_1 (L_R, 2); \\
DO NOTHING(); \\
/* Partly-Known */
\]

\[
vt.x = \varphi_3 (\varphi_2, L_R); \\
FIELDLOAD(vt.x); \\
/* No-Operand-Known */
\]

\[
vt.x = \varphi_4 (\varphi_1, \varphi_3); \\
/* Partly-Known */
\]

\[
int x = vt.x; // Load field vt.x
\]

Figure 4.15: Example of pushing up field load commands and inserting loads once the field \( vt.x \) is used in block \( B_9 \)

4.3.6.1 Avoiding Field Load Pushes to Loop-Bodies

The optimization to avoid allocation pushes to loop-bodies that are not necessary, as described in Section 4.3.5.1, can also be applied similarly to field loads for the same reasons. However, a key difference is that this optimization can only be applied if all field loads would be performed on the same value type instance. Moreover, if there is a statically known field value in an operand directly or recursively, then the optimization cannot be applied since the statically known value needs to be used over the field-phi function and cannot be skipped and replaced by a direct field load. The field load insertion approach is therefore extended to include this loop optimization with three additional rules to those already stated in the field load insertion rules for field-phi functions:

\footnote{This might raise the question if this optimization is needed at all. However, it can still be beneficial if a field-phi was marked as no-operand-known originally but was updated in the meantime to all-known due to a field value usage. Merging it with other field-phi functions marked as no-operand-known could result in a partly-known field-phi in a loop-header block. Using the field-phi after the loop can then benefit from this optimization by omitting an expensive field load insertion into the loop-body.}
4. Design

**F6:** If a field-phi function in a loop-header block is marked *partly-known* and the last operand (i.e. the one from the loop-body) refers to itself recursively (i.e. no new value assigned for the field), then the normal field load insertion rule for *partly-known* field-phis (rule F2) is applied.

**F7:** If a field-phi function in a loop-header block is marked as *partly-known* but does not refer to itself recursively and none of its operands contains a statically known value directly or recursively, then a field load is directly inserted in the block after the loop where it is required if all field loads would be performed on the same value type instance.

**F8:** While the last operand of a field-phi function in the loop-header block is not yet known, this optimization cannot be applied (i.e. not applied at parsing the corresponding loop-body).

Finding the correct instance to load from and checking if all operands depend on the same value type is not trivial if there are loops involved. The implementation also has to handle cases where an operand of a phi refers to itself. This is further explained in Chapter 5.

### 4.4 General Field Load Removal

Section 4.3 introduced a method-global buffer for field values to remove value type allocations and value type field value look ups from the heap. Nevertheless, there are situations where a field load is inevitable since the field value is statically unknown to the method. Some field load insertions can be avoided by the approach showed in Section 4.3.6, especially by moving a field load out of the loop-body. The idea is to also buffer the actual result of a field load to later reuse it. This was first approached by reusing the method-global buffer in the same way. However, it was later redesigned to use a separate buffer for each block that directly and only stores `FieldLoad` nodes. This removes possible update chains of many value type instance entries in the method-global buffer that rely on this result. An example is shown in Listing ???. All three value type variables point to `vtArg`, which has unknown field values. They all update their `x` field resulting in three new value type instances. Finally, the field `vtArg.y` is used on line 9 which creates a `FieldLoad` instance. This new information now has to be propagated to all method-global buffer entries that depend on this value to update them. In this example, all three instances `vt1`, `vt2` and `vt3` need an update. This gets even more complex with additional field-phi nodes involved.

However, the additional optimization to insert field loads directly in a block and skipping the recursive field-phi load insertion process (see Section 4.3.6 for no-operand-known and Section 4.3.6.1 for partly-known field-phis as part of the loop optimization) does not work directly with the method-global buffer. Replacing the field-phi field entry in the method-global buffer for a value type instance by the new `FieldLoad` instance is erroneous in certain situations. For example, this replacement could be done in a block on one branch and afterwards another block on a completely different branch tries to access this field value of the very same value type instance. The method-global buffer provides the `FieldLoad` result which should have been executed already. However, the block in which this `FieldLoad` was created and buffered was not part of the current
Listing 4.9: Example for an update chain for the buffer for a new FieldLoad

```java
// NOT inlined
__ValueFactory static VTPoint m(VTPoint vtArg) {
    VTPoint vt1 = vtArg;
    VTPoint vt2 = vtArg;
    VTPoint vt3 = vtArg;
    vt1.x = 3;
    vt2.x = 4;
    vt3.x = 5;
    int y = vtArg.y;
    // ...
}
```

execution path. This leads to an error. Therefore, the choice was made to use a completely separate FieldLoad buffer for each block (called block-buffer) instead of reusing the method-global buffer.14

A block-buffer stores all LoadField nodes that were appended to the HIR for each field of a value type instance in the current block. This avoids wrong uses in other blocks that are not part of an execution path. Each time a field value of a value type is loaded for the first time from the heap, a new entry is created for that field of that instance. This book-keeping process is similar to the one in the global-method buffer. If a field is requested to be loaded a second time from the heap, the block-buffer can directly provide the result without performing another field load (i.e. adding another LoadField node).

However, this limits the usage in cases where a branch is involved as shown in Listing 4.10. The field load buffered on line 3 cannot be reused on line 5 since the if-branch is part of a new block. Therefore, the approach is improved to allow blocks to copy the buffered LoadField nodes from predecessor block-buffers if they meet the following conditions:

- If a block \( B \) has only one predecessor, then all FieldLoad nodes from the predecessor block-buffer can be copied into the block-buffer of \( B \).
- If a block \( B \) has multiple predecessors, then the conjunction of all entries of all predecessor block-buffers are copied to the block-buffer of \( B \).

The conjunction of entries is a merge process that checks if all predecessor block-buffers of a block \( B \) contain the LoadField node for a specific field (i.e. the LoadField node exists on every execution path). If that is the case, the LoadField node is copied to the block-buffer of \( B \) for that field. Otherwise, an entry for a field is not copied. An example is shown in Figure 4.16.

---

14The method-global buffer sets a new entry for a value type instance with all its field values (together with possible LOAD_REQUIRED constants) at the creation of the value type once and for all. They are not modified anymore later and thus all uses in subsequent blocks use the correct information. Replacing an already stored LOAD_REQUIRED constant by a FieldLoad node later can break this implicit property.
Listing 4.10: Example for the need to extend the block-buffer approach to pass information to
successor blocks

```c
// NOT inlined
__ValueFactory static VPoint m(VPoint vtArg) {
    int x = vtArg.x; // Insert into block-buffer
    if (/* some condition */) {
        int x2 = vtArg.x; // New block, nothing buffered, perform load
    }
    // ...
}
```

as FieldLoad(vt.x) in the block-buffer. Since block B2 and B3 have only one predecessor, the
entry for vt.x is copied to both block-buffers. Block B4 has multiple predecessors. Thus, it takes
the conjunction of the block-buffer entries of block B2 and B3. Since the FieldLoad(vt.x) node
exists in both predecessors block-buffers the conjunction function also copies the entry to the block-
buffer of block B4. In Figure (b), on the other hand, the field load is only performed in block B2.
Therefore, the conjunction over the block-buffer from block B2 and B3 is empty and nothing is
copied to the block-buffer of block B4.

Figure 4.16: Two different outcomes of taking the conjunction of buffered FieldLoad nodes from
block B2 and B3

Merging block-buffers with the conjunction function is necessary, even though field-phi func-
tions are present. Normally, a field load automatically uses the field-phi function. However,
due to the optimization to skip the recursive field-phi load insertion process, as described in
Section 4.3.6 for no-operand-known and in the loop-optimization in Section 4.3.6.1 for partly-
known field-phis, a field load request in a block could possibly reuse an earlier buffered result
from a predecessor block which was copied over the conjunction function to the current block-buffer.

The method-global buffer of the allocation and field load removal approach might be later
merged with these block-buffers. This exploration is left as future work (see Section 7.1).
4.4.1 Adaptation for No-Operand-Known

The approach presented in Section 4.3 performs a field load for a read \textit{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant from the method-global buffer. However, it does not update the buffer with the field load result due to the reasons explained earlier. Thus, a field-phi could contain an operand with a \textit{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant while the corresponding block has already performed a field load. This is not a problem if the field-phi function is marked as \textit{partly-known} since the normal field load insertion process (see rule F2 in Section 4.3.6) ensures that no redundant field loads are inserted with the help of the new block-buffers. However, a field-phi could be marked as \textit{no-operand-known} which means that all operands contain the \textit{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant (rule of 5 in Section 4.3.6). As a consequence, the corresponding field load insertion rule F3 (see Section 4.3.6) directly inserts a field load in the current block (i.e. skips the recursive field load insertion process for partly-known field-phis). This might result in a repeated field load if it was already performed in one of the predecessor blocks. Therefore, the process for setting the operands-known-flag for a field-phi additionally queries the block-buffer of each block of an operand. If one of them contains a buffered field load, then the field-phi is marked \textit{partly-known} to apply the normal recursive field load insertion rule F2 for partly-known field-phis (see Section 4.3.6). This avoids the additional field load insertion for \textit{no-operand-known} marked field-phis. However, the field-phi cannot be directly marked as \textit{all-known} since the field-phi still contains a \textit{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant.

An example of this optimization is shown in Figure 4.17. Block B1 contains an allocated value type \textit{vt} with unknown field values which is assumed to not be reassigned in block B3. The normal approach without block-buffers, shown in Figure (a), marks the field-phi in block B4 as \textit{no-operand-known} (both operands contain the \textit{LOAD\_REQUIRED} constant) and thus applies the rule to directly insert a field load into block B4 (rule F3 in Section 4.3.6). However, if the condition in block B1 is true, a field load is unnecessarily performed twice in block B2 and B4. With the optimization described above, shown in Figure (b), the field-phi in block B4 is marked as \textit{partly-known} since there is already a field load result available in the block-buffer of block B2. Thus, the normal rule for partly-known field-phis is applied (rule F2 in Section 4.3.6) and pushes a field load into block B3 and avoids a repeated field load in block B4.

![Figure 4.17](image-url)

(a) Two field loads on the path over block B2  
(b) Only one field load on each path

Figure 4.17: Exploiting the new block-buffer concept to avoid unnecessary field loads for field-phis marked as \textit{no-operand-known}
4.5 On-Stack-Replacement

The C1 compiler can compile a method which contains a loop that exceeded its back-branch counter. A special OSR-entry block is created which is directly executed after the end of a loop iteration in the interpreter and once the method is OSR-compiled. The necessary information about the last state in the interpreter is setup for the compiler in the OSR-entry block (e.g. local variables, state of the stack etc.). Afterwards, the execution continues in the loop-header block which evaluates the condition of the loop. If the method is called again, it enters the normal standard entry block. The OSR-entry block is only used at the transition from the interpreter to the C1 compiler. There are a few things which have to be considered for the value type approach:

- An additional phi operand has to be added for the field-phi functions at the loop-header block.
- All value type instances from the OSR-entry block are allocated.
- All field values from the OSR-entry block are unknown and need to be loaded from the heap.

When a method is OSR-compiled, it is usually also scheduled for normal compilation afterwards. The OSR version is used as long as the method is executed and can be replaced by the normally compiled version (if already available) once the method is finished and later invoked again.
5 Implementation

This chapter presents the concrete implementation of the value type design decisions presented in Chapter 4. The introduced concepts are mapped to code parts and are explained in more detail together with involved classes and methods. The evaluation of the code follows in Chapter 6. The introductory Section 5.1 first gives a brief overview of how the C1 compiler compiles a method and which classes and methods are invoked. This is important to understand the context and to follow the explanations of the contributed code for the value type implementation in the subsequent sections. The structure of this chapter follows the one used in Chapter 4 with additional explanations of cleanup steps in Section 5.6 and about the exploration of deoptimization support with value types in the C1 compiler in Section 5.8.

The code for the HotSpot™ JVM is located inside the hotspot/src folder. All references to code files in the following sections use this prefix. All changes of this thesis can be found in the provided patch\(^1\) to the code of changeset 13528:f017570123b2 in the HotSpot™ JVM mercurial repository\(^2\) from 21. August 2017 which is called baseline or baseline version. In the development process, the special Eclipse version for C++ developer was used together with gdb and the c1visualizer for debugging (see Section A.2 for a description of those tools).

5.1 Overview of the C1 Compiler

This first section gives an overview of how the C1 compiler compiles a method and presents the location where the value type implementation starts to take action in the context of the existing code state right before the start of the thesis (i.e. the baseline version). Important existing classes for the value type implementation are quickly introduced. However, concrete code details about value types together with a description of newly added classes and methods are explained later in subsequent sections.

The HotSpot™ JVM provides several CompilerThread\(^3\) instances which are used for compilation. Each compiler thread contains a separate CompileQueue\(^4\) to enqueue incoming compile requests

1\(^{\text{Link: http://cr.openjdk.java.net/~thartmann/thesis_hagedorn/webrev/hotspot.patch}}\)
2\(^{\text{Repository: valhalla/valhalla10-old/hotspot; Changeset link: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/valhalla/valhalla10-old/hotspot/rev/f017570123b2}}\)
3\(^{\text{Defined in /share/vm/runtime/thread.hpp}}\)
4\(^{\text{Defined in /share/vm/compiler/compileBroker.hpp}}\)
represented by the `CompileTask\(^5\)` class. The compiler threads are constantly polling for new compilation tasks in the `CompileBroker::compiler_thread_loop\(^6\)` method as long as the JVM is running. Once a task is ready it is dequeued and delegated to the corresponding compiler specified by the task. A C1 task is processed by the `Compiler::compile_method\(^7\)` method. The `Compilation\(^8\)` class finally compiles the Java method inside the `Compilation::compile_java_method` method. This is the location where the methods for the HIR and the LIR creation are called. At the end of the method, assembly code is emitted based on the LIR.

The folder `/share/vm/ci` represents a compiler interface which defines sharable information between the compilers, such as class or method information. Since the C2 compiler already supports value types, there are reusable structures defined for value types in general. The folder `/share/vm/c1` contains the platform-independent implementation of the C1 compiler. The machine-dependent code for generating specific LIR instructions and assembly code with the C1 compiler is located in a subfolder of the `/cpu` folder\(^9\). The relevant files for the C1 compiler are prefixed by "c1_".

5.1.1 HIR

The HIR is created inside the `Compilation::build_hir\(^10\)` method and is represented by the IR\(^11\) class which consists of an `IRScope\(^12\)`. This scope can refer to all inlined methods which are themselves `IRScope` instances. However, there is only one scope without any inlining. The `IRScope` contains all the required information for the compilation and triggers the control flow graph creation performed inside the `GraphBuilder\(^13\)` class. The `GraphBuilder` also represents the core class for the entire value type implementation described later in this chapter. It is responsible to setup all basic blocks by iterating over all bytecodes. A block is represented by a linked list of HIR instruction. Those are defined as separate subclasses of the super class `Instruction\(^14\)`. A block always starts with a `BlockBegin\(^15\)` instance and ends with a `BlockEnd\(^16\)` instance (both are subclasses of `Instruction`) once the block is completely parsed. Whenever the control flow is split or merged by a bytecode instruction, a new block is created by defining a new `BlockBegin` instance as a start node. The `GraphBuilder::iterate_bytecodes_for_block` method is responsible to read all bytecodes instructions from the bytecode stream of the method and process them accordingly. The requested HIR instructions are linked into the currently active block. The switch statement over the read bytecodes in the `GraphBuilder::iterate_bytecodes_for_block` method

---

\(^5\)Defined in `/share/vm/compiler/compileTask.hpp`
\(^6\)Defined in `/share/vm/compiler/compileBroker.hpp`
\(^7\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_Compiler.hpp`
\(^8\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_Compilation.hpp`
\(^9\)This thesis only supports the x86-64 architecture and thus modifications were done to the `/cpu/x86/vm/` folder. 
\(^10\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_Compilation.hpp`
\(^11\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_IR.hpp`
\(^12\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_IR.hpp`
\(^13\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.hpp`
\(^14\)All defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_Instruction.hpp`
\(^15\)All defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_Instruction.hpp`
\(^16\)All defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_Instruction.hpp`
is the starting point of the value type implementation. The new value type bytecodes are added as new case statements together with the code to create HIR instructions for them.

During the parsing stage of bytecodes, the GraphBuilder keeps track of the current block (field `_block`) and the current `state` (field `_state`). A state is described by the ValueStack\textsuperscript{17} class which contains information about the current local variables, the expression stack (i.e. equivalent to the bytecode operand stack), and locks. This information is stored in HotSpot\textsuperscript{TM} specific resizable arrays defined by the GrowableArray\textsuperscript{18} class. A state can be split by various StateSplit\textsuperscript{19} instructions. They modify the state and therefore make a copy of the current state and assign it to the `_state` field of the instruction. Those splits are important to keep track of different snapshots of the state inside the block to get the correct values at a specific point later, for example, in case of a deoptimization and the associated transfer back to the interpreter. The BlockBegin and the BlockEnd instructions are both subclasses of StateSplit. Each HIR instruction has an associated type defined in the ValueType\textsuperscript{20} class and a reference to the next instruction. Moreover, each Instruction instance contains a unique instruction id and an LIR_Opr field that is later filled with LIR specific information (i.e. an LIR instruction operand). After the HIR is created, several optimizations, such as null check elimination, are applied from the Optimizer\textsuperscript{21} class before the control goes back to the Compilation::compile java method method.

### 5.1.2 LIR and Assembly Code

The Compilation::compile java method calls the Compilation::emit LIR method to build the LIR after the HIR was created. The LIRGenerator\textsuperscript{22} generates the LIR from the HIR with virtual registers (also called LIR operands). The phi functions are removed and replaced by pushing instructions to the predecessor blocks accordingly. Some HIR instructions, such as creating an object, require machine dependent LIR nodes which are specified in a machine specific source file inside the `/cpu` folder\textsuperscript{23}. The LIR operands are afterwards assigned to physical registers by the LinearScan\textsuperscript{24} class. Finally, the Compilation::compile java method calls the Compilation::emit code body method to emit machine specific assembly code.

\textsuperscript{17}Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_ValueStack.hpp  
\textsuperscript{18}Defined in /share/vm/utilities/growableArray.hpp  
\textsuperscript{19}Subclass of Instruction defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_INstruction.hpp  
\textsuperscript{20}Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_ValueType.hpp and not to be confused with actual value types which have nothing to do with the ValueType class directly  
\textsuperscript{21}Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_Optimizer.hpp  
\textsuperscript{22}Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_LIRGenerator.hpp  
\textsuperscript{23}For the x86-64 architecture used in this thesis the source file /cpu/x86/vm/c1_LIRGenerator_x86 defines the required methods.  
\textsuperscript{24}Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_LinearScan.hpp
5.2 Changes to the Intermediate Representations

As described in Section 4.1, a new HIR instruction `NewValueTypeInstance`\(^{25}\) is introduced. It is a subclass of `StateSplit` similarly to the `NewInstance`\(^{26}\) class for objects. It contains a flag `_allocated` to mark the instance to be either allocated or not and a field `_depends_on` to have a reference to an allocated instance with statically unknown field values from which a load must be performed if the instance was created from it with `vwithfield` (see Section 4.3.1). The lookup might need to be recursive for many applications of `vwithfield` for a variable. Thus, an additional `NewValueTypeInstance::depends_on` method can be used to perform this task. The instance points to itself if it does not depend on another instance (i.e. no field load must be performed from the heap).

The `Phi`\(^{27}\) class is used for all phi nodes in the HIR. Value type specific modifications are directly added\(^{28}\). To differentiate between normal phi functions, value type instance phis, and value type field-phis, two flags `value_type_instance` and `value_type_field_phi` are set accordingly\(^{29}\). As for the `NewValueTypeInstance` class, the `Phi` class contains an `_allocated` flag which can be set to the different states described in Section 4.3.5 in case of a value type phi instance. This is done through the internal `enum Allocation` in the `Phi` class. If a `Phi` instance represents a field-phi, the `_operands_known` field is used to indicate its state depending on the phi operands described in 4.3.6. This is done through the `enum OperandsKnown`, which is also part of the `Phi` class.

The only needed changes for the LIR is the mapping of the new `NewValueTypeInstance` class to the methods that already exist for the `NewInstance` inside the `LIRGenerator`\(^{30}\) class and the replacement of the different implementation of value type field-phi functions (see Section 5.4.2). The assembly generator, which processes the LIR, maps everything related with value types to objects.

5.3 Unoptimized Value Type Implementation

The first unoptimized value type approach described in Section 4.2 treats all value types as normal objects without any optimizations. As shown in Section 5.1, the switch statement inside the `GraphBuilder::iterate_bytecodes_for_block` method is the entry point of the value type implementation. Additional case statements for the value type bytecodes `vdefault`, `vwithfield`, `vload`, `vstore` and `vreturn` are added together with the corresponding methods `GraphBuilder::new_value_type_instance`, `GraphBuilder::vwithfield`, `GraphBuilder::vload`, `GraphBuilder::vstore`, and `GraphBuilder::vreturn`, respectively, in-

\(^{25}\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1/Instruction.hpp
\(^{26}\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1/Instruction.hpp
\(^{27}\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1/Instruction.hpp
\(^{28}\)At a later stage the `Phi` class might be split in a class for normal phis, value type instance phis and value type field-phis (see Section 7.1).
\(^{29}\)Those could be later merged together to a single field which uses an `enum` since a phi is always either an instance phi or a field-phi but never both at the same time. This could avoid some unintentional wrong uses (see Section 7.1).
\(^{30}\)Defined in `/cpu/x86/vm/c1/LIRGenerator_x86`
The existing method `GraphBuilder::access_field` for the `getfield` bytecode case statement is adapted for value types to call the new `GraphBuilder::vgetfield` method for them. Except for the `vwithfield` bytecode, the implementations for the object bytecodes are mostly reused.

To differentiate between the unoptimized implementation and the one with optimizations, a JVM flag `OptimizeValueTypes` (see Appendix A.3 for an explanation of its usage) is used as a guard in those new methods. For the `GraphBuilder::vgetfield` and `GraphBuilder::vwithfield` method, there is an additional `GraphBuilder::vgetfield_unoptimized` and `GraphBuilder::vwithfield_unoptimized` version, respectively, for the unoptimized approach. All these methods for the unoptimized implementation are described in the following:

- **new_value_type_instance:** This method is very similar to the object method `GraphBuilder::new_instance`. It creates a `NewValueTypeInstance` instance (instead of a `NewInstance`) and appends it to the current block with `GraphBuilder::append_split`. It calls the `GraphBuilder::append_with_bci` method internally which further sets up the state, copies the current state to a `StateSplit` instruction to be appended and ensures, with the help of a hash table, that a node is not added again if it is already linked. At last, the `NewValueTypeInstance` instance is pushed back on the stack represented by the `ValueStack` class described in Section 5.1.

- **vload, vstore and vreturn:** Those methods simply call the methods already used for the other `load`, `store` and `return` bytecodes: `GraphBuilder::load_local`, `GraphBuilder::store_local` and `GraphBuilder::method_return`, respectively.

- **vgetfield_unoptimized:** This method is an adaptation and simplification for value types of the `getfield` case statement inside the `GraphBuilder::access_field` method for general field accesses.

- **vwithfield_unoptimized:** This is the only method in the unoptimized implementation that needs a different implementation since there is no similar bytecode that creates an object, assigns a field, and copies the other field values from another instance. The idea is to loop over all field values, create a `LoadField` instruction for each field and append it with the `GraphBuilder::append` method to the HIR. The `LoadField` instance is directly used to create a `StoreField` instruction which is also appended directly with `GraphBuilder::append`. After the loop, the specified field read from the bytecode stream `field_modify` gets the value `val` assigned that was popped from the stack at the start of the method. This is again done with a `StoreField` instruction.

Throughout the entire unoptimized implementation, the type `instanceType` is used instead of the new `valueTypeType` since the value types are entirely treated as objects. For an improved readability, the expressions "NewValueTypeInstance" and "NewInstance" are used instead of the

---

31 Both defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1/Instruction.hpp`  
32 Both defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_ValueType.hpp` while the latter one is used in the optimization approach for value types
confusing but technically correct versions "NewValueTypeInstance instance" and "NewInstance instance" in the following.

5.4 Allocation and Field Load Removal

This section maps the design decisions presented in Section 4.3 to the implemented code and explains why they were made. The same methods GraphBuilder::new_value_type_instance, GraphBuilder::vload, GraphBuilder::vstore, and GraphBuilder::vreturn as for the byte-codes presented in Section 5.3 are used but are guarded with the OptimizeValueTypes flag for this optimization. For the getfield and vwithfield bytecode, the optimization specific method versions GraphBuilder::vgetfield and GraphBuilder::vwithfield are implemented. The basic functionality of those methods is the same as in the unoptimized implementation but they contain additional code for the new buffer concepts presented in this section for the lazy allocation (see Section 5.4.3) and the lazy insertion of field value loads (see Section 5.4.4) together with the block-buffer presented in Section 5.5. The additional changes to the bytecode processing methods are mentioned throughout the discussion of those features in the following sections and paragraphs.

5.4.1 Buffering Field Values

The existing C1 implementation provides a (method-global) MemoryBuffer _memory instance and FieldBuffer class to perform some basic store and load instruction elimination for object fields. However, its support is very limited. Those two classes are reused and extended to provide a method-global buffer, introduced in Section 4.3.1, for the value type field values. For simplicity, the following sections will just refer to the buffer or to the MemoryBuffer when actually meaning the _memory field of the GraphBuilder class.

The MemoryBuffer keeps track of all newly created value type instances in a GrowableArray _newvaluetypes of Instruction. The same index of such an instance is used as an index to the second GrowableArray _newvaluetypefields of FieldBuffer that stores the corresponding field value array for a value type instance. The FieldBuffer class itself provides a GrowableArray _values of Instruction to buffer the field values. The offset of a field is used as a unique index.

5.4.1.1 Insert New Buffer Entries

A new buffer-entry (i.e. a new FieldBuffer instance) has to be added whenever a new value type instance is created by a vdefault or a vwithfield bytecode. The corresponding methods GraphBuilder::new_value_type_instance and GraphBuilder::vwithfield to process them have an additional statement to store the value type into the buffer compared to their un-optimized implementation (see Section 5.3). The GraphBuilder::new_value_type_instance method calls the simplified equally named MemoryBuffer::new_value_type_instance method

---

33Both defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.hpp
which only creates an empty FieldBuffer as part of the lazy allocation approach described in Section 4.3.1.1. The GraphBuilder::vwithfield method, on the other hand, uses the additional MemoryBuffer::store_value_type_field and MemoryBuffer::load_on_value_type methods to fetch field values from the buffer of the old instance and store them to the entry of the new instance together with the new specified field value in the vwithfield bytecode.

### 5.4.1.2 Read Buffered Field Values

A field value request to the MemoryBuffer is handled by the MemoryBuffer::load_on_value_type method which expects a value type instance and a field descriptor (ciField\(^{35}\) class). First, it checks if the _newvaluetypes array contains the value type instance. If that is not the case, the value type was not newly created in this method (i.e. already allocated with unknown field values as shown in Section 4.3.1.2). Thus, the constant Memory::LOAD_REQUIRED\(^{36}\) is returned, which is defined inside the MemoryBuffer class, indicating that nothing is buffered and a field load must be performed with FieldLoad. Otherwise, the index returned by the lookup of the value type instance is used to query the _newvaluetypefields array which provides the buffered value. To support lazy buffering (see Section 4.3.1.1), the value NULL read from a FieldBuffer returns a new default value instruction Constant\(^{37}\) according to the field type instead. The GraphBuilder::vgetfield method inserts the returned buffered Instruction into the HIR or creates and appends a LoadField instance for the MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED result accordingly (or fetches an already buffered FieldLoad from the new BlockBuffer\(^{38}\) class for the approach shown in Section 4.4).

### 5.4.2 Branches with Phi Nodes

#### 5.4.2.1 Adaptations for Field-Phi Nodes

While the value type instance phis can reuse the existing implementation of phi functions in the C1 compiler, the field-phis cannot. The reason is that a phi function for a local variable is defined in such a way that the operands always correspond to the value found at the same index in the local variable array inside the state (i.e. ValueStack instance) of the last BlockEnd instruction of the predecessor blocks. However, a field-phi (represented by a Phi instance) is not stored in the local variable array but instead in the MemoryBuffer. Therefore, the Phi class is extended by a custom GrowableArray _value_type_field_operands to store all operands of a field-phi. The associated Phi::operand_at and Phi::operand_count methods are adapted to use the information from this new array for field-phis accordingly.

The existing approach to remove the phi functions later in the LIR generation in the LIRGenerator class needs to be adapted for field-phis, too. The operands need to be fetched directly from the

---

\(^{35}\)Defined in /share/vm/c1/ciField.hpp

\(^{36}\)This constant is implemented as a LoadField pointer pointing to a constant value and thus is not a real instance. It should not be dereferenced as it would result in an a runtime error. This could be improved to point to a dummy instance later (see Section 7.1).

\(^{37}\)Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1/Instruction.hpp

\(^{38}\)Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.hpp
Phi instance (i.e. the _value_type_field_operands array) instead of the predecessor blocks. Therefore, the new method LIRGenerator::move_to_value_type_field_phi is created to move the necessary instructions to the corresponding predecessor blocks. This method is called for all field-phis which have their _operands_known field not set to OperandsKnown::operand_known (see Section 5.2) or have its special flag _field_phi_used not set (see Section 5.6.3). Otherwise, the field-phi is never used (i.e. dead) and does not need to process its operands values. The method is called from the LIRGenerator::move_to_phi method which performs all move operations for the other phis (including those for value type instances). These are the only significant modifications to the LIR together with the ones mentioned in Section 5.2.

5.4.2.2 Normal Phi Setup

The existing implementation of the C1 compiler copies the state (i.e. ValueStack instance) of a BlockEnd instruction to the initially empty state of a BlockBegin instance which it points to in the parsing process. A new phi node is then created whenever a BlockEnd instruction points to a BlockBegin instance which already has an existing state. The local variables and stack values in the ValueStack instance are replaced by phi functions (i.e. Phi instances). This needs to be adapted for value type instance phis and field-phis since they have special flags assigned (see Section 4.3.5 and Section 4.3.6) and the field-phis are treating the operands completely differently.

Before the bytecodes of a new block are iterated by the GraphBuilder::iterate_bytecodes_for_block method, the phi nodes for the value types are set up by the new GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_phis method. This is done when a block has two or more predecessors or constitutes a loop-header. All local variables are iterated and processed if they represent a value type instance. The local variables are passed and merged from the predecessor block states at the end of the block (i.e. BlockEnd instruction) inside the existing GraphBuilder::try_merge method executed after a block is fully parsed by the GraphBuilder::iterate_bytecodes_for_block method. All kinds of dead local variables are removed in this process.

In the first step of executing the GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_phis method, a Phi instance is created for the value type instance itself with its _value_type_instance flag set. All operands are iterated to properly update the _allocated flag of the Phi instance, if needed, to Allocation::partly_allocated or Allocation::allocated (see Section 5.2). Otherwise, it is left at its default value Allocation::not_allocated assigned at the creation of the phi node. If the current block is a loop-header, then the flag is automatically set to Allocation::partly-allocated for reasons explained in Section 4.3.5 since the last operand is not yet known.

---

39Normal no-value-type phi nodes have their _operands_known flag set automatically to OperandsKnown::all_known at their creation.

40This process should be later extended to also support this setup for stack values. However, with the usage of javac everything is stored in variables since it would not be accessible from the code otherwise. This extension is left as future work as described in Section 7.1.
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In the second part of the method, the field-phis are created. Each field of the value type instance needs a new Phi instance with its `_value_type_field_phi` flag set. To fill the operands, the predecessor blocks have to be iterated. The value type instance found there is used as an index into the `FieldBuffer` array in the `MemoryBuffer` to fetch the appropriate field values with the `MemoryBuffer::load_on_value_type` method. If the `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant is returned, then it is also directly stored as an operand value. The convention is to set the field value from the _i_-th predecessor block as the _i_-th operand of the new field-phi. After this setup, the field-phi is marked as either `OperandsKnown::all_known`, `OperandsKnown::partly_known`, or `OperandsKnown::no_operand_known` for normal blocks and as `OperandsKnown::partly_known` for loop-header blocks as described in Section 4.3.6. Additionally, if an operand gets the `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant assigned but the corresponding `BlockBuffer` (see Section 5.5) already contains a `FieldLoad` instruction for that field (i.e. already loaded), then the field-phi is marked as `OperandsKnown::partly_known` with the help of the `BlockBuffer::check_if_exists` method\(^{41}\) (see Section 4.4.1).

As a last step, the new field-phi instances are stored in the `MemoryBuffer`-entry (i.e. `FieldBuffer` array) for the newly created value type instance Phi node. The field-phis are also pushed to the state of the `BlockBegin` instance which represents this block\(^{42}\). They are not part of the local variables and thus have an own `GrowableArray _value_type_fieldphis` inside the `ValueStack` class for an easier access later to process them all\(^{43}\).

### 5.4.2.3 Setup the Last Operand

The last operand of a phi function in a loop-header block is not yet known at the time when the block is first visited and parsed. This decision can only be made once the entire loop-body is processed. At the end of the `GraphBuilder::iterate_bytecodes_for_block` method, when all bytecodes are processed in the current block, the states are merged with all successor blocks. If a successor is an already parsed loop-header block and has some unfinished value type phis (block marked with the new `BlockBegin::has_pending_vt_phi_operands` flag which is set in the `GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_phis` method), then the new method `GraphBuilder::setup_remaining_operands` is called to set up the last missing operands.

The structure is similar to the one used in the `GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_phis` method. The local variables already contain the value type instance phi nodes created in the first visit of the loop-header block. They work in a similar way to the normal phi functions and thus only need to update their `_allocated` flag with the new information of the last available operand. As described in Section 4.3.5, the flag is completely reevaluated. In this process, the last operand is excluded if it refers itself recursively. This is done with the operations including the local `depends_on_itself` flag. If the Phi instance, however, was already marked as

\(^{41}\)An explanation of the method follows in Section 5.5.

\(^{42}\)The `BlockBegin` instruction is always the first instruction in the block and at this stage the only existing instruction in a block anyways, as the block is only about to be parsed.

\(^{43}\)Instead of iterating through all `MemoryBuffer` entries
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Allocation::allocated but the reevaluation of the phi node reveals that it should be marked as Allocation::partly_allocated, then the last operand needs to be allocated (see rule A5 in Section 4.3.5). The Phi instance escapes the method scope in the loop-body and was replaced by another instance in the meantime. Thus, an allocation needs to be inserted in the block of the last operand (i.e. the loop-body) with the new GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method (see Section 5.4.3) to ensure a correct usage on the next iteration (see Section 4.3.5). In all other cases, the phi node is marked with the result from the reevaluation step to either Allocation::allocated, Allocation::partly_allocated, or Allocation::not-allocated. Additionally, if an operand contains the MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED constant but the corresponding BlockBuffer (see Section 5.5) already contains a FieldLoad instruction for that field (i.e. already loaded), then the field-phi is marked as OperandsKnown::partly_known with the help of the BlockBuffer::check_if_exists method\(^{44}\) (see Section 4.4.1).

In the next step, all field-phis of the value type instance phi are processed. The field values are loaded from the last loop-body block with the help of the MemoryBuffer and inserted as last operand. Afterwards, the field-phi is completely reevaluated by looping over all operands. The last operand is again ignored, with the operations including the depends_on_itself flag, if it refers itself recursively. Similarly, as for the value type instance phis, a field load insertion is pushed to the block of the last operand if the reevaluation would not already load the field-phi as OperandsKnown::all_known but the entire field-phi is already marked as OperandsKnown::all_known. This is done with a call to the new GraphBuilder::insert_load_at_end method (see Section 5.4.4). In all other cases, the reevaluation result is used to set the field-phi to either OperandsKnown::all_known, OperandsKnown::partly_known, or OperandsKnown::no_operand_known accordingly.

5.4.3 Value Type Instance Allocation

An allocation of a value type instance is required each time it escapes the current scope due to an uninlined method call or a return statement returning the value type inside an uninlined method as described in Section 4.3.2. For that purpose, hooks are inserted in the GraphBuilder::vreturn and in the GraphBuilder::invoke method. In the latter case, a value type allocation is triggered when the arguments are set up. In both cases, the new method GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance is called to properly allocate the value type as described in Section 4.3.4 and 4.3.5.

5.4.3.1 Allocate NewValueTypeInstance

The simpler case is to allocate a NewValueTypeInstance inside the GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance method. The instance needs to be linked into the current block. However, it cannot be directly appended. The NewValueTypeInstance node could be active in another branch which has not allocated it yet. Moreover, the NewValueTypeInstance was created in an earlier block and therefore contains a different state.

\(^{44}\)An explanation of the method follows in Section 5.5.
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(i.e. different values in the ValueStack instance). Thus, updating a state for any HIR instruction is prohibited by the C1 compiler once it is set. Therefore, the straightforward solution is to create a completely new NewValueTypeInstance with the current state in the block and its _allocated flag set to true. The buffered values of the old value type instance in the MemoryBuffer are copied with the MemoryBuffer::replace_value_type_instance method to a new entry for the newly created instance. The NewValueTypeInstance is appended to the graph with the GraphBuilder::append_split method (calls internally GraphBuilder::append_with_bci) and replaces the old value type in the local variables array.

In the next step, the fields need to be set to the correct values. The field values are read from the MemoryBuffer and are directly inserted into StoreField operations and appended to the HIR if they do not require a separate field value load. Reading the MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED constant or a field-phi that has its _operands_known flag not set to OperandsKnown::all_known requires additional LoadField insertion(s). In the first case, a LoadField is either newly created or taken from the BlockBuffer (see Section 5.5). The latter case requires a recursive insertion of LoadField instructions such that the field-phi does not contain any MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED constant as operands directly or recursively anymore (i.e. properly loaded). This is done with the new GraphBuilder::try_append_load method, which is described in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.3.2 Allocate Phi Instance

The situation is more complex if a value type phi instance escapes the scope and needs to be allocated inside the new GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance method. The phi node could have its flag set to either Allocation::allocated, Allocation::not_allocated, or Allocation::partly_allocated:

- **Allocation::allocated**: The Phi instance can directly escape the scope since it is already properly allocated. Thus, the method returns immediately.

- **Allocation::not_allocated**: The phi function can directly be replaced by a NewValueTypeInstance as described in Section 4.3.5. In this case, it uses the same approach as described in Section 5.4.3.1.

- **Allocation::partly_allocated**: This case needs some additional effort to correctly allocate the phi node with allocation command pushes to predecessor blocks. The new method GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end is called recursively on all operands. This process can also be skipped by inserting an allocation directly in a block after the loop by the optimization described in Section 4.3.5.1.

If the Phi node is marked as being Allocation::partly_allocated, then the GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance method first checks if the phi belongs to a loop-header block. If that is the case, a check is performed to see if the phi node refers to itself recursively. If that is not the case (has_cycle variable is false), then there was a reassignment of the
value type instance variable inside the loop-body. Therefore, an allocation is directly inserted after the loop where it is needed as described in Section 4.3.5.1 and the case is mapped to the same processing as if the phi is marked as Allocation::not_allocated, which is described later. Otherwise, the GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end is called recursively for each operand to allocate the instance properly. The GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method also performs the same loop-header cycle check if the operand to process is marked Allocated::partly_allocated and moves the allocation into the corresponding block after the loop if it meets the same conditions as described before.

If the phi function is marked as Allocation::allocated, there is nothing to do and GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance returns immediately as does the GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method for such an allocated operand. The last possible case is that the phi function is completely unallocated (i.e. marked as Allocation::not_allocated). The phi node is directly replaced through an allocated NewValueTypeInstance according to rule A3 in Section 4.3.5 and is explained in the next paragraph.

A new NewValueTypeInstance has to be created with a copy of the MemoryBuffer-entry of the old instance due to the same reasons explained in Section 5.4.3.1. Afterwards, the instance needs to be inserted at the end of the block. The main reason for differentiating between the GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance and the separate GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method, even though they intend to do the same thing, lies within the way the C1 compiler is designed. The existing C1 implementation does not intend to allow an insertion of HIR nodes during the parsing stage anywhere else than at the end of the currently parsed block. Thus, the provided GraphBuilder::append_with_bci method (see Section 5.3), which automatically sets everything up (including the state), cannot be reused, unfortunately. Therefore, the GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method needs to adapt the behavior of the GraphBuilder::append_with_bci method manually to insert the instance at the end of a specific block that was already parsed. On the other hand, the GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance method can directly use the GraphBuilder::append_with_bci method to append to the right place in the currently parsed block without an additional effort.

Since a block is only a singly linked list (without references to previous nodes), the GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method needs to traverse the block from the beginning to the end to find the second last instruction. The new value type instance needs to be inserted just after that instruction because the last instruction is always a BlockEnd instance. In the last step of the method, the fields have to be initialized to the correct values. This is done with StoreField instances which get the field values either from the MemoryBuffer or from possible LoadField instances in a similar way as described in Section 5.4.3.1. The only difference is that they need to be appended again manually without the help of the GraphBuilder::append_with_bci
method (as it is done in the `GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance` method). Additionally, the created value type instance needs to replace the old value type instance in the local variable array of the state of the last `BlockEnd` instruction in the block. Otherwise, the wrong instance is fetched later as operand for a phi function. Once all fields are properly set with appended `StoreField` instructions (together with possible `LoadField` instructions), the last newly added `Instruction` sets its link to the last `BlockEnd` instruction in the block and the `GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end` method returns.

### 5.4.4 Field-Phi Load Insertions

The `MemoryBuffer` can return the `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant directly or a field-phi function that contains it recursively in one of its operands (i.e. the field-phi is marked `OperandsKnown::partly_known` or `OperandsKnown::no_operand_known` as described in Section 4.3.6) upon a field value request from a value type instance. Those values can be further used but are required to be replaced in certain situations:

- A `vgetfield` bytecode needs to replace a `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` value directly and, in case of a field-phi, all `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` values recursively.
- A value type instance allocation needs to properly assign its fields and thus needs to replace all `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` values directly and, in case of a field-phi, recursively to ensure a correct initialization of all fields.

The first requirement is triggered in the `GraphBuilder::vgetfield` method which processes the `vgetfield` bytecode. The second requirement is triggered in the `GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance` and the `GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end` method. In both cases, a field-phi is delegated to the `GraphBuilder::try_append_load` method which loads the field value properly by processing it according to the state of its `_operands_known` flag:

- `OperandsKnown::all_known`: The field-phi can directly be used and the method returns immediately.
- `OperandsKnown::no_operand_known`: The field-phi is replaced by a direct `LoadField` instance in the corresponding block if all operands depend on the same instance.
- `OperandsKnown::partly_known`: This case needs some additional effort to correctly insert a `LoadField` in predecessor blocks. The method `GraphBuilder::insert_load_at_end` is called recursively on all operands. This process can also be skipped by inserting a field load directly in a block after the loop by the optimization described in Section 4.3.6.1 if all operands depend on the same instance and do not contain a statically known value directly or recursively.
The structure of `GraphBuilder::try_append_load` and `GraphBuilder::insert_load_at_end` is very similar to that used for `GraphBuilder::try_append_value_type_instance` and `GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end`, respectively (hence the same naming scheme). But the field value load methods have to do an additional check if all operands of a field-phi depend on the same value type instance to load from. However, getting the right value type instance on which a field depends on (i.e. the field load has to be performed on) and comparing it with all other instances found during the process is not trivial. A value type instance might be nested inside many field-phis and possibly contain cycles (field-phi operands referring to the field-phi itself). Therefore, a special helper method `GraphBuilder::get_load_instance` is implemented to achieve this task. It visits all operands recursively and tries to find the correct value type instance on which a field load would be performed. When an operand represents a `NewValueTypeInstance`, then its `_depends_on` field is used to get to the actual instance in the heap to load from (which could be again a Phi instance that needs to be processed recursively). To prevent getting stuck in an infinite loop in this process due to field-phi operands referencing the field-phi node itself recursively, an additional new class `VisitedArray` is used to keep track of the already visited field-phi instances. The `GraphBuilder::get_load_instance` method returns the unique instance on which a value type depends on or NULL if the operands depend on different instances. If there is an instance mismatch, then the case for `OperandsKnown::no_operand_known` is mapped to the recursive field load insertion process for field-phis marked as `OperandsKnown::partly_known`. Moreover, the loop-optimization from Section 4.3.6.1 to insert a field load after the loop cannot be applied for field-phis marked as `OperandsKnown::partly_known` in case of an instance mismatch or if they contain a statically known value directly or recursively. Otherwise, the direct field load insertion of Section 4.3.6 (and the loop optimization of Section 4.3.6.1) can be applied as shown in the next paragraph.

The following process for a field-phi marked as `OperandsKnown::no_operand_known` is only applied if all its operands depend on the same value type instance (checked with the `GraphBuilder::get_load_instance` method). Otherwise, the field-phi is treated and processed as being marked as `OperandsKnown::partly_known` which is described in the following paragraph. The `GraphBuilder::try_append_load` method distinguishes two cases for a field-phi marked as `OperandsKnown::no_operand_known`: the method is either (i) called directly in the currently active parsing block or (ii) called from the `GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end` method. In case (i), a newly created or buffered `FieldLoad` instance from the `BlockBuffer` (see Section 5.5) can directly be appended with the `append_with_bci` method. The correct instance to load from can be retrieved by the `GraphBuilder::get_load_instance` method. In case (ii), the currently active parsing block does not match the block in which the `GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end` inserts the new instance. Therefore, a field load has to be added manually without the help of the `append_with_bci` method for the same reasons explained in Section 5.4.3.2. The `BlockBuffer` can provide an already created

\footnote{Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1/GraphBuilder.hpp`}

\footnote{This is also checked with the `GraphBuilder::get_load_instance` method which queries the `MemoryBuffer` for statically known field values and returns NULL if such a value is found.}
and buffered FieldLoad instance for the value type instance that is again found with the help of the GraphBuilder::get_load_instance method. The FieldLoad instruction is then inserted before the last BlockEnd instruction in the block in the same manner as the allocation insertion in the GraphBuilder::insert_value_type_instance_at_end method. Before returning, the BlockBuffer is updated with the new LoadField instance.

The process for a field-phi that is marked as OperandsKnown::partly_known or as OperandsKnown::no_operands_known but was delegated to this process due to an instance mismatch calls the GraphBuilder::insert_load_at_end method for each operand which differentiates between three cases: (i) the operand is neither a phi nor the MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED constant, (ii) the operand is a MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED constant, or (iii) the operand is itself a field-phi function. In case (i), nothing has to be done and the method returns immediately. In case (ii), a LoadField instruction is inserted manually at the end of the corresponding block in the same way as described in the previous paragraph. In case (iii), the operand itself is a field-phi function and thus calls the GraphBuilder::insert_load_at_end method again for each of its operands recursively if they are marked as OperandsKnown::partly_known or as OperandsKnown::no_operands_known in case of an instance type mismatch to load from. Before the call, the field-phi is marked as OperandsKnown::all_known. This prevents an infinite loop in the process of a field-phi operand in a loop-header block that possibly refers itself recursively. If all operands of a loop-header field-phi depend on the same value type instance and do not contain a statically known value directly or recursively, then the loop-optimization from Section 4.3.6.1 can be applied by directly inserting the field load after the loop as in case (ii) for field-phis marked as OperandsKnown::no_operands_known.

It can be seen that the approach for field load insertions is very similar to the one for recursive allocations presented in Section 5.4.3.2. Due to all removals of already created HIR Instruction instances, some states need to be cleaned up accordingly later (see Section 5.6.1).

5.5 General Field Load Removal

This section describes the approach of buffering FieldLoad instances for value type field loads from the heap as discussed in Section 4.4. For that purpose, the MemoryBuffer class contains an additional GrowableArray_blockbuffers of BlockBuffer instances. The BlockBuffer class has the same structure as the method-global MemoryBuffer in association with the FieldBuffer class. It provides a GrowableArray_value_types for all value type instances that have performed a field load earlier. The index of such a value type instance is used as an index in the actual GrowableArray_value_type_field_loads that stores the FieldLoad instances for a value type. Each time a BlockBuffer is requested for a field load, the method BlockBuffer::value_type_field_load_at_create is called. It checks if the requested field of a value type instance has already a buffered FieldLoad. If that is the case, it is returned.

\[\text{Defined in /share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.hpp}\]
Otherwise, a new `FieldLoad` instance is automatically created, stored in the `BlockBuffer`, and returned to be used at the call site. An additional `BlockBuffer::check_if_exists` method is provided which checks if a field load is already buffered. It is used in the two phi setup methods `GraphBuilder::setup_value_typephis` and `GraphBuilder::setup_remaining_operands` while evaluating the `_operands_known` flag of a field-phi to apply the optimization of Section 4.4.1.

The `BlockBuffer` entries are copied and merged from the predecessor blocks in the new `GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_loads` method just before the call of the `GraphBuilder::setup_value_typephis` method inside the `GraphBuilder::connect_to_end` method. There are two types of methods to copy the content of a `BlockBuffer` depending on the number of predecessor blocks as explained in Section 4.4:

- **One Predecessor:** In this case, the `BlockBuffer::copy_loads` method is called which copies all buffer entries from the only predecessor block to the current block.

- **Multiple Predecessors:** In this case, the conjunction of all entries for a field are taken of each predecessor block by calling the `BlockBuffer::set_conjunction_for_value_type_loads` method. If a `FieldLoad` instance for a field of a value type instance is present in each block (i.e. available on all paths), the entry is copied. This ensures that no dead or unavailable field loads on a path are used in successor blocks. At the end of the last block in a loop-body, the `GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_loads` method is called again (right after the call of `GraphBuilder::setup_remaining_operands`) which invokes the `BlockBuffer::set_conjunction_for_value_type_loads` method one more time and overrides the previous conjunction result since the loop-body has to be considered, too.

A new `BlockBuffer` is created before one of the copy methods is called (if it does not already exist, which is the case for revisiting a loop-header block). The `MemoryBuffer` can be accessed through the `MemoryBuffer::get_block_buffer` method throughout the entire parsing process of all blocks.

### 5.6 Cleanup the HIR

This section describes the cleanup steps performed once all blocks are parsed and a first version of the HIR is completely built on return of the `GraphBuilder::iterate_all_blocks` method. The process of creating the LIR later has some conditions that need to be met, for example, that each existing value in the local variable array in a state (i.e. a `ValueStack` instance) also needs to have a corresponding origin in the HIR. With the new value type implementation and its optimizations, there are possibly many dangling unused HIR nodes due to the allocation and field load removal approach shown in Section 5.4 which have to be removed in each state. Furthermore, there are situations where a default value is requested to be stored with a `StoreField` instruction for a `NewValueTypeInstance` instruction in the HIR. This is redundant since the `NewValueTypeInstance` instruction already sets its fields automatically to their default values. The following paragraphs explain the necessary steps to fix these problems.
5.6.1 States

During the process of the allocation and field load removal, many `NewValueTypeInstance` are created that are not going to be allocated or were replaced by other `NewValueTypeInstance` nodes by adding them lazily as seen in Section 5.4.3. After all blocks are parsed, the `ValueStack` instances, as part of each instruction of the created HIR describing their state, need to remove these dead references from the local variables and stack arrays. For that purpose, a new class `VTStateInvalidator` which is called from the new `GraphBuilder::eliminate_dead_value_types` method, is created. The `VTStateInvalidator` iterates over all blocks and processes the associated states of each instruction. The method `VTStateInvalidator::invalidated_dead_value_type_local` removes all unallocated value type instances, while the `VTStateInvalidator::invalidated_dead_value_type_stack` does the same for all stack values. The methods check if a local variable or stack value, respectively, is either a `NewValueTypeInstance` or a `Phi` instruction and then consider its `allocated` flag. If it is not set to `true` for a `NewValueTypeInstance` or to `Allocation::allocated` for a `Phi` instance, the instruction is removed from the state.

The LIR generation process operates on all created `Phi` instances later. However, due to the lazy insertion of field loads (see Section 5.4.4), some field-phi functions might still contain a `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant if the field-phi is never used throughout the method. Those field-phis are dead and thus should be removed for the LIR generation. This is especially important since the `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` is just set to a constant which does not even represent a valid `LoadField` instance and might be accessed in the LIR generation process\[^{49}\]. This removal is implemented in a new separate `VTFieldPhiRemover` class, which is called from the `GraphBuilder::eliminate_redundant_phis` method. The `VTFieldPhiRemover` iterates over each field-phi function for each value type instance in each block. If an operand contains the `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant, the field-phi is invalidated inside the `GrowableArray _value_type_field_phis` of the `ValueStack` state of the block\[^{51}\]. The implementation needs to be careful for field-phi functions that refer itself recursively over its operands inside a loop-header block. Therefore, the already introduced `VisitedArray` class (see Section 5.4.4) is used to avoid an infinite loop.

\[^{48}\]Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.cpp`
\[^{49}\]As described earlier, the `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant could be later improved to point to a dummy `LoadField` instruction that is designed specifically for this task to avoid runtime errors if it is accidentally accessed directly (see Section 7.1).
\[^{50}\]Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.cpp`
\[^{51}\]All created field-phis for a block are stored in the state of the `BlockBegin` instance at the start of the block, which is also used as reference to a block.
5.6.2 Default Value Stores

The parsing process of all blocks inside the `GraphBuilder::iterate_all_blocks` method can possibly create many redundant phi functions of the form $x = [y, y]$. This happens, for example, when a phi function is created from branches that all contain the same value. The call to the `GraphBuilder::eliminate_redundant_phis` replaces such phi functions by direct HIR nodes with the help of the already existing `PhiSimplifier`\(^{52}\) class. For example, a phi node $\varphi = [\text{Constant}(1), \text{Constant}(1)]$ is directly replaced by the instruction `Constant(1)`. This simplification works for all kinds of HIR `Instruction` instances. However, this process can also produce `StoreField` instances that would store a default value to a value type instance. Such field stores are redundant and thus are removed with the help of the new `VTStoreRemover`\(^{53}\) class. All instructions in each block are iterated and each `StoreField` instruction that would assign a default value to a `NewValueTypeInstance` is removed by setting the link of the previous instruction the to one the `StoreField` instance originally pointed to.

5.6.3 Dead Field-Phis

After removing all dead field-phis containing a `MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED` constant with the `VTFieldPhiRemover` class and simplifying phis (including field-phis) with the `PhiSimplifier` class, a live check is performed for all field-phis. This is done by the new `VTFieldPhiLiveChecker`\(^{54}\) class which is also called from the `GraphBuilder::eliminate_redundant_phis` method. Each Phi instance that represents a field-phi has a special flag `field_phi_used` set to `false` at its creation. The `VTFieldPhiLiveChecker` loops through all instructions of all blocks and checks all associated values that are part of an instruction together with its state values if a field-phi Phi instance is used (i.e. occurs in the HIR). If this is the case, its `field_phi_used` flag is set to `true` which indicates that the field-phi is not dead (i.e. live). This flag is later checked in the `LIRGenerator::move_to_phi` method. If a field-phi is dead, the `LIRGenerator::move_to_value_type_field_phi` method is not called and no instructions are moved to the predecessor blocks. In this case, the field-phi is invalidated for the associated state. This is also important for various checks later in the linear scanner.

5.7 On-Stack-Replacement

The OSR-entry block has a special flag `BlockBegin::osr_entry_flag` set. During the parsing stage inside the `GraphBuilder::iterate_all_block` method, this condition is checked and the block is setup with the `GraphBuilder::setup_osr_entry_block` method. The only adaptation that has to be made for the value type approach presented in this thesis is to separately initialize the `BlockBuffer` for the OSR-entry block inside this method. The phi setup is automatically done later with the `GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_phi` method. The interpreter passes all local variables and stack values directly to the OSR-entry block. The value type in-

---

\(^{52}\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.cpp`  
\(^{53}\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.cpp`  
\(^{54}\)Defined in `/share/vm/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.cpp`
stance phis created in the successor block are always marked as `Allocation::partly_allocated` or `Allocation::partly_allocated` since the interpreter only works with allocated value types. Field loads are pushed into the OSR-entry block in the same manner as for normal blocks (see Section 5.4.4).

### 5.8 Deoptimization

The section presents a first exploration of the possibilities and challenges to support deoptimization (see Section 2.5.3) in combination with value types. The implementation is by no means complete but provides a basis that can be used as a starting point for a further development in the future.

A deoptimization is most often applied in combination with the C2 compiler (see Section 2.5.3.2). There are many optimistic optimization that can later turn out to be wrong. This requires a transfer back to the interpreter. However, there are still a few cases where the C1 compiler can trigger a deoptimization as well. All possible reasons are described in the `enum DeoptReason` as part of the `Deoptimization` class. A deoptimization can happen at any time and needs to be handled instantly. Each instruction created for the LIR from the HIR gets a `CodeEmitInfo` instance that contains information about the HIR, such as a `ValueStack` instance describing the state. This information can later be used for a deoptimization to have access to the current values on the stack and for the local variables. The problem with the allocation and field load removal process (see Section 5.4) is that some value type instances are not allocated or not even present anymore but are required to exist and being allocated. Otherwise, the interpreter could possibly run into a *null pointer exception* upon an access. Therefore, an allocation process needs to be triggered for each unallocated `NewValueTypeInstance` or not fully allocated value type `Phi` instance (i.e. not set to `Allocation::allocated`) when a deoptimization is required.

For this case, an additional `GrowableArray_unallocated_value_types` is added to the `ValueStack` class. Each time a new value type instance is stored in a local variable, for example in `GraphBuilder::vstore` or in `GraphBuilder::setup_value_type_phis`, a new entry gets created at the index of the local variable if the instance is not marked as being completely allocated (i.e. an unallocated `NewValueInstance` or a value type `Phi` instance that is not marked as `Allocation::allocated`). The interpreter can only work correctly with fully allocated value types (i.e. allocated on each possible path). Once the LIR is created, the linear scanner (`LinearScan` class) iterates over the LIR and creates a special `IRScopeDebugInfo` instance. Its purpose is to record all debug information for a particular `CodeEmitInfo` instance attached to an instruction. The `IRScopeDebugInfo` instance translates the information inside the `ValueStack` state instance to a different format. All `GrowableArray` of `Instruction` instances are converted to `GrowableArray` of `ScopeValue` instances. The value type instances use the

---

55 Defined in `/share/vm/runtime/deoptimization.hpp`
56 Defined in `/share/vm/c1IR.hpp`
57 Defined in `/share/vm/c1IR.hpp`
58 Defined in `/share/vm/code/debugInfo.hpp`
ObjectValue class and the value type field values one of the appropriate Constant subclasses of ScopeValue\(^{59}\). This new format allows a space-efficient serialization to a binary format later when assembly code is emitted. This is done over the CodeEmitInfo::record_debug_info method which calls the IRScopeDebugInfo::record_debug_info method that serializes the GrowableArray of ScopeValue instance to an opaque data structure called DebugToken (see /share/vm/code/debugInfoRec.hpp).

Finally, the actual execution process of a deoptimization request calls the Deoptimization::fetch_unroll_info_helper method. Each compiled frame is represented by a compiledVFrame\(^{60}\) instance and contains a corresponding scope descriptor instance (ScopeDesc\(^{61}\) class). This descriptor encodes the debug information stream from above back to GrowableArrays of ScopeValue instances. The Deoptimization::fetch_unroll_info_helper method eventually calls the Deoptimization::realloc_objects and afterwards the Deoptimization::reassign_fields method to allocate the value type instance and assign its fields to the format used in the interpreter. The big challenge faced is that the C1 compiler was originally not designed to reallocate objects on a deoptimization. This concept is only implemented for the C2 compiler. Therefore, it is difficult to find the right spots to adapt the code for enabling this functionality for the C1 Compiler. Another non-trivial challenge is to set the field values of a value type instance up correctly. Some fields need to be loaded, where others are already present in buffer entries in the MemoryBuffer. Field-phi functions need an additional effort to ensure that each operand is correctly loaded. An idea could be to reuse the GraphBuilder::try_append_load in association with the GraphBuilder::get_load_instance method to preform the required field loads. However, this assignment process is not yet completed and is left for future work since it would have exceeded the scope of this thesis (see Section 7.1).

---

\(^{59}\) All defined as subclasses of ScopeValue in /share/vm/code/debugInfo.hpp

\(^{60}\) Defined in /share/vm/runtime/vframe_hp.hpp

\(^{61}\) Defined in /share/vm/code/scopeDesc.hpp
This chapter shows an evaluation of the presented value type implementation in the C1 compiler.

The optimized value types with the allocation removal and field load insertion optimization are compared to the unoptimized value type implementation and an implementation with conventional objects only representing the baseline. Unfortunately, there are no publicly available benchmark suites\(^1\) for value types in Java since they are not part of standard Java SE. Moreover, the implementation is restricted to non-array usages. Therefore, the performance is tested with own benchmarks including typical use cases of value types.

Section 6.1 first briefly explains how correctness tests have been performed during the development of value types in the C1 compiler. It follows a description of the experimental setup for the evaluation together with the used flags and details about the machine in Section 6.2. Before the evaluation was done, some preliminary changes had to be done as described in Section 6.3. The first two benchmarks in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 evaluate the cost of a simple allocation (with the \texttt{vdefault} bytecode) and an allocation with the \texttt{vwithfield} bytecode, respectively. The evaluation of the allocation and field load removal approach is presented in Section 6.6. Finally, Section 6.7 evaluates some well-known mathematical applications with value types and illustrates the importance of inlining decisions done by the compiler.

The code of each benchmark method for an evaluation in the following sections is defined in the benchmark class \texttt{C1ValueTypeBench}\(^2\). A mapping from an evaluation to the benchmark methods is shown in Table A.1 in Appendix A.4.

### 6.1 Correctness Tests

During the development of the value types for the C1 compiler in this thesis, various correctness tests have been performed including some edge cases. They are contained inside the \texttt{OwnTests}\(^3\) class. There are 88 tests on almost 2000 lines of code\(^4\). They have been evaluated with the \texttt{c1visualizer} \(^[64]\) tool. The debug build of the HotSpot\(^\text{TM}\) JVM\(^5\) can be run with a special \texttt{-XX:PrintCFGToFile}
flag which prints the created HIR and LIR to a file. They can afterwards be inspected with the c1visualizer tool. This has been done for all the tests to check the expected results of the optimizations such as removed allocations or removed field loads. However, they are not very meaningful to use as performance tests. Therefore, some typical use cases of value types are evaluated with new benchmarks and are described in the following sections.

6.2 Experimental Setup

Value types have been implemented and tested throughout the thesis on a Linux x86-64 architecture only. Nevertheless, the code could be ported to different architectures in the future without a big effort since most parts, including the optimizations, are done within the platform-independent HIR (see Section 7.1). The entire evaluation of this thesis is performed with the following machine setup:

- **Architecture**: 64-bit x86-64 Linux architecture with 16 GB RAM
- **Processor**: Intel® Core™ i7-4790K CPU @ 4.00GHz with 4 physical and 8 virtual cores
- **Operating System**: Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS (xenial)
- **JVM Build**: Product build of the provided patch to the changeset 13528:f017570123b2 of project Valhalla from 21. August 2017 and built with GCC version 4.7.47

The evaluation is done with the JMH benchmark tool [59] which is specifically designed by the OpenJDK team for testing the HotSpot™ JVM. A jar file of the benchmark class is built with the Maven build tool [69] which calls the experimental version of javac of the project Valhalla to generate value type bytecodes. JMH treats specifically annotated methods (with a @Benchmark annotation) as benchmark methods and executes them iteratively. It automatically generates the average time per method execution together with the standard deviation as an error metric. The HotSpot™ JVM is run with the following fixed flags:

- **-Xbatch**: Stops the thread, which caused the method to be complied, until the compilation is complete (i.e. avoids background compilation).
- **-noverify**: Disables bytecode verification since the value type bytecodes have no verifier support yet8.
- (**) -XX:-ValueTypePassFieldsAsArgs: Disables the optimization to only pass value type fields to a method to bypass an allocation (see Section 7.1).
- (**) -XX:-ValueTypeReturnedAsFields: Disables the optimization to only return value type fields from a method to bypass an allocation (see Section 7.1).
- **-XX:+EnableValhalla**: Enables the use of Valhalla specific features, such as value types.

---

6Normal Java build without additional debug information support as in the debug build (which is also slower as the product build).
7Patch link: http://cr.openjdk.java.net/~thartmann/thesis_hagedorn/webrev/hotspot.patch
Changeset link: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/valhalla/valhalla10-old/hotspot/rev/f017570123b2
8State: October 2017
- **-XX:TieredStopAtLevel=1**: Restricts the JVM to only go from interpretation (level 0) to C1 compilation at level 1 without gathering profiling information (see Section 2.5.4).

- **-XX:BigValueTypeThreshold=1**: This flag is used for a workaround due to a bug in the interpreter for value types in the working changeset 13528:f017570123b2. This, however, does not affect the evaluation presented in this chapter.

The two flags marked with (*) are enabled by default and were originally not available in the product build. This was changed for this thesis as these flags represent optimizations for value types that are not yet supported in the C1 compiler and thus need to be explicitly disabled. Additionally specified flags for benchmark tests are mentioned in the corresponding setup descriptions.

Each benchmark method (annotated with `@Benchmark`) is executed with the same measurement settings summarized in Table 6.1. A JMH fork creates a completely new instance of the JVM and lets the entire benchmark run with the same warm-up and measurement setting again. The JMH environment automatically generates the average time of executing a method once in nanoseconds over all measurement periods of all forks (excluding the warm-up phase). It additionally provides the standard deviation as an error metric, which is provided in each graph throughout this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Unit</td>
<td>Average Time [ns] / Method Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Metric</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm-Up</td>
<td>2x 10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>5x 20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forks</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.3 Preliminary Changes

Before any benchmark test for this thesis could have been run, a few modifications to the existing code had to be done. The problem is that the current version of the HotSpot™ JVM aligns the very first field of a value type class to a long offset (i.e. eight bytes for a 64-bit system). This is an optimization for copying a value type which has to be done a lot in the interpreter. However, this impacts the results of an evaluation of the value types in the C1 compiler for this thesis. This field alignment problem is also described in the official bug report JDK-8182473 which suggests to fix the alignment to the largest field type of the involved class. However, its status is still open and therefore a custom fix is done in the `ClassFileParser` and the `ValueKlass` class to avoid this problem temporarily for the evaluation of this thesis. The changed code parts are marked with a comment containing the keyword "C1 implementation" in these two classes.

---

9Link: https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8182473
10State: October 2017
11Defined in `/share/vm/classFile/classFileParser.cpp`
12Defined in `/share/vm/oops/valueKlass.cpp`
An additional adaptation has to be done for JMH itself. The benchmark methods are called from an internal JMH method which afterwards consumes the return value. The problem is that it can only handle objects as return values but not value type instances. Therefore, additional `useOT` and `useVT` methods are used instead of `return` statements which are explicitly marked for the compiler to not be inlined\(^\text{13}\). These should simulate an escape from the current method scope (not only for a `return` statement) to trigger a value type allocation for the optimized value types benchmarks.

### 6.4 Cost of an Allocation

The first simple benchmark evaluates the impact of a single allocation with the object baseline and the unoptimized value types compared to the case of removing it completely with the optimized value types version (i.e. simulating the `vdefault` bytecode). This is done with a varying number of fields (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16). The fields are automatically set to their default values as part of the underlying allocation call of the JVM. Nevertheless, a normal class needs an additional constructor to initialize its `final` fields. To get a better performance, the fields could be directly initialized by a statement `final int i1 = 0` to omit the constructor assignments. However, this would make the class itself useless as it could only create instances with its values set to their default values. Therefore, a constructor is used to get a usable class in practice.

A separate class is defined for a different number of fields for both value types and objects. They use the convention `VT_.#` and `OT_.#`, where `#` is replaced by the number of fields. For example, the two classes for eight fields are named `VT.8` and `OT.8` for value types and objects, respectively. To have comparable results, all fields are of type `int`. The benchmark calls a simple method that creates either a value type for a value type class or an object for an object type class. The method for value types uses the special `MakeDefault` modifier, whereas the object version uses the normal `new` keyword. An example of the benchmark method for four fields is shown in Listing A.5 in Appendix A.5. A creation method is called from the actual JMH benchmark method which inlines the call due to its small size. The additional layer is necessary since value types can only be created inside a value type class.

Due to the inlining of the method, the allocation removal optimization for value types removes the value type and its allocation completely since it does not escape. This situation is directly compared to the method for objects which allocates the instance each time. An additional run is performed for unoptimized value types which are treated as objects. Since value types, compared to objects, do not call an additional constructor the performance should be slightly better. Moreover, `final` fields of a normal class need to be additionally set by a constructor which should also have an influence on the performance. For an increasing number of fields, an allocation needs more space and should need more time to initialize the fields properly.

\(^{13}\)This is done in JMH with the annotation `@CompilerControl(CompilerControl.Mode.DONTINLINE)` which is an equivalent to the earlier used flag `-XX:CompileCommand=dontinline,SomeClass::SomeMethod.`
The results are shown in Figure 6.1 together with the standard deviation. The x-axis shows the different number of fields (i.e. the different classes with the corresponding number of fields) and the y-axis how much time that is needed for executing a method once on average (this is unchanged for all the remaining evaluations in this chapter except for Section 6.7 and is not mentioned again). Since the allocation is completely removed for the optimized value type version, the method body is empty and therefore has the same low average time for any number of fields. The result for the unoptimized value types and the object baseline are similar for few fields. However, with a growing number of fields the influence of calling the constructor and initializing the fields again for objects results in a worse performance.

![Allocation Cost - Value Types vs. Objects](image)

Figure 6.1: Results of the benchmarks of Section 6.4

These results show that the actual size of an allocation has a certain influence on the performance. Not only is an allocation of an object slower with more fields but also garbage collection is invoked sooner due to an increased heap consumption for larger objects which additionally impacts the performance. However, garbage collection does not influence this evaluation much since the amount of allocations is small. It becomes a more significant factor in the evaluations with many allocations inside loops in later sections. Therefore, a complete removal of a value type allocation for a growing number of fields becomes even more beneficial. For one field, the optimized value type version, which removes the allocation completely, is 6.9 and for 16 fields over 35.4 times faster than the object baseline, which only performs a single allocation to simulate the `vdefault` bytecode.
6.5 Cost of "vwithfield"

This benchmark is similar to the one used in Section 6.4. The only difference is that the method call does not perform a default creation (as for the vdefault bytecode) but instead executes the actions of a vwithfield bytecode. This means that a new instance is created by updating one field while copying the fields of the old instance. The benchmark method is implemented in a straightforward way for value types by reassigning a field in a value factory\textsuperscript{14}. However, it needs an additional effort to compare them to the baseline with objects which should perform the same copying steps. This is simulated for objects in two ways: (i) simply calling a constructor with an argument for each field while setting one to the new value and the others to the original field values, or (ii) calling a constructor with the field to be set together with another instance to copy from. The first approach should be slower since an additional argument has to be pushed for each field upon calling the constructor compared to the fixed two-argument constructor. However, the second approach suffers from an inflexibility that it can only be called to update a single specific field. To update other fields, a separate constructor must be declared accordingly.

This benchmark sets the first field to a new value for a varying number of fields reusing the same classes as in Section 6.4. An example of such a benchmark method for four fields is shown in Listing A.4 in Appendix A.5 for value types and objects. The object class provides two setter methods for the two approaches (i) and (ii) explained in the previous paragraph. All involved methods in this benchmark are automatically inlined due to their small sizes and are executed for value types with and without optimizations and for both object setter methods with the two constructors (i) and (ii) resulting in four different measurement settings.

The results are shown in Figure 6.2. They are very similar to those from Section 6.4. The un-optimized value types perform again better than both object versions due to saving an additional constructor call. The object constructor (i) with an argument for each field clearly becomes worse with a growing number of fields. The arguments do not fit in a register anymore and have to be pushed onto the stack eventually. The optimized value type version completely removes the allocation and the field assignments of the value type and thus performs similarly well compared with the benchmarks in Section 6.4. It is between 4.8 (for one field) and 23.9 times (for 16 fields) faster than the object baseline with constructor (ii) and up to 30.9 times (for 16 fields) faster than the object baseline with constructor (i).

6.6 Allocation and Field Load Removal

This section evaluates some typical situations of value type usages. They are compared with and without optimizations to a similar baseline implementation with objects. The evaluation uses a class \texttt{VTPoint} and \texttt{OTPoint} for value types and objects, respectively, which represents a point with an int x- and y-component. As for the previous benchmarks, there are also additional classes

\textsuperscript{14}The method is marked with the \texttt{ValueFactory} modifier.
containing more `int` fields to compare the difference in performance depending on the number of fields. Each benchmark in this section is executed for 2, 4, 8, and 16 fields. The class naming convention for 4, 8, and 16 fields is very similar: `VTPoint_#` and `OTPPoint_#`, where # is replaced by the number of fields. Each class provides a creation method which initializes a point with two provided arguments for the x- and y-component, respectively. The other fields (if present) are set to their default values. Furthermore, each method contains a setter method for the x- and y-component which copies all values of one instance to a newly created instance and set the requested field to the new provided value. These methods are always inlined due to their small sizes. An example for the two classes with four fields is shown in Listing A.5 in Appendix A.5. All benchmarks method presented in this section use these methods without explaining them again.

### 6.6.1 Simple Branch

The first benchmark evaluates a simple `if-else` statement shown in pseudo-code in Listing 6.1 (a). A point \( p = (3,4) \) is created and its x-component is set to the value of the y-component in the `if`-branch and vice versa in the `else`-branch. The condition for the branch is statically unknown. Otherwise, the compiler would figure out its value and remove the block for the branch which never gets executed. The benchmark is evaluated twice. Once letting \( p \) escape (with the red marked, uninlined call on line 13) and once without (without executing the red marked statement). The performance impact of this small method call should be negligibly small for objects and unoptimized value types. However, it should have a bigger influence for the optimized value type version since an allocation is inserted due to the escape.
The **Point** class and **use** method are placeholders for the actual **VTPoint** and **OTPoint** classes and unilinled **useVT** and **useOT** methods (see Section 6.3) for value types and objects, respectively. This is also the case for the evaluations shown in the proceeding sections and is not repeated again.

Listing 6.1: Benchmark method in pseudo-code (a) and the generated pseudo-HIR for optimized value types (b) for the benchmarks in Section 6.6.1

(a) Method in pseudo-code

```plaintext
// Block 1
Point p = Point.createSet(3,4);
int x = p.x;
int y = p.y;
if (/* unknown condition */) {
  // Block 2
  p = Point.setX(p,y); // x = y
} else {
  // Block 3
  p = Point.setY(p,x); // y = x
}
// Block 4
use(p) // Escape!
```

(b) Pseudo-HIR for optimized value types

```plaintext
// Block 1
x = Constant(3) // int x = p.x
y = Constant(4) // int y = p.y
/* ... */

// Block 4
ϕx = [y,x]
ϕy = [y,x]
p1 = Allocate Value Type Instance p
p1.x := ϕx // StoreField
p1.y := ϕy // StoreField
invokestatic(p1)
```

The results are shown in Figure 6.3 together with the standard deviation. Without an escape, the optimized value types only assign constants to both variables x and y in the HIR shown in pseudo-code in Listing 6.1 (b). Those are even removed later in the register allocator since they are not used (i.e. dead). Thus, the performance for optimized value types, shown as green graph in Figure 6.3, is equally good compared to the performance of the optimized value types in the benchmarks of Section 6.4 and 6.5. However, additionally executing the red marked **use** statement triggers an allocation. This is also shown in red in Listing 6.1 (b) in the last block. Block 2 always provides the value of y for x and y due to the setter method and block 3 the value of x for the same reason. These are then merged with the phi functions shown in Block 4. The value type instance is unallocated on both branches and thus an allocation with proper field assignments is directly inserted in block 4 after the **if-else** block according to the recursive allocation rule A3 from Section 4.3.5. The statements to execute are very similar to those for allocating and setting a field for the unoptimized value type version in Section 6.5. The resulting performance shown as orange graph in Figure 6.3 is therefore similar to the one for the unoptimized value types in Figure 6.2.

The performance for the unoptimized value type version and the object baseline are almost identical in both method versions with and without escape (<0.9ns) and thus showing both results would overlap themselves. Moreover, it would not add value to the purpose of the discussion. Therefore, the results without the red marked call in Listing 6.1 (a) are omitted in Figure 6.3 for
the unoptimized value types and the object baseline. The object version needs an allocation at the start of the method to assign \( p \) and one in either branch for calling the setter. The situation is even worse for the unoptimized value types. Calling the initial setter requires an allocation of three value types: a default, one for setting \( x \) and one for setting \( y \), respectively. This is a downside compared to objects which can directly initialize all their \texttt{final} fields at once at the creation of the instance, whereas value types first need a \texttt{vdefault} and then a \texttt{vwithfield} for each field\(^{15}\).

In summary, the non-escaping and escaping optimized value type version need zero and one allocation, respectively, the object baseline two, and the unoptimized value type version four allocation (one with \texttt{vdefault} and three with \texttt{vwithfield}). This fact can also be seen in the results, for example for 16 fields in Figure 6.3. The difference of optimized value types with no escape to objects and from objects to unoptimized value types is almost equal. This corresponds to the same relative difference in terms of number of allocations. The same observation can be made for the relation between optimized value types with no escape and the version with an escape as well as between the optimized value type version with an escape and the object baseline. As before, garbage collection has only a small influence on the results with those few allocations.

### 6.6.2 Loops

The next benchmark executes a simple \texttt{for}-loop shown in pseudo-code in Listing 6.2. In each iteration \( p \) is reassigned with a copy of \( p \) (i.e. a new instance) that has its \( x \)-component updated. As in the evaluation in Section 6.6.1, the method is executed twice, once with the red marked

\(^{15}\)This is no problem with the allocation and field load removal optimization since it can omit those additional allocations.
escape statement and once without. For the same reasons, only the results of the optimized value type versions are shown for both benchmark executions. The results for the unoptimized value type version and object baseline are only shown for the benchmark that executed the additional red marked escape statement.

The loop-body is executed 100 times and requires an allocation on each iteration for the unoptimized value type version and the object baseline\textsuperscript{16}. However, the optimized value types can omit these allocations. This should have a significant performance benefit compared to the unoptimized value types and the object baseline version. The optimized value types either skip an allocation completely (in case of no escape) or allocate only once (in case of an escape) after the loop due to the recursive allocation rule A3 from Section 4.3.5 for phi nodes marked as \textit{not-allocated}.

Listing 6.2: Benchmark method in pseudo-code (a) and the generated pseudo-HIR for optimized value types (b) for the benchmarks in Section 6.6.2

(a) Method in pseudo-code

\begin{verbatim}
// Block 1
Point p = Point.createSet(3,4);
int x = p.x;
int y = p.y;
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
    // Block 2
    p = Point.setX(p,x+i);
}
// Block 3
use(p) // Escape!
\end{verbatim}

(b) Pseudo-HIR for optimized value types

\begin{verbatim}
// Block 1
x1 = Constant(3) // int x = p.x
y1 = Constant(4) // int y = p.y
i1 = Constant(0) // int i = 0

// Block 2
ϕ_i = [i1,i3]
ϕ_x = [x1,x2]
i2 = Constant(1)
i3 = ArithmeticOp(ϕ_i+i2) // i++
x2 = ArithmeticOp(x1+ϕ_i) // x+i

// Block 3
p1 = Allocate Value Type Instance p
p1.x := ϕ_x // StoreField
p1.y := y1 // StoreField
invokestatic(p1)
\end{verbatim}

The results are shown in Figure 6.4 (a) together with the standard deviation. Without an escape, the optimized value types only do some simple arithmetic operations inside the loop-body as shown in pseudo-code in Listing 6.2 (b). These are repeated 100 times but are still very fast compared to additionally performing an allocation each time. This can be seen by the huge performance difference in the graph compared to the unoptimized value types and the object baseline version.

\textsuperscript{16}As described earlier, the \texttt{setX} method for objects also creates and allocates a new instance due to the fields of \texttt{OTPoint} being \texttt{final}. Thus, it cannot just override them and skip the allocation in each iteration. This simulates the behavior of a value type.
The optimized value type version with an escape in the end requires only one allocation since both branches provide an unallocated value type instance for block 3 as discussed above and is shown in red in Listing 6.2 (b). The field $y$ can directly be used as it is not modified\(^{17}\). For setting up the field-phi functions, some additional arithmetic operations have to be performed which, however, are relatively fast. Thus, both optimized value type versions perform equally good in comparison to the unoptimized value types and the object baseline version. Even when substituting the inlined \texttt{Point::createSet} method on line 2 in Listing 6.2 (a) by an allocated instance with unknown field values, it still requires only one allocation in block 3 due to the optimization to avoid allocation pushes to loop-bodies for partly-allocated value type instance phis (see Section 4.3.5.1). It would only need two additional field loads from the heap for $p.x$ and $p.y$ which does not take up a more than few nanoseconds. This is still equally fast compared to the performance gap to the unoptimized value types and the objects baseline version and thus is not additionally shown in Figure 6.4 (a).

\(\text{(a) Simple Loop}\)

\(\text{(b) Nested Loop}\)

Figure 6.4: Results of the benchmarks of Section 6.6.2

For two fields, the object baseline performs slightly better than the unoptimized value type version since the time spent for the call to the constructor is negligibly small compared to the additional allocations in the \texttt{Point::createSet} method required for the value types. However, this impact of additionally calling a constructor becomes noticeable for four fields but then converts towards the performance of the unoptimized value types for an increasing number of fields since the actual copying mechanism for all fields becomes the limiting factor. The performance difference is between -2.5\% (for two fields) and 36.5\% (for four fields).

These results show the real benefit of value types by omitting allocations inside loop-bodies. Moreover, garbage collection can be avoided which additionally impacts the performance. The gap towards using objects is enormous and pays off significantly for many loop iterations. This is further evaluated by replacing the loop shown in Listing 6.2 by a nested-while loop shown in

\(^{17}\)This is done by the \texttt{PhiSimplifier} class which detects that the phi function for $y$ contains the value $y$ for both operands and therefore replaces it directly by $y$.  

Listing 6.3, resulting in 100*100 iterations. The results are shown in Figure 6.4 (b). The relative performance gap is, as one would expect, the same as in Figure 6.4 (a) but the absolute gap is tremendous. Compared to the non-escaping version for optimized value types, the absolute difference to the escaping version is noticeable due to the additionally required operations for using the field-phi functions due to many more iterations. The escaping version is around 700ns slower.

Listing 6.3: Nested loop replacing the loop in Listing 6.2 (a)

```java
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
    p = Point.setX(p, i+x);
    for (int j = 0; j < 100; j++) {
        p = Point.setY(p, j+y);
    }
}
```

Listing 6.4: Benchmark method in pseudo-code (a) and the generated pseudo-HIR for optimized value types (b) for the benchmarks in Section 6.6.3

(a) Method in pseudo-code

```java
// Block 1
Point p = Point.createSet(3,4);
int x = p.x;
int y = p.y;
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
    // Block 2
    p = Point.setX(p,x+i);
    use(p); // Escape!
}
```

(b) Pseudo-HIR for optimized value types

```java
// Block 1
x1 = Constant(3) // int x = p.x
y1 = Constant(4) // int y = p.y
i1 = Constant(0) // int i = 0

// Block 2
φ₁ = [i1,i3]
φₓ = [x1,x2]
φₚ = [p1,p2]
i2 = Constant(1)
i3 = ArithmeticOp(φ₁, i2) // i++
x2 = ArithmeticOp(x1+φ₁) // x+i
p2 = Allocate Value Type p
p2._x := φₓ // StoreField
p2._y := y1 // StoreField
invokestatic(p2)

// Block 3
invokestatic(\varphi_p)
```
6.6.3 Loop-Body Allocations

This section evaluates the situation where a value type instance is both newly created and afterwards escaping inside the loop-body from the method. Therefore, it also needs an allocation for optimized value types in each loop iteration. The structure of the code is very similar to that used in Section 6.6.2 with the only change that only one `use` statement lets the point instance escape from the loop-body. The pseudo-code is shown in Listing 6.4 (a). The pseudo-HIR for optimized value types is presented in Listing (b) which shows the required allocation in each iteration in block 2 on line 14.

A second benchmark method is executed which is similar to the first benchmark method in Listing 6.4 except for an additional guard for the `use` method call inside the loop-body. It only lets the point instance escape if the loop-counter is even (i.e. in each second iteration). The pseudo-code for this second benchmark method is shown in Listing 6.5. The results are shown in Figure 6.5 together with the standard deviation. The orange, blue, and red graphs visualize the results of the first benchmark and are discussed first.

Listing 6.5: Second benchmark method in pseudo-code for the evaluation in Section 6.6.3

```plaintext
1  Point p = Point.createSet(3,4);
2  int x = p.x;
3  int y = p.y;
4  for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
5    p = Point.setX(p,x+i);
6    if (i % 2 == 0) {
7      use(p); // Escape!
8    }
9  }
```

All methods of the first benchmark have the same number of allocations except for the two additional allocations in the start for the unoptimized value type version. However, these are negligible compared to the total number of 100 allocations. The results for the unoptimized value types and the object baseline are similar. The additional object constructor call has a minor impact compared to the expensive method call in each iteration. However, despite the fact of equally many allocations, the optimized value types still perform better (especially for 4, 8, and 16 fields). The reason is that even though the value type escapes and is allocated now, it does not need to perform any field loads from the heap. The values of the fields for the value type are statically known and thus can be used directly from the buffer to allocate the escaping value type instance properly. This advantage becomes even more significant with an increasing number of involved fields which require more loads from the heap during an allocation for objects and unoptimized value types. Therefore, not only the number of allocations is important for the performance but also the benefit of not needing to load a field from the heap. The optimized value type version performs between 6.1% (for two fields) and 46% (for four fields) better than the object baseline.
The second benchmark only lets the point instance escape in every second iteration. The results for the unoptimized value types and the object baseline are similar to those of the first benchmark and thus are omitted. However, the situation for the optimized value types is different. An allocation is only performed by calling the use method in every second iteration. This benchmark result is visualized as a green graph in Figure 6.5. The performance is very similar for 2, 4, and 8 fields but starts to get worse with 16 fields. The number of allocations is exactly half of those used in the first benchmark. Therefore, it could have been expected that half of the time is needed. However, since a lot of objects get allocated on repeatedly executing the benchmark method, garbage collection starts to become a dominant factor compared to the time spent for an allocation. This is additionally tested by running the second benchmark only for a short amount of time. The results matched the original expectation of spending half the time compared to the first benchmark. Nevertheless, at 16 fields, the average time spent suddenly starts to increase and corresponds to a value which is approximately twice as fast compared to the average time spent for allocating every time with 16 fields (visualized in the orange graph). This indicates that time spent for an allocation starts to dominate over the factor of garbage collection with 16 fields.

These results reveal how significant field loads from the heap are even when allocations cannot be removed. This is also further evaluated in Section 6.6.4. The second benchmark additionally shows the impact of garbage collection as an important factor for performance. Even though half of the allocations could have been removed with two fields, the performance gain was small compared to the dominating factor of garbage collection time. This can also be compared to the result of only one allocation as seen in the benchmark for Section 6.6.2. The gap between allocating once and 50 times is huge compared to the gap of allocating 50 and 100 times as shown in Figure 6.5.
6.6.4 Field Load Removal

This section evaluates the benefit of the allocation and field load removal approach to push a field value load out of a loop-body and reusing the immutable result instead. The benchmark consists of a loop that loads all available fields of a class and assign them to two local variables defined outside of the loop. Those are added together in the return statement afterwards. The benchmark is again executed with 2, 4, 8, and 16 fields which corresponds to 2, 4, 8 and 16 different field loads in the loop-body, respectively. While the benchmark method for two fields just assign its variables to one of the local variables, the other benchmark methods use additions to assign both variables with the same amount of addends. The benchmark code for two fields is shown in Listing 6.6 (a) and an example of the benchmark code for eight fields is shown in Listing A.7 in Appendix A.5. The loop is executed 1000 times.

Listing 6.6: Benchmark method in pseudo-code (a) and the generated pseudo-HIR for optimized value types with two fields (b) for the benchmarks in Section 6.6.4

(a) Method in pseudo-code
1 // Block 1
2 Point p = Allocated.p;
3 int a = 0;
4 int b = 0;
5 for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)
6 {
7   a = p.x;
8   b = p.y;
9 }
10 return a + b;

(b) Pseudo-HIR for Optimized Value Types
1 // Block 1
2 p1 = <get> // p = Allocated.p
3 x1 = p1.x // LoadField
4 y1 = p1.y // LoadField
5 i0 = Constant(0) // a = b = i = 0
6
7 // Block 2
8 ϕ_i = [i0,i2]
9 ϕ_a = [i0,x1]
10 ϕ_b = [i0,y1]
11
12 i1 = Constant(1)
13 i2 = ArithmeticOp(ϕ_i+i2) // i++
14
15 // Block 3
16 ireturn ϕ_a + ϕ_b

The results are shown in Figure 6.6 together with the standard deviation. The graph for the unoptimized value types is omitted since no allocation is involved and thus it matches the performance for objects. The pseudo-HIR for the optimized value types is shown in Listing 6.6 (b) for two fields. The field loads are moved out of the loop (compared to the object baseline which performs a load on each iteration) due to the field load optimization described in Section 4.3.6. Even though no allocations are involved, these field loads have a significant influence on the performance for objects. This avoids that the variables are considered dead.

18 This avoids that the variables are considered dead.
19 The benchmark methods for 4, 8, and 16 fields also move all their field loads out of the loop.
an increasing number of field loads as shown in Figure 6.6\textsuperscript{20}. The performance difference between optimized value types and the object baseline is between 18.1% (for two fields) and 69.4% (for four fields). Omitting field loads is clearly beneficial and should not be underestimated in long running loops. They are an important factor which was also shown in the evaluation in Section 6.6.3.

![Field Loads - Value Types vs. Objects](image.png)

Figure 6.6: Results of the benchmarks of Section 6.6.4

6.7 Mathematical Applications and Inlining

This section evaluates two classic mathematical applications implemented with value types and the object baseline. These are only run with the optimized value type version (without the unoptimized version) to compare them directly to possible implementations found in the current Java SE 8 or 9 version with objects only. The benchmarks also show the importance of being aware of the internal inlining decisions made by the compiler.

6.7.1 Absolute Value of a Complex Number

The first benchmark creates a complex number and computes its absolute value. This is done with a class that contains two `double` fields for the real and imaginary part and a method to create such a complex number. Additionally, it provides a method for computing the absolute value of a complex number \( z = x + yi \) with the following formula [10]:

\[
|z| = |x + yi| = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}
\]

\textsuperscript{20}The number of fields equals the number of field loads in the loop-body.
The benchmark pseudo-code is shown in Listing 6.7. A complex number \( c \) is created an then passed to the \( \text{abs} \) method to compute the absolute value with the formula above. The code uses the \( \text{Math::sqrt} \) method provided in the standard \( \text{java/lang/Math} \) class of the JDK. The benchmark is executed for the optimized value type implementation and for the object baseline version. The class \( \text{ComplexNumber} \) is a placeholder for the corresponding class for value types and objects.

Listing 6.7: Method for calculating the absolute value of a complex number

```java
public void testAbs() {
    ComplexNumber c = ComplexNumber.create(2.3, 3.4);
    ComplexNumber.abs(c);
}

class ComplexNumber {
    /* ... */
    public static double abs(ComplexNumber i) {
        return Math.sqrt(i.real*i.real + i.imaginary*i.imaginary);
    }
}
```

### 6.7.2 Distance Between Two Integer Points in the Plain

The second benchmark creates two integer points in the plain and computes their distance from each other. This is done with the already used \( \text{VTPoint} \) and \( \text{OTPoint} \) class for value types and objects, respectively. An additional method computes the distance \( d \) between two integer points in the plain \((x_1, y_1)\) and \((x_2, y_2)\) with the following formula simply derived from the well-known Pythagorean theorem:

\[
d = \sqrt{(x_2 - x_1)^2 + (y_2 - y_1)^2}
\]

The benchmark pseudo-code is shown in Listing 6.8. Two points \( \text{p1} \) and \( \text{p2} \) are created and then passed to the \( \text{distance} \) method to compute the distance between both points with the formula above. The class \( \text{Point} \) is a placeholder for the corresponding class for value types and objects.
6. Evaluation

Listing 6.8: Method for calculating the distance of two integer points in the plain

```java
public void testDistance () {
    Point p1 = Point.createSet(3,4);
    Point p2 = Point.createSet(5,6);
    Point.distance(p1, p2);
}

class Point {
    /* ... */

    public static double distance(Point p1, Point p2) {
        return Math.sqrt((p2.x - p1.x)*(p2.x - p1.x) + (p2.y - p1.y)*(p2.y - p1.y));
    }
}
```

6.7.3 Results

The results for both mathematical benchmarks of Section 6.7.1 and 6.7.2 is shown in Figure 6.7. The mathematical Math::sqrt function is fast compared to an allocation. Therefore, it is not surprising that the computation of the absolute value with optimized value types is a lot faster than the object version. However, the results for the distance computation is equally fast for both. The problem with this test is that the compiler has decided not to inline the call to distance due to its too large size\(^{21}\). Thus, both points are allocated in the optimized value type version and then passed as arguments in the uninlined call of the distance method. The object version also creates both points with two allocations and thus performs equally well to value types. A third benchmark is performed which explicitly forces the compiler to inline the distance method\(^{22}\). The result is shown as an orange bar in Figure 6.7. The compiler has removed the allocations and thus the performance is, as expected, equally good as for the benchmark result of the absolute value with value types. The inlined optimized value type versions are 13.8 times faster for computing the absolute value of a complex number and 22 times faster for computing the distance of two points compared to the baseline versions with objects.

These results not only show that value types can be very beneficial for mathematical computations but also the importance of understanding how the compiler works internally. Without considering the inlining mechanism by the compiler, the results are confusing. Inlining decisions can suddenly change the performance significantly. This is a general problem which is intensified for value types especially inside a loop-body, by performing allocations due to unexpected uninlined method calls.

\(^{21}\)This can be revealed by using the JVM flags -XX:+UnlockDiagnosticVMOptions together with the flag -XX:+PrintInlining. The compiler prints the message about not inlining the call: "VTPoint::distance (52 bytes) callee is too large".

\(^{22}\)This is done with the compile command -XX:CompileCommand=inline,VTPoint::distance.
Figure 6.7: Results of the benchmarks of Section 6.7
7 Conclusion

Value types are a promising new type in Java’s type system combining the advantages of primitive and reference types. Project Valhalla has been focusing on a value type implementation for the interpreter and the C2 compiler in the HotSpot™ JVM for quite some time. This thesis presented a first value type implementation for the currently missing C1 compiler support that focuses on eliminating value type allocations and field loads from the heap. This is achieved with a buffer concept for the immutable value types with its immutable fields.

The presented implementation adapts to the specific environment of the C1 compiler, which is quite complex. The value type approach directly affects the existing procedure of creating the HIR and later the LIR. The provided patch contains around 3100 changed lines of code in almost 40 files.

The evaluation shows that the allocation and field load removal optimizations are very beneficial for the performance and further avoid time spent for garbage collection compared to the use of objects in the baseline version. With no escape of a value type instance from a method body, the performance is as fast as using primitive types only since the allocations can be completely removed. This is especially useful in combination with many loop iterations as seen in the evaluation of Section 6.6.2 where all allocations could have been omitted in the loop-body and the entire method. Even when a value type escapes, the allocation can often be moved outside of a loop-body which saves a lot of time. The evaluation also shows that avoiding value type field loads from the heap alone, without an involved allocation, improves the execution time. The benchmarks for optimized value types of Section 6.6.3 and 6.6.4 resulted in a performance gain of 46% and 69.4% compared to the object baseline while having the same number of allocations. Moreover, inlining decisions made by the compiler should not be underestimated in association with value types. The choice between inlining and not inlining a method call with value type arguments can significantly influence the resulting program performance by having additional value type allocations, especially inside loop-bodies. This could be mitigated by a future optimization to only pass the value type field values to a method and thus bypassing the allocation (see Section 7.1). But even a method with only a single allocation with 16 fields for objects, the optimized value types are up to 35.4 times faster by removing the allocation as seen in Section 6.4.

The point in time when value types will eventually make it into standard Java SE is not yet clear. However, the ongoing development process of value types suggests that the feature might soon be included into a future release. This thesis enables not only support for value types
in the C1 compiler but also for the missing tiered-compilation with value types. It also serves as foundation and opportunity for a simultaneous continuing development of value types in the C1 compiler next to the interpreter and the C2 compiler, which was not the case up to date. New ideas or optimizations can be considered and applied directly to both just-in-time compilers. Possible opportunities for future work on value types in the C1 compiler are presented in the following section.

7.1 Future Work

There are some opportunities for future work which can also be seen as limitations of this value type implementation for the C1 compiler:

- **Missing Else-Block:** During the parsing stage of the C1 compiler, a single if-statement does not directly create an additional (empty) block for the missing else-statement. This is only done later after the HIR is completely created and the various optimizations have been applied. Changing this design would be beneficial for the value type implementation since there are situations where an allocation is inserted twice but the object version would only need one. An example is shown in Listing 7.1 using the VTPoint class from Section 6.6. If the condition is true, p1 is allocated because it escapes over the uninlined method call on line 5. At line 7 an unallocated version from line 3 and an allocated version from line 5 are merged. An allocation is pushed towards the block containing line 3. However, it would also not make a difference if the allocation is inserted in the block containing line 7. The execution path will allocate twice in either way without an additional available else-block. Figure 7.1 additionally shows the bad benchmark results for the same environmental setup used in Section 6.6 for value types and objects executing the code from Listing 7.1. This could be improved to create an empty else-block earlier at the parsing stage of the HIR.

- **Value Type Arrays and Boxing:** The implementation for value types in the C1 compiler of this thesis does not support arrays containing value type instances and boxing instructions. This is left as a possible next step for a future development of value types in the C1 compiler.

- **Stack Value Type Phis:** The javac compiler stores every value in a variable since they would not be accessible from the code otherwise. However, bytecode can also be written by hand or by other tools or compilers. This requires not only to merge value types instances (and its fields) in variables but also a mechanism to merge different value type instances (with its fields) on the stack from different blocks with instance phi and field-phi functions. This is left for future work but should not create any problems as it is a straightforward extension.

- **Value Types as Fields:** Value types can also be used as a field in a normal class or in a value type class. Thus, the value type is either allocated and stored as a reference or stored in a flattened representation (i.e. the fields of the value type are inlined into the holder class). This is not supported by the implementation for the C1 compiler in this thesis and is left for future work.
• **Avoid Identical Allocations:** There are situations where an allocation is required in each iteration of a loop for the current approach as seen in Section 6.6.3. A future optimization could avoid such an allocation if all values are equal compared to the last iteration. An example is shown in Listing 7.2. A new value type instance is created on line 5 and is then allocated for the escape on line 6. However, the values are exactly the same on each iteration. Since value types have no identity, an optimization could try to take advantage of this fact and remove the additional allocations on each succeeding iteration.

• **Merge Method-Global and Block-Buffers:** The method-global buffer of the allocation and field load removal approach (see Section 4.3) might be later merged with the block-buffers from Section 4.4. This would make the overall design cleaner and more compact. The possibility of such a merging step could be explored in a future development.

• **Deoptimization:** This thesis only sets the basis for deoptimization support with value types. It needs some more effort to implement a working solution. The approach and the involved challenges described in Section 5.8 can be used as a possible starting point for future work.

• **Only Pass Value Type Fields:** This is an optimization that the C2 compiler already supports. A value type only passes its fields to and from an uninlined method call instead of the entire value type to bypass an allocation. The value type fields are treated as normal arguments by using registers or the stack. Adding support for this feature would drastically improve the performance for required allocations (for example, for the benchmark shown in Section 6.6.3). This could directly be implemented on the LIR and thus would mostly work independently of the optimizations done in this thesis on the HIR. However, this approach is only applicable to a certain degree and becomes inefficient for too many fields.

• **Split Phi Class:** The Phi class could be split into separate instruction classes for normal phi functions, value type field-phis, and possibly value type instance phis in the future. The current Phi class could be used as a superclass to avoid extensive changes in the C1 compiler. However, it could also be directly used for normal phi functions, while the value type phi classes are special subclasses. This would make the design cleaner and prevents wrong uses.

• **Use an enum for Phi Flags:** A minor improvement could merge the two flags _value_type_instance and _value_type_field_phi of the Phi class (see Section 5.2) together in combination with an enum. This could prevent wrong uses since a phi function is never an instance phi and a field-phi function at the same time.

• **Implementation of LOAD_REQUIRED:** Another minor improvement could change the implementation of the MemoryBuffer::LOAD_REQUIRED constant to point to a valid dummy FieldLoad instance which avoids a runtime crash if it is accessed by mistake.

• **Support Other Architectures:** The code contributed in this thesis only targets the Linux x86-64 architecture. Future work could also extend and test this approach on other architectures. This should not cause any problems as most parts of this thesis are done in the platform-independent HIR.
Listing 7.1: Benchmark method that shows the problem of a missing empty `else-block during the parsing stage in the current C1 compiler implementation

```java
public void limitation() {
    VTPoint p1 = VTPoint.createSet(3,4);
    if (/* some condition */) {
        useVT(p1); // Escapes! Needs Allocation
    }
    useVT(p1); // Escapes! Needs Allocation
}
```

Listing 7.2: Example of reallocating a value type due to an escape in each loop iteration while it contains the same field values during the entire loop execution

```java
public void avoidAllocation() {
    VTPoint p1 = VTPoint.createSet(3,4);
    for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
        p1 = VTPoint.createSet(3,4);
        useVT(p1); // Escapes! Needs Allocation
    }
}
```
Figure 7.1: Benchmarks based on Listing 7.1 that demonstrates the bad performance of the optimized value types compared to objects due to a missing `else`-block for the allocation and field load removal approach of this thesis (see Section 4.3). This could be improved in future work.
A Appendix

A.1 Thesis Timeline

This section gives an overview of the development steps done in this thesis for the entire value type implementation for the C1 compiler. After the unoptimized implementation, which also served as a process to get familiar with the HotSpot™ JVM environment, the main focus of the thesis lied on the allocation and field load removal optimizations. Various bug fixes were performed along the work of this thesis. Some of them were even unrelated to the implementation of the thesis itself. Value types are an experimental feature which is still in development and thus is prone to errors and bugs. Some could have been avoided by workarounds or different flags but one major bug even required a merge of the entire source code to a newer version which contained a fix for it. The following list summarizes important development steps in chronological order:

- **Unoptimized Value Types**: Getting familiar with the entire HotSpot™ JVM and especially the C1 compiler to provide a simple support for the new value type bytecodes.

- **NewValueTypeInstance**: Introducing the new HIR instruction with an allocation-flag.

- **Method Global Field Value Buffer**: New buffer for storing statically known field values to remove allocations and field loads involving the heap.

- **Lazy Buffer**: Changing the design to support lazy buffering to omit the need to store default values.

- **Statically Unknown Values**: The buffer is extended with the possibility to support required field loads from the heap with the `LOAD_REQUIRED` constant. A field load is inserted every time this constant is returned from the buffer access methods.

- **State Cleaner**: Adding cleaning mechanism to remove unallocated or replaced value type instances from the HIR.

- **Phi and Field-Phi Function Support**: Extending the current phi function design to support value type instances. Additionally, the phi function implementation is adapted to provide a phi function for each value type field (i.e. field-phis). A new array is added in the state class, next to local variables and stack values, to provide an easy access to all field-phis. The current macros for iterating all phi-functions are also extended to process the new field-phi functions for value types.
• **LIR and Field-Phi Functions**: Implementation of additional methods to process the new field-phi functions with a correct replacement for the LIR, which does not have phi-functions.

• **Lazy Value Type Allocation**: Providing methods to insert an allocation in the current block or in predecessor blocks (already parsed) upon an escape of the value type through unlined method calls and return statements.

• **Lazy Field Load Insertions**: Providing a method to insert a field load in the current block upon its usage. An additional method handles insertions in predecessor blocks (already parsed). These guarantee that a field is loaded correctly on each possible path towards its usage.

• **Improved State Cleaner**: Adding additional cleaning methods for dead field-phis.

• **On-Stack-Replacement**: Exploring support for OSR-compilations.

• **Support for Loops**: An additional method handles the setup for the last unknown operand of value type instance phis and field-phi functions in loop-header blocks.

• **Inlining Support**: Excluding value type allocations for inlined method calls.

• **Field-phis and PhiSimplifier**: Adapting the existing PhiSimplifier class to also consider field-phi functions.

• **Replace Optimization**: Directly replacing unallocated phi instances and field-phis marked as not-known in a merge block.

• **Loop-Body Allocation Optimization**: Avoiding an allocation push to loop-bodies in case the value type instance phi is only required to be allocated after the loop but not inside it.

• **Loop-Body Field Load Insertion Optimization**: Avoiding a field load insertion push to loop-bodies if the value type field-phi is only used after the loop but not inside it, all its operands depend on the same value type instance to load from, and they do not contain a statically known value directly or recursively.

• **Supporting Exception States**: Adding support to work with try-catch blocks with special exception states in the C1 compiler.

• **Deoptimization**: Exploration of deoptimization support for the C1 compiler in association with value types.
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A.2 Used Tools/Frameworks

- **Eclipse**: The special Eclipse IDE for C/C++ developers [70] is used for the HotSpot™ JVM development.

- **c1visualizer**: The c1visualizer [64] visualizes the HIR and the LIR at different stages during the compilation of a method in the C1 compiler. The debug version JVM flag `-XX:+PrintCFGToFile` provides the input to the tool. This is useful for checking correctness during the development for any kind of changes to the intermediate representations, including those for value types.

- **gdb**: The gdb, GNU Project debugger, [8] was used for debugging the code during the development process of value types over the console.

- **Python**: All plots of this thesis are generated by Python scripts which use Matplotlib [15] as a 2D plotting library.

- **JMH with Maven**: All evaluations are done with the JMH framework [59] in association with the Maven [69] build tool.

A.3 Changes to JVM Flags

New JVM Flags

- **OptimizedValueTypes**: Enable or disable the value type optimizations for the C1 compiler (i.e. use the unoptimized or the optimized value type version). Usage:

  * `-XX:+OptimizedValueTypes` to enable value type optimizations (default)
  * `-XX:-OptimizedValueTypes` to disable value type optimizations (i.e. unoptimized version of value types described in Section 4.2 and 5.3)

- **PrintValueTypeDebugInfo**: Print debug information for the value type implementation in the C1 compiler. Usage:

  * `-XX:+PrintValueTypeDebugInfo` to enable value type debug messages
  * `-XX:-PrintValueTypeDebugInfo` to disable value type debug messages (default)

Changes to existing JVM Flags:

- **ValueTypePassFieldsAsArgs**: Added availability for the product build since the C1 compiler does not support this optimization feature yet.

- **ValueTypeReturnedAsFields**: Added availability for the product build since the C1 compiler does not support this optimization feature yet.
A.4 JMH Benchmark Method Mappings

The following Table A.1 shows which benchmark methods in the benchmark class C1ValueTypeBench\(^1\) are used for which evaluation of this thesis. The square braces \([\_\_]\) denote an optional postfix and the star \(*\) is replaced by the number of fields.

Table A.1: The JMH benchmark method mappings of each evaluation of this thesis to the benchmark class C1ValueTypeBench

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation in</th>
<th>Benchmark Methods</th>
<th>Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.4: Cost of Allocation</td>
<td>testOT*/testVT*</td>
<td>OT[[]]/VT[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.5: Cost of &quot;vwithfield&quot;</td>
<td>testOT<em>Set/testOT</em>Set2</td>
<td>OT[[]]/VT[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVT*Set</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.6.1: Simple Branch</td>
<td>testOTPointIf[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testOTPointIfAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testOTPointIfAlloc[[]]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointIfAlloc[[]]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.6.2: Loops</td>
<td>testOTPointWhile[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Benchmark</td>
<td>testOTPointWhileAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointWhile[[]]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.6.2: Loops</td>
<td>testOTPointNestedWhile[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Benchmark</td>
<td>testOTPointNestedWhileAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointNestedWhileAlloc[[]]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.6.3: Loop-Body</td>
<td>testOTPointWhileLoopAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Benchmark</td>
<td>testVTPointWhileLoopAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointWhileAlloc[[]]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Benchmark</td>
<td>testVTPointIfWhileAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointIfWhileAlloc[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.6.4: Field Load</td>
<td>testOTFieldLoad[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTFieldLoad[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.7.1: Absolute Value</td>
<td>testOTComplexNumberAbs</td>
<td>OTComplexNumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTComplexNumberAbs</td>
<td>VTCoplexNumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 6.7.2: Point Distance</td>
<td>testOTPointDistance</td>
<td>OTPoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointDistance</td>
<td>VTPoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 7.1: Missing Else-Block</td>
<td>testOTPointLimitation[[]]</td>
<td>OTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>testVTPointLimitation[[]]</td>
<td>VTPoint[[]]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)Defined in /hotspot/test/compiler/valhalla/valuetypes/C1ValueTypeBench.java in the provided patch in http://cr.openjdk.java.net/~thartmann/thesis_hagedorn/webrev/hotspot.patch
A.5 Additional Code Listings, Algorithms and Graphs

**Algorithm 1:** Algorithm for creating new value types and managing the buffer

if creating new value type instance vt then
    Add new empty field array entry to the buffer for vt;
    if created with vwithfield (vt.field = value) then
        Set the referenced field to the specified value in the new buffer-entry for vt;
        if buffer-entry for old instance of vt exists then
            Copy all other field values from the buffer-entry of the old instance to the new entry;
        else
            // First entry for vt
            Set all other field values in the new buffer-entry to the LOAD_REQUIRED constant;
        end
    end
end

**Algorithm 2:** Algorithm for accessing a field of a value type instance

if field access of value type instance vt (vt.field) then
    if vt instance exist in buffer then
        if buffered value equals LOAD_REQUIRED then
            Insert LoadField in HIR for field;
        else
            Insert buffered value for field in HIR.
        end
    else
        // vt is allocated has unknown field values
        Insert LoadField in HIR for field;
    end
end
Listing A.1: Example of a value type class illustrating its constraints together with a corresponding creation of a value type instance

```java
__ByValue final class VTPoint { // final, no inheritance
    final int x;
    final int y;
    // final VTPoint bad; // BAD: No cyclic/recursive references

    /* Dummy constructor, completely ignored */
    VTPoint() { this.x = 0; this.y = 0; }

    __ValueFactory static VTPoint create() {
        return __MakeDefault VTPoint(); // Creates value type instance
    }

    __ValueFactory static VTPoint set(VTPoint vt, int x, int y) {
        vt.x = x; // Creates a new value type instance with vt.x = x
        vt.y = y; // Creates a new value type instance with vt.y = y
        return vt;
    }
}

class Test {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        // Creates a value type with default values x = 0 and y = 0
        VTPoint vt = VTPoint.create();

        // Creates a (new) value type vt2 with x = 3 and y = 4
        VTPoint vt2 = VTPoint.set(vt, 3, 4);
        /* Note: vt is immutable and still contains x = 0 and y = 0 */

        /* FORBIDDEN USAGES:
        * Cannot assign null to a value type:
        * vt = null; // BAD
        * error: incompatible types: <null> cannot be converted to VTPoint
        *
        * No identity and no support for '==' or '!=':
        * if (vt == vt) { } // BAD
        * error: value types do not support ==/!=
        *
        * Value type creation only in value type classes:
        * vt = __MakeDefault VTPoint(); // BAD
        * error: This value factory cannot create values of type VTPoint
        *
        * Value type field assignment only in value factories in
        * value type classes:
        * vt.x = 3; // BAD
        * error: cannot assign a value to final variable x
        */
    }
}
```
Listing A.2: Merging branches of an allocated and unallocated instance without a required allocation later

```java
1   void m() {
2       VTPoint vt = VTPoint.create();
3       if (/* some condition */) {
4           uninlined(vt); // Escapes m() -> 'vt' needs to be allocated
5       } else {
6           /* Some code, NO allocation of 'vt' */
7       }
8       // Create phi node for vt, is it marked allocated?
9       // 'vt' does not escape -> NO allocation needed
10   }
11
12   // Method NOT inlined
13   void uninlined(VTPoint vt) {
14       /* Some code */
15   }
```

Listing A.3: The VT and OT class for 4 fields that are used as a basis for the evaluations of Section 6.4

```java
1   __ByValue final class VT_4 {
2       final int i1;
3       final int i2;
4       final int i3;
5       final int i4;
6       /* ... */
7
8   __ValueFactory static VT_4 createDefault() {
9       return __MakeDefault VT_4();
10   }
11
12   final class OT_4 {
13       final int i1;
14       final int i2;
15       final int i3;
16       final int i4;
17       /* ... */
18
19   static OT_4 createDefault() {
20       return new OT_4();
21   }
22 }
```
__ByValue final class VT_4 {

    final int i1, i2, i3, i4;

    /* ... */

    __ValueFactory static VTPoint setFirst(VT_4 vt, int a) {
        vt.i1 = a;
        return vt;
    }

final class OT_4 {

    final int i1, i2, i3, i4;

    // Approach (i)
    private OT_4(int i1, int i2, int i3, int i4) {
        this.i1 = i1;
        this.i2 = i2;
        this.i3 = i3;
        this.i4 = i4;
    }

    // Approach (ii)
    private OT_4(OT_4 ot, int a) {
        this.i1 = a;
        this.i2 = ot.i2;
        this.i3 = ot.i3;
        this.i4 = ot.i4;
    }

    // Approach (i)
    static OT_4 setFirst(OT_4 ot, int a) {
        return new OT_4(a, ot.i2, ot.i3, ot.i4);
    }

    // Approach (ii)
    static OT_4 setFirst2(OT_4 ot, int a) {
        return new OT_4(ot, a);
    }
}
Listing A.5: The VTPoint and OTPoint class for 4 fields that are used as a basis for all evaluations done in Section 6.6

```java
// ByValue final class VTPoint_4 {

final int x, y, i3, i4;

/* All 3 methods are automatically inlined */
_ValueChangedFactory static VTPoint_4 createSet(int x, int y) {
    VTPoint_4 p = __MakeDefault VTPoint_4();
    p.x = x;
    p.y = y;
    return p;
}

_ValueChangedFactory static VTPoint_4 setX(VTPoint_4 p, int x) {
    p.x = x;
    return p;
}

_ValueChangedFactory static VTPoint_4 setY(VTPoint_4 p, int y) {
    p.y = y;
    return p;
}

}

final class OT_4 {

final int i1, i2, i3, i4;

/* All 3 methods are automatically inlined */
static OTPoint_4 createSet(int x, int y) {
    return new OTPoint_4(x,y);
}

static OTPoint_4 setX(OTPoint_4 p, int x) {
    return new OTPoint_4(x, p);
}

static OTPoint_4 setY(OTPoint_4 p, int y) {
    return new OTPoint_4(p, y);
}
```
Listing A.6: Complete second benchmark method for the evaluation in Section 6.6.3

```java
Point p = Point.createSet(3, 4);
int x = p.x;
int y = p.y;
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
    p = Point.setX(p, x+i);
    if (i % 2 == 0) {
        use(p); // Escape
    }
}
use(p); // Escape
```

Listing A.7: Benchmark method in pseudo-code for 8 fields for Section 6.6.4

```pseudo
// Block 1
Point p = Allocated.p;
int a = 0;
int b = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++) {
    // Both additions have equally many addends
    a = p.x + p.i3 + p.i4 + p.i5;
    b = p.y + p.i6 + p.i7 + p.i8;
}
return a + b;
```
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